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CHAPTER VIII 

R§3gi q,ncal Pe~_icy in, Ip?i,a: . ,An anaiY!3 i .s. 
of Issues 

_.', ..... l • 

Section I Regional Policy in India: A Statement of Issues 
In Chapters III through VII we examined the degree 

and structure of regional disparities at various levels. 
We can conclude from this analysis that: (1) significant 
regional differences in economic structures exist and 
these are reflected in, the overall regionallevels.of per 
capita 'and per' worker income~' (2) At sectoral level, 

high regional ineq~flli,ty ,exists in the aggregate value 
added per worker and at a dis aggregated level in both 
manufac~uring and agriculture. The existenca'''of'these' 
disparities thus provides one ground to analyse the 
regional policy framework in India and consider the scope 
for policy measures to correct regiBnal imbalances at the 
national level. In this context, we need to examine the 
relation between the national and regional goals and the 
possibilities of a conflict between these goals. In 
addition, we need to distinguish the regional policy frame
work in an economy undergoing structural change from that 
in more industrialised countries. We shall examine these 
issues in Section I. In Section II we relate the discussion 

, of Section I to an examination of regional goals in Indian 
plans. Whetlier or not the plans specify the regional 
goals, regional allocation of resources is implicit in 
the national planning as the states account for' a 
considerable proportion of the total government expenditure 
and, in addition, the central assistance is an important 
source of financing the state plans. Thus, for evaluating 
the regional framework in India, we need to empirically 
assess the regional resource allocation under ,planning in 
terms ,of size and pattern of state development expenditure 

and the direct central investments. We pursue this 
analysis in Chapter IX. 

We can begin with a brief outline of the major 
issues with which regional policy measures in more 
industrialised countries are concerned, and distinguish the 



factors that are likely to differ in the conte}t' of economies 

at a different stag~_; _,,Q{ development. The spe'c~i~i.c poliicy 
measures adopted .in the inoividual countries ditfer and we 
discuss here only the broad areas of policy. These relate 
to (1) the policy measures that are directed to stimulate the 

-' 

regional level of activity by way of measures that lead to 
"work to workers ll

; (2) the policy measures that are aimed 
towC!,rds 11 workers to work". This includes fiscal and 

priein~ policy which aims at regional allocation by either 
altering the prices of inputs of production or the output at 
the commodity level; (~) specific policy measures 'that are 
aimEad at minimising the regional differences in economic 
welfare. 

Stillwelll sams up the controversy regarding the first 
set of issues as follows: '1'0 quote, liThe primary argument 
relates to the loss of economic growth which is caused by 
interference with the location of industry. It is contended 
that only when given free, choice will businessmen select the 
optimal location for their plant: and that anY::-'~estriction 
ont-hat choice will lead either to the plant not being estab
lished at all, being established in an inferior location with 
reSUlting loss of efficiency or being established in another 
country with no such restrictions. Reliance on labour mobility 
is said not to incur such economic costs because there is no 
interference with the location decisions of industry." 

The advocates of measures of "work to workers" relate 
their arguments on three-basic points. (1) In the case of 
many industries, costs vary little among alternative locations. 
(2) Firms do not necessarily make optimal location decisions. 
Hence, redirection of industry need not necessarily involve 
additional private costs. (3) The whole efficiency argument 

is couched in terms of private rather than social costs. The 
private and social costs are likely to diverge as the latter 
includes the congestion costs of further agglomeration and the 
costs of providing additional social capital. Dependiag onwhiCh 
of the two strategies or a combination of the two is adopted, 

the policy measures taken by way of ppiee policy or specific 
direct controls will differ. The specific policy measures 
1. See in this connection: 
(1) Stillwell,J.B., "Regional Economic Policy; Macmillan 
Studies in Economics", The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1972. 
(2) Brown, A.J. "framework of Regional Economics in U.K.", 1972 
(3) Richardson, H.W., "Regional Economics", .op.cit. 



will also depend on the classification of regi<;)i{s at which 

they are directed. These classifications may range from 

the depressed areas, problem areas, backward areas or 

congestion areas. By and large, the regional policy issues 

in the developed countries arise out of the inadequacy of a 

market solution to correct regional imbalances. Secondly, 

regional imbalances that persist affect a small part of the 

national area and population, but have acquired special 

priority due to the social acceptance of certain minimum 

goals of welfare regarding regional differences in unemploy

ment rates and the standards of living. 

We grant that the regional policy framework for an 
underdeveloped economy is likely to differ from that in the 

more developed countries which we have outlined above. The 

main factors in which the regional policy framework will 

differ in an underdeveloped economy undergoing structural 

change may be briefly summarised below. 

(1) In an economy undergoing a process of structural 

,change which involves rapid spatial shifts, the role of 

short-term corrective measures is limited. Examples of 

short-term corrective measures applied in the developed 

economies are the various financial and tax subsidies and 

grants that aim to influence the factor or product prices 

so as to attain a greater balance between the demand and 

supply of labour and capital. Another example of short

term measures is the government expenditure as a policy 

tool to influence the demand by budgetary surplus and 

deficits. Limitations of these measures as policy tools 

in the context of structural change are that the ',cprrection 
of regional disparity would involve creating conditions 

of higher regional growth in the low income regions and at 

the same time allow higher national economic growth to be 

attained by concentrating on the growth of established 

regions. Therefore the policy measures that are advmcated 

for influencing the effective demand are less relevant, as 

the basic problem is that of creating additional productive 

capacity. 



(2) We argued in Chapter I that the inter"'ref~onal 

and inter-sectoral mobi11 ty whiol\ played an imp:6rtant role 

in the developed eountr'ies ha.G a restricted role in an tU'lcier

developtlHl economy» because ot "the rapid populat.ion growth 
10 

andr,!he ra.te of investment: and employment growth being lower 

than the r-equired rate of growth to draw the labour a\'IlIay 

frou~ the low productivity J;'egion$ Ol"!:HIlCt01"S. tie also $tat<::o 

that the movements of p,rl.vate capital are likely to be 
aiae<!}uilibrating. Hence, in this context the Mi-~ional 

approach that: emphasises the measures related t.o "\i1ork to 
workers H ie mora relevant. 

(3) Under planning in India, national goals a~e adopted 
to a1:tain higher- national economic growth and also to attain 
Inore egalitarian distribution of income between different 
groups of people. Our- analysis of Chapter III 
showed that the low income regions in -India .;" 
aCQOwlt for nearly 4& par cent of the total population. 

On the grounds of equity alone, however d~fined, the polioy 

~lea$u:reG need to be':';.€li-rec'tedtowardsraising their 

udeveloplflcnt shax'e li in 'the national economio dev~lopment. 

Differences are likely to arise in definin~ the' (fminimum 

development s'hare n or the deve,lopme.nt efforts of the lo~! 

income r~lions. In addition, the political criteria of 
development share may differ from those based on economic 

cri'te-ria that attempt to take into consi¢1er"tion the needs 

and. potential! ties of the different low incOtilEl regions. 

(Ii) The experience of <1eveloped countries shows that the 

reaional imbalances are not self-correotive. The post-war 
period in which the per capita income$ in many developed 

eountt'ie& oonverg~d\-was also a period of active ~ov~rna\lant 
intervention. 'The argument that, in the long run, at a 

higher stage of <1ev~lopment growth will either spl"ead to 
the backward t'e&ion-s or that !t1ore reso'u.rces will be made 

available to the backward regions amounts, in the Indian 
context, to a.llowing nearly fifty per cent of the total 

population to slip int6tac.long ter~ stage of low income and 
low development. In dadition, India has already under2l:0ne 



a critical phase of national development and~~ompleted 
four Five Year Plans,; Rapid strides at nati'onal level 

were attained during this period in terms of 

industrialisation, import substitution and also in 

agricultural progress. Hence, more emphasis can now be 

placed on spreading the economic growth to the low income 
regions. Emphasis in such an approach should be on 

manipulating the national policy variables to attain the 

desired spatial goals. l We consider that the above 

arguments establish the case for a national policy for 
<' 

regional developmentlin India and other economies at a 

similar stage of development. 

We can 
the regional 

development. 

now proceed to examine the relation between 

goals and the other goals of national economic 

The possibility of a conflict between the 

regional and other goals has '!lad many writers to conclude 

that the regional goals are a luxury for the economy 

,undergoing spatial shifts under the constraint of limited 

resources. The controversy on the relevance and form of 

regional goals has centred around several related aspects 

and we may consider some of these arguments here. It is 

argued that the goal of maximising national income growth 

is likely to come into sharp conflict with the objectives 

of reducing regional disparities, as the resources are 

limited and need to be concentrated in the regions of 

highest returns. Thus, Lefeber1 concludes as follows: 

"Regions which have existing advantages can grow faster 

than others. In the process of growth, employment 

opportunities increase, a flow of labour from other 
regions is attracted which should have a beneficial effect 

1. (a) See in this connection, Friedmann, John, "Regional 
Development Policy: A Case Study of Venezuela~, MIT Press,1966, 
p.5. "It is by manipulating the national policy variables that 
the most useful contributions to the future of regional econ
omies can be made." (b) See also Rodwin Lloyd, "Choosing , 
Regions for Development", 'Regional Development and Planning:A 
2eader', Ed. Friedmarin, John and Alonso,William, MIT Press,1968. 
(c) Alonso,William, "Urban and Regional Imbalances in Economic 
Development", Economic Development and Cultural Change,Vol.17, 
No.1, 1968. ' 
2. Lefeber,L.,"Regional Allocation of Resources in India", in 
"Regional Development and Planning: A Reader", Ed.Friedmann, 
John and Alonso, William, p.645. 



both on industrialising areas and on the stagnant regions. 

Furthermore, rapidly growing areas can yield Stirp"il1ses for 

future investment. Such surpluses a~ise from the profits 
of expanding private and state enterprises and from 

increasing private incomes, which in turn lead t9 larger 

savings and taxes •. Initially, a good· part of the 

savings must be used to maintain growth in the vigorous 

centres; .but as savings continue to increase and new 

investment.outlets are needed, more and more res~urces 

can be channelled to the development of other areas 

which, in turn, will raise the living standards of the 
.'. 

local population and create new surpluses and resources 

for c9Ptinued development. The latter will manifest 

itself in the creation of 'growing points' in other 

previously stagnant or slowly moving areas. In good 

time, the number of growing areas should increase to a 

density adequate to the regional balance. It is a 

paradoxical conclusion that, for developing retarded areas, 

the growth of the more advanced regions must be encouraged. 

If the latter is stifled because of insufficient investment 

on an uneconomical scale, surpluses will be insufficient 

and stagnant regions which are unable to raise their own 

savings must be doomed to an even longer period of waiting 

and poverty." Thus, this argument amounts to recommending 

spatial goals that are aimed at higher growth in the 

regions with "existing advantage". Such an approach ·is. 

not a rejection of regional goals in the period of rapid 

economic development but having goals 'that will aid or 

enhance the growth of the "bes~" regions so as to attain 

a better regional balance at some future date. 

1 . . 
The EEC Report makes the following observation on 

this issue. To quote, "The difficulty arises from the 

1. "Location of Industrial Plants", 
EEC, 1968. 



fact that in most cases the problem of indust·ri:aL~:rocation 

is associated with drastic aifferences in ind,blhei:teveq.,s 

between regions. The economic logic demandingconcentra

tion of industrial dinvestment in "best" regions is therefore 

challenged by very important social and political considera-
tions. There are also economic arguments for the promotion 
of new :industrialpoles of growth in backward areas in 

developing countries." The EEC Report further states that 

" ••• the arguments :i?re~ented aboveshoulgerlot lead to the 
,. 

conclusion that the solution to regional: 'problems in develop-
ing countriE;,s should be postponed 'or neglected., It is 

sugge$ted that~ in the initial stages of economic develop· 

ment of those countries, the regional problems are relative~y 

less important .. ," We may note from the above two quotations 

that, although the conflict between "efficiency" and "equity" 
> 

is recognised in both approaches, they lead to different, 

conclusions. Lefeber advocates planned expansion of region~ 
with existing advantages while the EEC Report regards 

regional problems as relatively less important. RahmanI 

makes a further re~evant point regarding the regional 

differences in the rate of saving. "As a general 

conclusion we may say that national ineome is not necessarily 

maximised by concentrating on the most productive'~egion of 

a country if regional rates of saving are not identical. 

Whether a less productive region can offer a sigriificantly 

higher rate of saving (more specifically a higher internal 
rate of growth)t,han a l1l0re productive' region is a mat,ter 

of specific enquiry for the.country concerned. A'priori, 

the rate of saving in a region does not.,'pave a 'direct , , 

connection with productivity. Saving is a function not only 

of income but al,soof social habits, institutions and, in a 

contro;Lled economy, of the ,administrative and political 

abil,ity of the central authority to squeeze saving out of 

the region., It is quite conceivable that, in a particular 

country, a. less productive region may happen to offer a higher 

1. See Rahman, M.A., "The Regional Allocation of Investment", 
"Regional'Development and Planning", op.cit. p.66? 



rate of savings. In ~his case, the possibility of switching 
the programme cannot be ruled out." 

We may now take these three arguments for further 

discussion. In examining the conflict between "efficiency l1 

and "equity" we need to consider the meaning of concepts 

more clearly. In the discussion of investment criteria, 

we make a distinction between the various maximising goals 

of national economic development. Both the rate of invest

ment and its sectoral allocation would differ in accordance 
with the specific maximisation goal that is adopted. For 

example, various maximising goals of "efficiency" or "growth T' 

can be spelled out in terms of goals such as Tlmaximisation 

of current income", TIthe maximisation of growth rate over 

a short period 6f timet! and TTmaximis'ation of a long term 

growth rate of economyTl. It is asserted in planning 

literature that planning implies adopting a long term 

strategy towards economic growth in which returns to invest

ment are not necessarily measured or specified with reference 

to either a single year or a short term plan period. 
Similarly, the conflict between lTefficiency" and "equityT1 

can be viewed in relation to these goals being phased out 

over a period of time rather than as goals of short term 

maximisation. 

The following points are relevant in easing the 

conflict between the goals as phased out over a time 

period. Firstly, viewed over a longer time period! the 

efficiency goal includes opening new resource frontiers or 

what is termed as "the extension of periphery". Secondly, 

raising the rate of investment in low income regions in the 

infrastructure investment may be regarded as building ahead 

of demand. Over a longer period of time, the factors out

lined by Rahman may be particularly relevant and thus 

government policy may be directed towards attaining the 

desired rate of saving. Thirdly, the lIequityTl interpreted 

in terms of equalisation of regional incomes or equalisation 

of personal incomes is a proposition that may conflict with the 

efficiency objective over any time span considered. In the 

1. By langer time period we nean sinply that the goals and the resultant 
allocations are based on projections of II~S" and lI:returns" that stretch 
beyond the given plan period as it is applied in the sectoral allocation 
of national resources. 



regional analysis, the "equity" goals can be expressed in 

terms of various trade-offs and time spans in accordance 

with society's preferences. It is extremely difficult to 

lay down the equity goals that would suit societies and 

economies at different stages of development. Evaluation 

of regional policy goals in different countries suggests 

that regional goals are expressed more in terms of bringing 

those below the national average nearer to the average 

rather than creating convergence by reducing the positive 

deviation of high income regions. Thus, equity goals may 

be expressed in terms of goals to be attained over a time 

span and as efforts to create long term conditions of 

economic growth in low income regions. When the concept of 

"equity" is viewed intthis context, it appears to be less 

sharply in conflict with the long term efficiency objectives. 

Fourthly, we may argue that the degree of conflict between 

the "efficiency" and requity" objectives needs to be 

distinguished with reference to different forms of invest-

mente Investments in public health education and other 

social services need to be diffused in relation to a uniform 

measure such as per capita need or in relation to some other 

measure. In other sectors such as transpor~ power and 

communications which involve bulky long gestation investments, 

the investment has to be concentrated at strategic points. 

However, here it is possible to visualise the conflict 

between the need to concentrate these strategic investments 

in the high growth regions which have an existing higher 

demand for them or to allocate them to the regions with low 

levels of infrastructure by huilding ahead of demand. In 

the other sectors of manufacturing and agriculture also, the 

degree of conflict between the "efficiency" and "equity" is 

likely to vary. Existence of such regional differences 
in the degree of conflict between the "efficiency" and "equi ty" 

objectives give some grounds for considering these objectives 

not merely in exclusive terms but as those with varying 

trade-offs both with reference to time span involved as well 

as the form of investment. 

Lastly, we need to distinguish several factors that 

may act towards reducing the ret.urns from public investment in the 



( 10) 

high income regions. The location decision of an 
individual firm is governed by the objectives of maximization 
of the profit or net returns based on the estimates of 
private costs. These do not include the diseconomies 
arising out of further congestion, the extra demand for 
social services arising due to a given location or the 
environmental costs of further agglomeration. In consider
ing the returns to public investment on the basis of social 
costs and benefits, the inclusion of the above costs may 

u',.'. 

reduce the profitability gap between the high productivity 
regions and low productivity regions. 

We conclude that the regional policy is cruc¥~l in 
India because of the following ,qonsiderations:-
(1) The nature of the development process in India 
indicates a limited role of inter-regional migration of 
labour force. As the capital flow can be expected to be 
disequilibrating, the regional im.b);.:lances can be corrected 
only by measures to raise income and productivity levels in 
the low income regions. On equity grounds alone, since low 
income regions account for nearly 46 per cent of the total 
population, the regional development ne'sds of such a large 
population cannot ~e neglected. 
(2) The experience of more developed countries shows that 
time by itself cannot act as a corrective process. 
(3) Finally, regional allocation decisions are implicit in 
the national planning decisions as the national planning 
operates through multi-regions. Whether or not the 
regional allocation under planning was directed to raise 
the development share of low income regions is ,a matter of 
empirical substantiation. In the federal multi region 
set-up, the political case for regional policy cannot be 
overemphasised. However, we shall keep these arguments 
separate and examine their relevance later on. 
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SECTION II 

REGIONAL GOALS IN INDIAN PLANNING, 

We can now discuss the regional goals in Indian 
.planning~ . -India recognised the existence of regional 

problems from the early years of planning. Regional goals 

are specified in the Second and Third Five Year Plans in some. 

detail. To quote the Second Five Year P;tan1
l;\ "In~~y com

prehensive plan of developme:~t, it is ax$:.omatic t9 say that 
. spatial- needs of less developed areas sho~ld-rec~i~e due 
att~ntibn. The pattern' of_~nvestmei1tm\ist '~be;,-sodevised as 

to lead to balanced regional development;. ~_The problem is 

particularly difficult in the early stages when total 
resources available are very inadequate in relation tn needs;, 

but more and more as development proceeds and larger resources 

become available for investment, the stress should be on 
extending benefits of investment to the underdeveloped regions. 

Only thus can a diversified economy be built up." The Second 

Five Year Plan also lays down the specific policy variables 
in this regard. These are (i) through decentralised indus-

trial production; (ii) in the location of new enterprises, 
public- or private, consideration should be given to the need 
for developing a balanced economy for different parts of the 

country. The Third Five Year Plan2 further emphasised the 

role of public sector projects. To quote, "The benefits of 
a large project accrue in greater measure to the popUlation 

of the region in which it is located if certain related or 

complementary programmes are undertaken. Therefore,as an 
,<,essential feature of planning, every major project should be 
... 
'regarded as the nucleus for integrated deve19pment 
'of the region as a whole." The Third Five Year Plan 

also emphasises the need for spatial dispersal of 

the public sector projects. To quote, 

1. Second Five Year Plan, Government of India, Planning 
Commission, 1956, pp. 36, 37. 
2. Third Five Year Plan, Government of India, Planning 
Commission, 1961, Chapter IX. 



"From the decisions which have been reached so far, it is 

apparent that there will be a fair measure of dispersal and 

various regions will have a significant share in industrial 

development. As examples, the following may be cited: 

expansion of oil refinery fertiliser plant and use and 

distrib~~ion of natural gas in Assam; expansion of fertiliser 

capacity and construction of shipyard in Kerala; the synthetic 

drug factory; Vishakhapatam,Andhra Paper Mills in Andbra, 

expansion of Nepa Mills; the Bhibi Steel Plant and Heavy 

Electrical project in Madhya Pradesh; the antibiotics factory, 

fertiliser factory, refractories plant and expansion of 

precision instruments in Uttar Pradesh; development of copper 
deposits in Rajasthan; a machine tool factory in Punjab; 

surgical instruments plant; raw film project, pilot iron and 

steel plant, Niveli lignite high temperature carbonisation 

plant in Orissa; teleprinter factory and steel rolling mills 

in Madras; oil refinery in Gujarat and a cement factory in 

Jammu and Kashmir." 

We may note from the above quotations that the plan 

documents recognise the need for regional balance as well as 

the instruments through which these can be achieved. 

However, the plans do not specify what is to be "balanCed" 

and over what time period. Regional goals are expressed 

in terms of the "needs of backward areas" without laying 

any specific criteria for measuring the needs. We may ref'er 

to the various committees that assessed the needs of differ

ent areas either for areas within the state or for identify

ing the states. 

The planning commission study group at the time of 

formulation of the Yourth plan requested state governments 

to pay special attention to the backward areas within the 

state. The backward areas within the state were classified 

into five categories in accordance with their needs and 

potential for development: (i) desert areas; (ii) chronically 

drought affected areas; (iii) hill areas including tribal 

areas;l~yn areas with high concentration of tribal popula

tion; (v) ~ with high density of population, low levels of 

income, employment and living standards. The study group 



suggested 15 indicators to identify the areas within the 
. ' . 1 state that need spec1al attent1on. 

The task of identifying less developed states 
creates difficult theoretical and conceptual problems . 

In the re ional policy, per ~apita income is taken as an 

important indicator as it enables classification of the 
regions in terms of the differences in economic s~ructures. 

In the Indian plans the classification by per capita income 

and other related measures created problems as CSO does not 

publish state income data. Up to the end of the Third Plan, 
,tcth.S 

the plan documents do not classify~ by the level of development. 
In the criteria of central assistance to the states, also, 
the income variables or other economic variables are not 

specified in determinin the quantum of central assistance 

to each state. 2 

1. These 15 indicators may be summarised below: 
(1) total popUlation and density of population; (2) number of 
workers engaged in agriculture; (3) c~ltivable area per 
agricultural worker; (~) net area sown per agricultural 
worker; (5) percentage of net area sown more than once to 
total net area sown; (6) percentage of irrigated area to 
net sown area; (7) per capita gross value of agricultural 
output; (8) number of manufacturing establishments using 
electricity; (9) number of workers per ' lOO,OOO of population , 
employed in registered factories; (10) number of commercial 
vehicles registered in the district; (11) surface roads per 
100 square miles and 100,000 popUlation; (12) percentage of 
literate population; (13) percentage of school going children 
in 6-11 and ll-l~ years age groups; (l~) number of places 
per million population for technical training; (15) hospital 
beds for 100,000 of population. 
2. We shall discuss these issues in more detail in Chapter IX. 



(/4) 

At the meeting of the Committee of the National 

Development Council in 1968, two working groups were set up 

to study the problem of regional imbalances. One working 
1 

group was to recommend the criteria for identification of 

backward states and the second study group 2was to recommend 

fiscal and other financial incentives for starting industries 

in the backward areas. We shall take up the recommendations 

of these two groups for further discussion in the next 

chapter. We may summarise here the criteria used by the 

committee to identify industrially backward states and union 
territories. 

The following criteria were used to identify 

industrially backv1ard states;: (i) Total per capita income. 

1<. 

(ii) per capita income from industry and mining. (iii) number 

of workers in registered factories. (iv) Per capita annual 

consumption of electricity. (v) Length of surfaced road in 

relation to area and population. (vi) railway mileage in 
relation to area and population. 

Besides the states of Assam, Jammu and Kashmir and 

Nagaland, the average percentage of the following states is 

lower than the national average: Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, 

Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. These 

are the states which we classified as 'low income regions'. 

It may be noted here that broad classification of "high" and 

"low" and fimore developed" and "less developed il states is not 

altered in the number of studies 3 which take different 
variables.for classifying fegions. Thus, inclusion of various 
social and economic variables such as infant mortality, 

literacy and infrastructure variables does not shift the 

1. '~own as Pande Committee. 
2. Under the Chairmanship of Wanchoo. 
3. See Introduction.C~lSome of these studies are 
(1) Mitra, Census of India, 1961; (2) Rao, S.K.; 
(3) Pal, M.N. 
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ranking of the low income states to a more favourable 
1 position. Rao, S.K. in his factor analysis using 

productivity variables and some social and economic 

indicators suggested that the economic distance between the 

more developed and less developed remained virtually 

unchanged between 1950-51 and 1965-66. In our income 

analysis we considered several structural factors that may 

be regarded as significant in expl~~ning deviations of 

regiGnal per capita income and per worker income. Thus, 

we may conclude that the low income regions that we have 

identified may also be regarded as less developed when 

several other variables are included. The Planning 

Commission Study Group referred to above is the first 

official report to recognize per capita income as one of 

the indicators in classifying industrially backward states. 

Our discussion of regional goals in Indian planning shows 

that, although regional goals exist in Indian planning, these 

goals are not adequately specified in a number of aspects 

that we discussed in Section I. Secondly, there is a tacit 

assumption (as in the EEC Report) of the conflict between 

regional goals and the growth objectives. At the same 

time plans emphasise use of several policy instruments to 

attain regional balance. The long-term economic projections 

of Indian planning do not discuss .the criteria of 
regional·allocation of.resources. In the short-term Five 

Year Plans, the emphasis on regional goals exists with reference 

1. Rao, S.K., op.cit. Chapters 2 and 3. He classifies 
the states taking the distance from the richest to the 
poorest group as follows: 

A 
Most Developed 

West Bengal 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 

B 
Not so Developed 

Madras 
Mysore 
Punjab 

C 
Least Developed 

Kerala, Andhra 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, 
Bihar, Assam, 
Orissa, Madhya 
Pradesh and Uttar 
Pradesh 

He takes the following six indicators to measure the level 
of regional development in his study: (1) per capita crop 
output;t2>per capita output in large-scale industry; 
(3) workers in manufacturing other than household industry; 
(4) consumption of industrial power; (5) literacy rate and 
(6) infant mortality rate. 
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to a number of specific spheres. 
!' '[-);~" 

The issues sucn as 

location of public sector projects have received a lot of 

attention also because of their being political issues. 

An important area of policy is the size of state plans and 

the sectoral allocation of state plans. Under the federal 

set-up, states are a vital part of the overall planning 

proqe,s s • An important part of the total plan expenditures 

is ineurred through'states and there is a clear division 

of the central and state government expenditure in each 
, \ 

sect.or. The Third Plan l'edognises the role of state plans 

as follows. 
;,0-

To quote~ "With development on a scale larger' 

and more"compI,'ehensive than/in the recent past, the Third 
'CPlan provides extemsi ve opportunity for the development of 

different parts of the country. Some of the most important 

programmes in the plan fall necessarily within the plans of 

states. In drawing up these plans, the broad objectives 

have been to enable each state to contribute its best 

towards increasing agricultural production; to secure the 
largest measure of increase in income and employment feas

ible, to develop social services, in particular elementary 

education, water supply and sanitation and health services 

in rural areas, and to raise the levels of living in less 

developed areas. Thus, state plans are intended to be 

oriented towards greater production and employment and the 

welfare of ~eaker sections of the population. Every effort 

has been made to propose outlays for different states 

considering their needs and problems, past progress and lags 
in development, especially in social services, communications 

and power likely to contribute to the achievement of 

national targets and potential for growth as well as the 
contribution in resources which they make towards financing 

of their plans. In assessing the needs and problems of 

different states, such factors as population, area, pressure 

on cultivated land, commitments carried over from the Second 

Plan projects and the state of technical and administrative 

services available have been taken into account. Thus, 

as far as possible, an attempt has been made to consider 

both national and State priorities. Taken as a whole, the 



size and pattern of outlays in the states in the 'rhird Plan 

are cal.culated to reduce the disparities in developJi).e!it o·f 

different states, although in the nature of things t:hi;'~ is 

a process which must take time. This statement shows that 
state plans are recognised as an important policy variable 
to reduce regional disparities. ,,1 Table 1 gives the dat.a on 

the proportion of total expenditure of the various sectors 

accounted for by the state expenditures; It can be seen 

from the table that the states accounted for 49 and 44 per 
cent of the t'ot;al' f-inancial outlays in the Third and Fourth 

Five. Year Plans.' 

In the Third Plan, the states accounted for 86, 98, 

87, £2 and 66 per cent of the total expenditure in agri

culture and community development, major and medium tr'riga

tion, power, village and small industries and social 

se'rvices respectively. The states' share in the out-lays 
on organised industry and minerals and 'transport and 

communications is 5 and 10 per cent only. Thus the size 

and pattern of state outlays needs to be analysed in greater 

detail:. In the next chapter we shall attempt an emp'irical 

evaluation of state development expenditure and itsre-lation 

to regional income change. We will also recapitulate 

our earlier conclusions on the role of public sector :invest

ment and discuss the measures to induce private investment 

in the low income regions. In the sectoral allocation of 

the state plan expenditures; inter-regional allocations in 

agriculture and major and medium irrigation are very 

important policy variables. Regional allocations in these 

sectors need to be examined closely. Finally, an empirical 

evaluation of the policy variables should enable us to give 

some guidelines on the national policy of regional develop

ment:. 

./ 

1. Third Five Year Plan, Government of India, op.cit., p. 147. 
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TABLE 1 

FINANCIAL ourlAYS OF STATES AND CENTRE IN THIRD AND FOURI'H FIVE YEAR 
PLAN OF INDIA ( T( IN RS CRORES) ,. 

Union 
Percent- Terci.- Percent- Total 

Sector States age (furies Centre age Percentage 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Agriculture and 
Community 
Development 919 86 24 125 13 100.0 

Major and Medil.un 
Irrigation 630 98 2 18 2 100.00 

Power 880 87 23 109 12 100.00 

Village and 
Small Industries 137 52 4 123 48 100.00 

Organised 
Industry and 

,.). Minerals 70 5 ny 1450 95 100.00 

Transport and 
Communications 226 10 35 1225 90 100.00 

Social Services 
and Misc. 863 66 87 350 34 100.00 

Inventories 200 

TOTAL 3725 49.5 175 3600 49.0> 100.00 

(continued) 



TABLE 1 (continued) 

(FOURTH PLAN) 

States 

(8) 

Agriculture and 
Allied Sectors 1425.51 

Irrigation and 
Flood Control 1050.39 

Power 1919.07 

. Village· and Small 
Scale Industries 783.06 

Industry and 
Minerals 

Transport and 
Conununications 

Education 

Scientific 
Research 

Health 

Family Planning 

Water Supply and 

183.06 

48a.54 

499.89 

185.75 

Sanitation 167.10 

Housing, Urban 
and Regional 
Development 

Welfare of 
Backward Classes 

Social Welfare 

Labour Welfare 

Other Programmes 

TOTAL 

Percentage 

167.10 

77.43 

10.54 

27.02 

92.54 

6606.47 

44 

Centre 

(9) 

1104.26 

23.50 

424.72 

148.65 

3150.86 

2622.00 

241. 00 

140.26 

53.50 

3.80 

48.60 

0.50 

27.43 

10.00 

90.68 

8089.76 

55. 

Centrally 
Sponsored 

(10) 

126.83 

. 22.0 

5.10 

42.00 

30.00 

176.50 

315.00 

2.00 

59.50 

2.00 

780.93 

1 

Total 

(11) 

2728.18 

1086.57· 

2447.57 

293.13 

3337.71 

3237.26 

822.66 

140.26 

435.03 

315.00 

405.79 

237.63 

142.38 

41.38 

39.90 

192.31 

15902.16 

100 

Source: Third ,Five Year Plan, Government of India, Planning 
Commission, 1961, p.58 and Fourth Five Year Plan, Government of 
India, Planning Conunission, 1970, p.57. 



CHAPTER IX 

AN EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF REGIONAL POLICY IN INDIA 

In this chapter we shall examine the policy instruments 
empirically as they operated under planning. The size of 

state development expenditure is anil'nportant measure .in 
the analysis of regional resource allocation under plailn;ng; 
as opposed to the vague statements·oi.regional balance in 
the plan documents: Section I evaluates the role of s·t·ate 

:,. '10 .'~' <) 

development expenditure in-t:the regional income change .• 

The state development expenditure does ilot ~itu:llU4e. ,the 
direct central invest~ents in manufacturingstrans'port, etc. 
In Section II we examine the role of public proD.ects in 
t'egional development. and the policy meas\ires taken to promote 
private investment in industrially baek&~rd states. In 
the sectoral almocation of state development expenditure, 
the regional allocations in agriculture are of special 

. ',' .significance because of agt'icul ture' s importance in the 

national and I'egional economiesand.also,as we saw in 
Chapter VII, high regional disparityextsts .in agriculture. 
tie examine the regional allocation of investment in agri
cul ture and irrigation in Section II. 'The Appendix at 
the end of the chapter discusses the regional sectoral 
allocations in the other sectors. In Section III, a few 
guidelines are given on1:the regional po'iicy in India. 

SECTION I 

ROLE OF STATE DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE IN REGIONAL INCOME CHANGE 

In the empirical evaluation of regional policy in India, the 
analysis of state development expenditure is of vital 
importance and it can be taken as a proxy for state develop

ment effort as it includes state expenditures in the 
important sectors such as agriculture and irrigation, flood 
control, powe~, education and other soci'al infrastructures. 

1 

The state development expenditure excludes the direct central 

investments and also the non-development expendi ture.,incurred 
by the state onnon development activities. ,.,.-
1. See Chapter VIII, Table 1, for the proportions of total 
government expenditure in each sector incurred by the states. 
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development activities. If we take a given time period, 

we may then examine the relation between a region's growth 

of total income and the size of development expenditure. 

For measuring the total development effort, we may take 

accumulated development expenditure of an average, say three 

years; thus, if it is a five year period, we exclude the 

first and last year from the calculation of the accumulated 

development expenditure, and allow for some time lag between 

the accumulated development expenditure and the region's 

change in income. 

The total expenditure of the state is financed[ f:/(~~~ 

fn0ffi·?!thne.e sources: (1) the state's own revenue raising 

effort; (2) share in the divisible taxes and grants awarded 

by the finance commission and (3) central assistance in the 

.form of planning grants and loans. We may point out here 

that although we are taking the accumulated development 

expenditure as an independent variable in analysing regional 

income change, it is likely to be positively related to the 

region's base level income, as richer regions can raise more 

resources of their own than the poorer ones. On the other 

hand, if there is substantial transfer of central resources 

to the low income regions so as to increase the size of 

their development expenditure, the relation between the 

accumulated development expenditure and the initial level of 

income may change. Similarly, it is possible to stipulate 

that the relation between a region's income change and the 

initial level of a region's income may change from a positive 

significant statistical association to a negative one, if 

the low income regions have a higher income change than the 

high,;,~\.' income regions. Statistical non-significance of both 

the size of a region's income as well as the accumulated 

development expenditure would mean that the other factors 

not specified in these two variables or the random factors 

such as weather may be more important.in influencing a 

region's income change. 

A region's income change may be measured by several 

variables. Some of these are average growth rate, percent-



age increase in the region's income and the absolute 
additional regional NDP over the relevant time period. 
Where possible, average growth rate was tried but its 
results were found to be statistically non-significant. 
The use of regional percentage increase in NDP or net 
industrial output creates difficulties due to very unequal 
base level incomes so that for some states small increases 
in output will result in very large peroentage changes. 
We recognise that even in taking additional absolute values, 
we cannot overcome all the problems arising from the 
unevenness of base level incomes. Limitations in our 
approach also arise because of the limitations of basic 
data themselves. In our simple model, because of thel ~t~ 

difficulties we cannot include variables such as regional 
export base and direct central investment. However, we 
~onsider the empirical testing of the role of development 
expenditure in regional income change crucial in understanding 
the regional resource allocation under planning' in India. 
We distinguish our approach from the estimates of regional 
multiplier by some writers. l Although the concept of 
rggional multiplier is useful, the basic limitations in the 
context of many underdeveloped economies arise because the 
basic data2 required to estimate the regional leakages are 
not available. An estimate of regional multiplier on the 
basis of national parameters has very little operational 
value. In our simple model here, we may attempt to measure 
income elasticity of state development. expenditure for the 
various time periods considered here, and draw some conclusions 
from it within the general limitations of the data. On a 

priori grounds we may say, however, that we can expect some 
regional differences in the income elasticity of development 
expenditure in the high income and low income regions. a ~ 

u,. See Hug,M., "A Study of Government Expenditure - with 
pecial Reference to Economic Development in Pakistan", an 

unpublished M.Litt.Dissertation,University of Glasgow, 1972. 
"Regional Multiplier in East Pakistan", Appendix to Chapter I. 
2. Basic data required to estimate regional multiplier consist 
of regional values of propensity to saDe, import and tax. 

3. As we examined in Chapter 6 the agglomaration of private 
i~vestment in high inco e regions means that both in terns of 
existing de an for social capital and the response of private 
sector's investm nt . __ • to the dv n increases in 
govern nt expenditure are likely to be higher than in the low 
income re ions. 

I 

/ 



THE METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES O~ DATA i .... - -

The majlr.'X' 60uX'ce of data on Indian state finances in 
the Bulletin Of the Reserve Bank of India, which annually 
reviet..Js the state finanees siflce I95!-52. As the state 
boundaries have changed since 1951-52 some problems arise, 
in choosing the appropriate statel:lnits...ln analysing 
state income. data we used the data on 14 major states aftt;ler 
the reorganisatioFlo NCAER state income data for 1950-51 

and1955-'56 are in tel"1ms of these reorganised states. Here 
also vIe shall 'l,lse a similar procGdur'e and conver>t the state 
expenditure data for the pel?iod 1951-52 to 1955-56 in 
terms of reorganised states. For the states of Maharashtra 
and Gujarat which were formerly the state of Bombay, we will 
keep the reorganised Bombay State for 1950-5I and I955-56. 
'I'his reoJ?ganised Bombay State was bifurcated in 1959-60 to 
form the separate states of Maharashtra and Gujarat. Table I 

gives the formulae used in computing the expenditure levels 
in te~ms of reorganised state boundarieso Since we are 
concerned with the state's total development effort, we shall 
take development expenditure which is arrived at by 
deducting nen-development expenditure rromthe total 
expenditure. Non-development expenditure consists of items 
such as civil administI1ation., debt serviees, collection of 

/ 



TABLE 1 

FORMULA FOR ESTIMATING STATE EXPENDITURE (FOR THE POST 

REORGANISATION STATES) FOR 1951-52 

State Add Deduct 

Andhra Pradesh (1) 35% of composite Madras 
(2) 54.3% of Hyderabad State 

Bombay (1) Saurashtra (1) 14.5% of pre-
(2) 35.8% of pre~1956 1956 Bombay 

Madhya Pradesh State 
(3) 25.5% of Hyderabad 

Kerala (1) Travancore-Cochin 
(2) 8.3% of composite Madras 

Madhya Pradesh (1) 64.2% of pre-1956 Madhya 
Pradesh 

(2) Madhya Bharat 
(3) Bhopal State 
(4) Vindhya Pradesh 

Mysore (1) 14.5% of pre-1956 Bombay 
State;-

( \2) 20.2% of Hyderabad State 
(3) 5.1% of Composite Madras 
(4) Coorg 
(5) Pre-1956 Mysore 

Punjab (1) Pepsu State 
(2) Punjab 

Rajasthan (1) Ajmer State 
(2) Rajasthan 

Madras (1) 35% included 
in Andhra 

(2) 8.3% included 
in Kerala 

(3) 5.1% included 
in Mysore 

Source: Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, June 1966 



taxes, etc. In computing development expenditure, we have 
combined the development expenditure both on curreht and 

capital account in a given year to arrive at the total 

development expenditure. This total development expend

iture excludes all central investments in organised industry 

and minerals, transport and communications as well as in 

other sectors. We do not have data to include a 

specification of this component of total regional investment, 

although we analysed the data on these items ·for a few planning 

years in Chapter VI. As we mentioned earlier, the state's 

development effort measured in this way is financed from 

various sources. Appendix 1 at the end of the chapter exam

ines these sources. Among the other sources, it includes the 

central loans and grants, which is one of the main factors in 

determining the size of total development expenditure in the 

low income states. 

The estimates of increase (or additional) in 

NDP over the relevant time periods is calculated from the 

NCAER and IIPO data for the three time periods for w~~Qh data 

are available, viz., 1950-51, 1955-56, 1955-56 to 1960-61 and 

1960-61 to 1967-68. The estimates of additional net 

industrial output are also calculated from the same sources. 

ESTIMATING MODEL: We may now specify our simple model and 

the estimating equations of the regression analysis. In the 

regression analysis we use two types of variables. In 

accordance with that, we may divide the regression analysis 

into two parts, as follows: 

P~ I. We may regard additional NDP or industrial output as a 

function of two variables, viz. the accumulated development 

expenditure (a three-year average) and the initial level of 

region's output. Thus, 

As dependent variables of 6y we use additional NDP 

in ith region (i .•• 13 or 14) and alternatively additional 

net industrial output over the relevant time period 

in ith region (i.e. 1 •••• 13 or 14). 

Y - Base level regional NDP (or net industrial ito -
output.) in the beginning of each time period. We expect multi-

colineari ty between the L DE and y ito. However, an 

" 
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assessment of these two factors separately and together can 

reveal an interesting pattern of relationship between the 

following variables.; .(a) b.y and EDE; (b) b.y and Yito and 

(c) Y.t and EDE. It is possible to visualise that this 
~ 0 

""'-s 
relationship will change over the relevant time periods. 

We attempt regression analysis of individual time periods 

as well as pooled regressions. We also estimate .the income 

elasticity 'of development expenditure for different time 

periods and for pooled regressions. 

In the second part, we attempt to overcome the 

multicolinearity problem by looking at the relation between 

the regional change and development expenditure as proportions 

of base level income, i.e. 

b.yl Y . :: f (WE ) • 
~to Yito 

We then add state dummy variables to include the state effect 

not specified in the above variable. We regard such an 

analysis as important in evaluating the size of state 

development expenditure as the policy variable. However, 

we need to point out again that the conclusions from the 

empirical results need to be drawn, keeping the limitations 

of the basic data in mind. The results of regression 

analysis. may now be presented as follows: 

The following notations are used in the regression 

analysis for the various dependent and independent variables: 

Xl = Additional NDP in the time period t in Rs. 100,000, in 

X2 = 

X3 = 
X~ = 

Xs = 

ith region. 

Additional net industrial output in the time period t 

in ith region~ Rs.100,000. 

Accumulated development expenditure in Rs .100 ,000 in i th region. 

y. - the , NDP in the beginning of the time 
~to ., 

period in Rs. 100,000. 

The net industrial output in the beginning of 

the time period (t = 0) in ith region, in Rs. 100,000. 
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REGRESSION ANALYSIS: PART I 

Table 2 gives the regression results on these variables 
ror the individual time periods. Table 3 gives the 

'results of pooled regressions. 

TABLE 3 

POOLED REGRESSrONS: 19S0-S1 to 1967~68 .. '" .~, 

~o. of. Depemient 
Equatrio,p . Variable : Constant 
.' -re·st 

Independen1: Variables 
Xj ll:\4". ":' Xs' 

R2' . 

. I' 

(1) (2) (3l' (4) q» (6) ('7) 

12 29.-13 X 807.00 0.433 ~9 ".110 ;, 0."S2 
(2,37) 1. (2.'68) ('3.04r 

:),:3 29.I3 . -1197'''04 0.074 0.288 ... 0:61 (2,37)X2 (1 ;54)~ (5.32)" 
(-I.3I) 

'". ~ 

\ .. 

(Figures in Brackets are i-ratios; 
0.05 level) 

-:..: 

* gives significance at:} i, 

We may draw the following conclusions from Tables 
2' and 3: 

(1) The significance of tDE aJ,.one has varied over the 

different time periods and between Xl and X2 .' 

(2) When tDE is corisidered alone, the tDE is significant 

for all the three time periods. However,. only in the period 

19S5-56 to 1960-61 doestDE alone give a high R2. 

(3)' When tDE and Yito are introduced together, the 
regression coefficient of tDE is rendered statistically non

significant·. The Yito variable is significant in 1950-S1 to 
1955-56 and 19S5-56 to 1960-61. It, ,is not significant in 

the last period with reference to the Xl variable. We con

sider, therefore, that the random factors such as bad harvest 

are more important during this period.' 

(4) .The statistical fit with reference to the X2 v'c3Fiable 

-. '.~. 

{-
· ~ .... , 

V · -~ 

· " 

also varies for different time periods. tDE alone is significant, 

,,',1 



Equation 
Number 

(1) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

TABLE 2 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL INCOME CHANGE IN INDIA, 1950-51 to 1967-68 

Dependent 
Variable 

(2) 

Ki 
Xl 

X2 
, 
X2 

Xl 

Xl 

X
2 

X2 

Xl 

Xl 

Constant 

(3) 

, 3243.89 
(0.7fj)-, 
4503.13 

-145.11 

.; ~ 22 9: .,9.g " 
(- 1.0:0 
-18547.50 

(-"2. T9) . 
-7392.77 

(-1.28) 
. 

-7869.0~ 
(-1. :b2) 

-2~59.17 

(-0.1-'14') 
'-

10146.10 

14273.28 

ct. 15) 

Regression Coefficients of 
Independent Variables 
X3 X4 Xs 

(4) (5) 

1950-51 to 1955-56 

1.02 
(2.13)* 

-0.138 
(-1.62) 

COo. 09,1 8: 

('2 • '38;:') ,;': 

© • '4'0'3: (,-3.. '0 8) ;': 
1955-56 to 1960-61 

2.318 
(5.92) 

(0.188) 
(0.27) 

0.753*, 
(2.80) 

0.0459 
(0.141) 

0.252 
(3.42) ;': 

1960-61 to 1967-68 
0.519 

(1.60) ;'; 

0.113 
(0.16) 

0.082 
(0.65) 

(~8) 

(6) 

0.040 
(7.92)* 

0.499 
(2.84)1: 

R2 

(7) 

. -: " 
0.~9 

ct1 ~y.; 

0.92 

'(!}.·52 

0.73 

0.86t 

0.36 

I ' 

0.6.1. 

0.10 

0.063 
,~"':!I'l;j,i.J _":'-;:c,~..!!Ii •. 

N 

(8) 

13 

1/3-

13 

1'3 

13 

13 

13 

13 

14 

14 
~ , 
;:L ~} 

I 

FT·est 

4,' 57 . ( II.!I\[) 

5.68 (1.11) 

6~. ~5 (2, 10) 

cI3l'·4.9' (I,ll) 

3'51,:3:: 3 (I I I ) 
, " ' 
If.Oo; 5 3 (2, 10 ) 

" ' 

7.87 (I,II) 

, ~o '. 5 7 (2, 10 ) 

, I 'i ,4 ~ ( 2, I I ) 

(continued) 

~ 



Equation 
Number 

(I) 

10 

11 

Dependent 
Variable 

(2) 

X2 

X2 

Constant 

(3) 

-1077.54 
(-0).56) 

97.79 

(0.058) 

TABLE 2 (continued) 

Regression Coefficients of 
Independent Variables 

, X3 X
4 X5 

(4) (5) (6) 

1960-61 to 1967-68 (continued) 

0.218 
(3.67)* ',"' ~ -&~ 

of' .~~ ~.--<lo..'. 

0.111 0.132 
(1.68)* 

\ 
(2.42)* 

R2 N 

(7) (8) 

0.49 14 

0.,69 14 

Notes: Figures in backets give tratios; i~ give significance at 0.05 leveL 

, 

C:;l°l) 

--SI 

F Test 

13.49 
(I.I2) 

12 .. 45 
(2,11) 



(3~) 

in all the three time periods but is rendered n8fl-sjbg:hificant 

when introduced with Yito' Yito is significan~ in: all the 
three time periods. 

(5) In the pooled regressions, the multicolinearity 

problem is less acute as the regression coefficients of both 

the variables are statistically significant. 

The 

shows that 

EDE.The 

multicolinearity problem between EDE and Yito 
the high income states have a h~gher total 

Pattern of relationship between the 'EDE and y ito 
as well as between y 0t and fly may also be ,ana·lysed in terms 

J. 0 
of the simple correlations between these variaples. The 

fact that the simple correlations between these variables 

change over different time periods is evidence of some 

shift of resources to the low income regions. Table 4 gives 

the simple correlations between the various variables. We 

may note the following points from Table 4. 

(1) Although it may appear to start with that the introduction 

of the variable Yi to would only indicate that the region's income 
change is predominantly influenced by the initial conditions, 

the pattern of simple correlation together with the regression 

analysis shows that this is not entirely the case. Column (3) 

in Table 4 shows that thecorrelation between fly NDP and y i to is 
high and positive only for the 1955-56 to 1960-61 period. 

$ 

(2) Column (2) shows that the positive significance between 

EDE and YOt also declines. However, if we take EDE/YOt and 
J. 0 J. 0 

fly NDP <column (5», then there is an inverse 'relation between 

the regional income change and EDE/Yito ratio. This is one 
indicatio,n that the low income states have increased their DE 

propo~tionate to their level of income. However~ the 
regional income change continues to be higher in high income 

regions. 

(3) The correlation between flY industrial and YO t also 
J. 0 

indicates positive and significant relation, but the value of 

the coefficient declines from 1950-51 to 1967-68. 

Both the regression analysis and the pattern of simple 



TABLE 4 

SIMPLE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE ABSOLUTE NDP AND THE 
DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE 

1950-51 
to 

1: DE and y. t NDP 
~ 0 

(1) 

1955-56 + 0.91~': 

1955-56 
to 
1960-61 + O. 9f: 

1960-61 
to 
1967-68 + 0.8g'¢ 

LDE and Yito Industrial 

X3 and X5 

(2) 

0.80'¢ 

O. 7~,: 

0.6e': 

t.y NDP and Yito NDP t.y Ind. and Yito 
LDE t.y NDP and -
Yito 

Xl and X3 X2 and X5 Xl and X6 

( 3) (4) (5) 

1950-51 
to 
1955-56 0.5 f!: o. 95 ~': -0.21 

1955-56 
to 
1960-61 0.9L('-~ 0.82 ~'~ -0.50 

1960-61 
to 
1967-68 0.45 0.78~·¢ -0. 53 'i~ 

* gives significance at 0.05 level. 
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correla,tions Eihow tb~t the significance of ~:t>E and th~ ~itCi), 

variable varied QVer dtfferent time periods snil 
between the .two ~ar1ables eons1de~ed hers9 F~om the 
~egress1on en.~~ysis,l) we can also calculate. the lneotne 

, .". , . . . 
elas:1t~c~::ty of s~at~ development ~;x.penditur~ '\'lJith refe~n¢e 

> ".,. • • , , 

to both' ther.egional NDP and netlndustI~ie.loutput-<j Thes~· 
~. -. . 

s1£e given 1ri!J1~ble Slt. Uthe value ,Qt. ~l-astic1t~ ,is less 
, , . 

th,an 1 it, shows that a unit of s.tate ~evelo])mentexpen~~wr, 
wesu,lts ~ a less than a unit ,change in in¢oPl~,~, The 

• r • J :' I' , "I. 

converse \iJ1Quld bathe Qel.se lif' ~eome '~J..ast1ci 1;1 was J.nO~~ 
thari' 1'~I~coineelas tic1 ty ofgovelCriniertt ~Xpend1·t~~e ~G 
more ~an i only- in, the period 19;5'~561;.o. t960~J~1~, ~he per,1oQ: 

. .' " 

in 'tvbj,cb, the simple correlation between ~l)E and Yito was 
found to be the higheet. The lS$t period in which ~the:t"e 
was some evidence of a greater shift of' i't)SOllrces to low 
income regions has an:~neome eleuat1c1ty of'onJ,y 0.55 with 
reference to N»P~ One exPlanation is that we can expect the 
income ela,st1eity of f!;()vernment e:&pendlt'tlre to be higher 
in high ineome regions t as they already have fa high level 
ot soe1al1nf~astructuree 8~d concentration of' private 
investment and higher leve'is of productivitY-·in the 
industrial secte>rCl However" the importance of these factors ~/ 

vevsua theint~uence of the random factors 0t bad harvest 
years' .1n this per:i.odojmnOt 'be pt'eelseJ,y quantifiedo Xf 
the rol.s of governmentexpend,1 tura 1n low inoome raglans 
is that ot 'b~ild1ng ahead of demand II' low elasticities ms, 

. ~ontlnue tor some time~ .The above computations also .show 
that the income elsstlc1t¥ of s,Qv~rnment exp'~~d1ture is 
h1gneF. with refe~enceto1ndu~t.~~aloutput than with JrElspeot 
to net dGmestlc'product. 'ThU~i) the,developri1ent'expend1ture 
is mGt's ~lastle with'reference to inol"$a$e in net U\dustrlal 
outp~t than with reepscrt to adcU.t1onal reglonal:NDPo 

REGRESSI()i 'MAXiXfJitJ% PA!T _ II 

The .importanee of' government .expenditure can also 'be 
assessed by taking a sliShtly d1fferen~ mod~l in which 
both the regij)n~t inCOMe change and government ·expaitcU.ture 
are taken as ~at1Qs ot ~e absolute level of the ~ncome 
in the 'beg:1nln$ng ot the time periOd. ,ThuS:j 

" 

" 

:, 

j 
1 
! 



Table - 5 

,El.Ci$:ti'ci ties of State Development Expend! ture and the Ini ti.al Levels of Regional. 

!ncome with r>~ferene~ to the Resiopal. Income .C11:aJ)ge 

1950-51 .to 1~l67·-68 

State Develop~ent E85Penditure 

19:50~51 
to 
1955-56 

1955-56 
to 
1960-61 

1960-:61 
to 
1967~68 

Elasticity of XI w~tI: 
reference toelas t:h,c~ty 
of X2 with refez;'ence to 

ElasticitY,ef XI w~t~ 
t'eference to El-astJ;.c~ty 
of X2 with reference to 

E,l,asticityof XI with 
reier,enee to 
Elastieity of X2 with 
reference to 

Pooled Regt-essiQns 

1950-51 to 
1967 -68 Elasticity of 
XI t>Ji'th reference to , 

E~asticityef X2 with 
reference to ' 

0040 

0 .. 3·2 

X 3 

Xa' 

0071 

1.42 

2.00 
2071 

0.56 

1.09 

·x e 
NDP Yito 

0 .. 53 

3 ' , 

Xs . 
Industrial 

0.80 

(33~ 

, Notes Table "" 5 
.. -. . "."",...",:.p 

10, Elast,icity of dependent variable 
(X .or X2) with re~erence tc:> ~ndependent 
va.Jaable .:;. regress;L0n coeffJ.c~ent of 
.Inde·pendent :variable ' 

XM~an: ofI:~d~pen<ien1r, Va~iabl~ 
, :'Meanof Dependent· Variable 

.12.~. Theelastieities of XI ~d X with 
,re'fe~en¢e to in.(li vidua:t t~me' per~ods 
lare e'S't'imatee f·POnt 1;he. equations that 
:JSP,e,Ci"fY ,.the, 'govern., ment, '" '~',xPe,n, ~i,tur, e alone q 

J In pooled regress)'OllS ,~;Ll1 'vlach the 
. ,mul ticolineari ty problem was found less 
acute they are estimated from the 

;fequatlons asgi ven 'in Table 3~ 
130 We' navees;'i;imatedtbe e:l;as ti c,i ties 
with,pefepen:ee tq¥ito v~riables only 
in the: pooled, ~egres,si()ns be,c'ause of the 

.ml:llticoline:a.rity problem9 
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i.e. 

and = 

i.e. ~ Industrial [I J.DE '\ Industrial' 
Yito ~ito) 

Here we can overcome the problem of multieolinearity 
between the Y·. t and l:DE as both sides are ratios. 

~ 0 
It is then interesting to examine the ~elation between 
the expenditure-income ratio and the change in income at 
the level of the individual state. To allow for the 
influence on income change of the quantitative and 
quali tative factors that vary among'; s'tates but are not 
specified in the expenditure-income ratio, we can specify 
the 'state effect' in our formulation. 'rhus, we 
,e~xp'Jl(ude.ione state which forms our basis oill comparison 
and then measure the state effect of being in ~a particular 
state when other state effects are zero'. The state 

variables can be included in our pooled regressions. 
Tables-6, 7. and 8 give the regression resu.lts of individual 
time periods and the pooled regressions. We may draw the 
following conclusions from Tables 6, 7 and 8. 

(1) l:DE/Yito is positively related to 6y NDP/Yito' except 
in the first time period. The significance of l:DE/YOt 

- ~ 0 
varies in the different time periods. The regression 

coefficient of l: DE/y. t is significant in the period 
~ 0 

1955-56 to 1960-61 and in the pooled regressions. The 

significance of DE/YOt also varies with reference to 
. ~ 0 

AY industrial for different time periods. It is 
Yito 



TABLE 6 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL INCOME CHANGE AND STATE DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE AS PROPORTIONS OF THE 

INITIAL LEVELS. OF INCOME: 19S0-S1 to 1967-68 

Regression Coefficients of 

Independent Variable 

Time Period 
Equation Dependent 

R2 Number Variable Constant X3/X 4 X3 /X S N 

( 

Jl.9S0-S6 14 X1 /X:i+ 0.lS8 -0.019 -0.09 13 
(1.97) (-0.,026 ) 

" lS X2/X S 0.172 -0.0029 0.09 13 
(3.92)* (0.068) 

1955-1960-61 16 X1/X 4 -0.087 +1.620 0.60 13 
(-1.13) (4.43)* 

" 17 X2/X 5 0.287 -0.0037 -0.090 13 
(3.10)* (-0.082) 

196!l.-68 18 X1/X4 0.173 +0.393 -0.0029 14 
(1.25) (0.98) 

" 19 X2/X 5 0.131 +0.108 0,.,61 14 
(1.·65) * ,(4.33)* 

Pooled 
Regression 20 X1/X

4 0.0798 +0.716 0.34 40 
(2.14) (4.67){: 

21 X2/X S 0.124 +0.096 0.43 40 
(3.13)* (5.58)* 

Figures in the brackets give t-ratios.. ,.~ gives significance at 0 .. 05 levelo 

(35) 



TABLE 7 

Equation No. 22 Dependent Variable X
l

'X
4 

Independent Regression 
Variable Coefficient T-Value 

Constant 

X 'X 2 5 X2'X5 
Andhra D1 

Assam D2 

Bihar D 
3 

Kerala DS 

Madhya Pradesh D6 

i'iaoras D 7 

Nysore De 

Orissa D9 

Rajasthan 010 

~unjab D11 

Uttar Pradesh D12 

\1est Bengal D13 

State missed 
out is Bombay 

R Squared Adjusted 0.S9 

R Squared Unadjusted 0.73 

F Test (13.25) = 5.25~ 

0.190 

0.6~3 

-O.l~O 

0.102 

-0'.940 

.. 0.163 

-0.0750 

-0.666 

-0.166 

-0.162 

-0.187 

-0.97 

-0.151 

-O.1~4 

N :;: 39 

* Significant at 0.05 per cent level 

3.57 

5.10 

-2.00 

1.41 

-1.3~ 

-2.32 

-1.07 

-0.95 

-2.37 

-2.288 

... 2.58 

-1.39 

-2.21 

-2.07 



TABLE 8 

Equation No. 22 Dependent Variable X
2

/X5 

Independent Regression 
Variable 

Constant 

X2/XS X2/X 5 

Andhra Dl 

Assam -.~ ... D2 

Bihar D3 

Kerala DS 

Madhya Pradesh DS 

Madras D7 

Mysore Da 

Orissa Dg 

Rajasthan D10 

Punjab Dll 

Uttar Pradesh D12 

West Bengal D13 

R Squared Adjusted 0.601 

R Squared Unadjusted 0.738 

F Test (13.25) 5.42* 

Coefficient 

0.328 

0.114 

-0.316 

-0.412 

-0.201 

-0.305 

-0.185 

-0.144 

-0.264 

-0.20a 

-0.174 

-0.354L 

-0.330 

-0.252 

* Significant at 0.05 per cent level 

T-Value 

4.50* 

5.11 

-2.99* 

-3.94* 

-1. 99* 

- 3.00* 

-1. 82* 

-1.42 

-2.60* 

-1.95~'~ 

-1. 54 

-3.23* 

-3.23'" 

-2.50* 



significant in ~he third time period and in the pooled 
regressions in Table 6. The overall low R2 in the 

pooled regressions can be attributed to varying significance 
of EDE/Yito in different time periods and the exclusion of 
the state effect. 

(2) Inclusion of the 'state effect' .in Tables 7 and 8 
improves the statistical fit, and in both equations of 7 

and 8 the regression coefficients of EDE/Y't are significant. 
-2 ~o 

The R is much higher in these equations. 

To summarise briefly Ii our main findings of the 
empirical test, me can emphasise first the limitations of 
our simple model in three aspects: 

(1) We have been able to include only state development 
expenditure in our analysis. This excludes the cen~ral 
investments in the states in manufacturing, transport and 
communications and the other sectors. 

(2) We recognise the two-way relationship that exists 
between expenditure-income. We justified the use of 
development expenditure as an independent variable. 

(3) We have basically applied a model in which the 
regional income change is regarded as a function of the 
size of development expenditure, initial conditions, the 
state effect and the random factors. We therefore had to 

introduce the base level absolute income (Y't ) as one of 
~ 0 

the variables. This created some multico1inearity 
problems. In addition, since mhe base level absolute 
regional incomes are very unevenly distributed, any 

measure of regional change magnifies the unequal bases 
statistically. These limitations do not undermine the 

conclusions that we can draw from our empirical test. 

The importance of state development expenditure 
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versus the other factors in explaining regional income' 
change varied over the three time periods considered. 

(1) In the first period of 1950-61 to 1955-56, the Yito 
variable is significant in explaining. the NDP change and 
the change in the industrial output. 
in. this period. 

tDE is not significant 

(~) In the second period of 1955-56 to 1960-61, both ~E 

as well as Yito are significant. However, since ~E is 
positively and significantly correlated to the Yito' the ~E 
is rendered statistically non-significant when both the 

1 variables are introduced together. 

(3) In the last period, the correlation between ,WE and 

Yito NDP declines. However, in this period the random 
factors are predominant in:\influencing the change of NDP. 
The random factors are not predominant in the equations on 
the change of the net industrial output. 

(4) In the pooled regressions, the regression coefficients 

of IDE and Yito are both significant and the multicolinearity 
problem is less serious. 

(5) The income elasticity of state development expenditure 
varies in accordance with the varying significance of IDE 
versus other factors in different time periods. In pooled 
regressions the income elasticity of government expenditure 
with reference to the change in NDP and industrial output is 
less than 1. Income elasticity of development expenditure 
is more than 1 with reference to NDP change. only in the 

time period 1955-56 to 1960-61. We consider two main 

1. Thus', in the SecDnd Five Year Plan of India, which 
embarked on the rapid industrialization, the regional 
resource allocation through state development expenditure 
was highly favourable to the high income states. 



factors relevant in the overall low income elasticity of 

governnlElmt ex.penditure with reference to NDP. One is the 

illlportance of random factors such as a bad harvest year in 
inf'luencing regional WDP change ~ in varioustim,e per.iods. 

Tl'H~ regression coefficients of Dt and JY£/y i to are rendered 
statistically non-si;gnificant: in t'he third period with 
reterenoeto rmp hut are signifioant with reference to net 

industrial output. 

S~condly, inoome elastic! ties of developl1l.ent expend

i tliN are l.1.k$ly to be different c33 bett'leen the high incu,)tile 

reiions and the low inocune regions. Income elasticity of 

development e~V41ndi tureean be eltpected to be' higher in 'high income 

re~ions because ot seve.ral factors. for example, these 
regions al:ready have been <ilible tQ create oonditions of higher 
internal growth and thuw aaditional development expenditure 
merely enhances the pt'000SS of expansion. In the low inoome 
regions ~ previous !~l"ivate and public investments are low and 
leakag~s by way of a p):'opensi ty to import may be;:high. A 

lower lncoule elastio! ty of developrnent expendi tut'e does not 

imply that it is not an important policy tool. If thm 

o~jeetives of increasing aevelopment expenditure in the low 
in(!oJ!~et"e,&ions are the creation of long term condi tiona of 

hishel" regional growth. Iii lower eurX"6nt elasticity may have 

to be aC(H~pted. 'I'heanalysis of' 'the state deve,lopment 

expenditure up to 1967"'68 showed that the size of the 
development effort of the s'tat~$ is positively a.rui signific-

Altl1.ou~h there 
was some shift of r\l'$ources towarda low incoUle regions in 

1960-61 t,o 1567"69, it was not possibl6i to evaluate th~ 

impact ot this shift on region.a.l change, as the regional 

change w.ass affeoted by the two bad agricultural years. 

In our eimple lIlodel above 0 we have attempted to 

analyse 'the relation between the ch.ange in the regional NDP 

and net indu$trial -'output and the total size of the 
development effort. If 'tn$ size of the ¢ievelopment Eaffort 
of low ineon\@ state~ was more than proportionately raised , 

through central c.ussistanee» we could expect to find a negative 

" ' 



correlation between the tDE and YOt. l However, up to 
. ~ 0 

1967-68, this does not appear to be the case. Since we 

do not have the state income figures for the later years 

it is not possible to extend our computations to the more 

recent years. We may, however, briefly review size of 
the 'state development outlays in the Fourth Plan. The 

Fourth Plan lays down several objective criteria by which 

quantum of central assistance to the states is determined 

in the Fourth Plan. 2 To quote, "It was decided that 'after 

providing for the requirements of Assam,Nagaland and Jammu 

and Kashmir, the central assistance to the remaining states 

for the Fourth Plan should be distributed to the exteh~ of 

60 per cent on the bas,is of their population, 10 per cent 

on their per capita income if below national average and 10 

per c,ent on the basis of tax effort in relation to per capita 

incomes and another 10 per cent to be allotted in proportion 

to the commitments in respect of major continuing irrigation 

and power projects. The remaining 10 per cent, it was 

decided, should be distributed among the states in order to 

assis~ them in tackling certain special problems, e.g. those 
relating to metropolitan areas, floods, chronically drought 

affected areas and tribal areas." The Fourth Plan further 

states that "Hitherto the plan schemes under different heads 

of development had their own patterns of assistance and 

the states could draw on grants or loans accordingly. Outlays 
under certain heads of development, as also were some of the 

specified schemes, were earmarked and could not be diverted to 

other heads of development or schemes." In the Fourth Plan 

central assistance would n~t be related to any specific scheme 

or programme under state plans, but would be given to the 

states through block grants and loans. Each state would get 

a fixed proportion (30%) of central assistance in the form of 

a grant and the balance (70%) by way of loans. In order to 

ensure that the overall priorities of the plan were adhered to, 

1. Although tDE is significantly and positively correlated to 
the YOt NDP in the three time periods considered here, there 
is a ~ °negative correlation between 6y NDP and tDE/YOt ' and 

~ 0 
this works out to be -0.53 for the period 1960-61 to 1967-68. 
2. Fourth Five Year Plan of India, Government of India, 
Planning Commission, 1969, p.54-55. 
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outlays under certain. .. heads of, developments would be earmarked. 
The Fourth Plan further emphasises that "the decision that 60 

per cent of the assistance should be distributed on the basis 

of population and that states in which per capita incomes are 

below the national average should get another 10 per cent of 

total assistance is a step towards the reduction of regional 

imbalances". Table 9 gives the relevant figures on states' 

resources, central assistance, total outlay and per capita 

outlay. The total outlay figures include development and 

non development expenditure. The appendix at the end of 

the chapter gives a comparative picture of the states' resources 

over various five year plans. The follow:L.IlK,points can be 

noted from the table: 

(1) There is 

considerable inter-regional variation in the states' resources 

among the groups of low income and high income states. The 

states of Andhra, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh from the low income 

states have a higher proportion of their total outlay covered 
by their own resources. In the high income states Maharashtra, 

Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Punjab have 27, 35, 39 and 34 per cent 

of their resources accounted for by central assistance. West 

Bengal is the only state which has 69 per cent of the total 

outlay accounted for by the central assistance. 

(2) The resultant per capita outlay and per capita central 

assistance are unequally distributed. The correlation 

coefficient between state per capita income and per capita 

outlay in the Fourth Plan works out to be +0.65 and that 

between per capita income and central assistance is -0.20. 

Thus, the development effort of states in the Fourth Plan 

will continue to be higher in high income states. 

We conclude, therefore, that contrary to the objectives 

laid down in the Third and Fourth Plans, regional development 

effort and' regional income change will be greater in 

the high income regions. Inclusion of 10% of assistance 

on the basis of per capita income and 60% on the basis of 

population in the Fourth Plan did not resultl in a 

substantial reallocation of total outlays to low income 

regions. If we grant that the income elasticities of 



TABLE 9 

STATES' OUTLAYS IN FOURTH FIVE YEAR PLAN OF INDIA 
(in Rs Crores) 

Per Capita 
(in Rs) 

State 
(1) 

States' Central Total 
Resources Assistance Outlay 

% of Total 
Outlayac
counted for 
by Central 
Assistance 

Central 
Outlay Assistance 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 

Andhra 

Assam 

Gujarat 

Haryana 

Jarrnnu & 
Kashmir 

Kerala 

Madhya 
Pradesh 

180~50 

41~75 

193~28 

297'.00 

146'''50 

" 

13'.40 

83';40 

121.00 

Maharashtra 652'.62 

Mysore 177.00 

Nagaland 5.00 

Orissa ' 62.60 

Punjab 192.56 

Rajasthan 82.00 

Tamil Nadu 317.36 

,Uttar 
Pradesh 439.00 

West 
Bengal 101. 50 

3106.47 

240~00 

220~00 

338'.00 

158.00 

78.50 

145.00 

175.00 

262.00 

245.50 

173.00 

35.00 

160.00 

101.00 

220.00 

202.00 

526.00 

221.00 

3500.00 

420.50 57 

261<.75 84 

531.28 64 

455'.00 35 

225'.00 35 

158.40 92 

258.40 68 

383.00 68 

898.12 27 

350.00 49 

40.00 88 

222.60 72 

293.56 34 

302.00 73 

519.36 39 

965.00 55 

322.50 69 

6606.47 53 

(6) (7) 

10102 57.8" " 
.,:" " 

177.6 1!:t9.a 
, " 

96.4 6Ll.j:i:i'/,\' 

180.6 62.V 

236.8 82;.6 

402 .. 0 368.0 

127.3 86,.:2 

98.7 67,.5 

188.4 51-.5 

125.0 61.8 

95,.2 83,.3 

107.7 77,.4 

210.6 72'.5 

121.4 88.5 

136;.:0 52'.9 

111.1 60.5 

75.7 51.9 

, 128.9 68.3 

Source: Compiled from "Fourth Five Year Plan", Government of 
India, op.cit. 
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development expenditure are likely to vary among these two 

groups of s~a~es, ~e must reach the conclusion that regiona~ 

income disparities in the Fourth Plan will not be sub

stantially reduced but may increase. l 

SECTION II 

AN EVALUATION OF REGIONAL POLICY INSTRUMENTS IN MANUFACTURING 

AND AGRICULTURE 

In ~hi$ section, we shall discuss the regional policy 

instruments iJil man.ufacturing and agnicul ture ~ Our 

quanti tat:i~e ana:~ysis of regional disparities in these 

sectors (,Cl)apt.er's V, VI and VII) provid~s us with some 

undeI'st:anding of: t:he process of regional disparity in each 

sector. Hence., where possible, we shall draw on our 

earlier conclusions., 

MANUFACTURING:, The total state expendi:ture e~cludes direct 

central investment,s in manufacturing and transport. It includes) 

however, the l?t,ai;,e expenditure on the industrial developmen,t; 

and village an.d small industries., The po+icy measures in 

manufacturing can be discussed under two headings, viz., 

(i) the measures to create a more diversified industrial 

base through direct public investment and (ii) the measures 

to promot,e privat,e investment in the low income regions., 

The plan documents lay a great stress on the role of public 

sector projec:t.s in regional development., Various statement.s 

in the plans quoted earlier 2emphasise the need for a "fair 

share" in the regional distribution of public investment. 

At the same ~~me i:t is asserted in the plans that the loca

tion~of public, projects is largely determined by the techno

economic conside.rations. The feasibility studies 30n the 

alternative locations of public sector investment are not 

published and hence we cannot, discuss the criteria used in 

choosing the' optimum location for a given project. The data 

on regional distpibution of public investment are available 

for a few years and these were examined in Chapter VI. 

These data also c~assify the types of investment projects 

in each state.
o 

Background tables at the end of the chapter. 

1. Similar views are also expressed by various other writers •. 
See (i)Vithal, B.P.R., "Central Assistance for State Plans:: 
How Equi table Is ~t?,", Economic and Political Weekl~ ,June l~:,: 
1969. (ii) Zaveri, N.J., "Transfer of Non-Plan Resources to 
State's" ,. Economic and 'Po~i tical Weekly, June 7, 1969. 
2. See Chapter VI for a more detailed discussionGDn the :regional distribu-
tion of public investJrent in India. . 
3. The feasibility studies on the location of all-public projects are made 
by the Planning COrrnnission but are not available tor private :researCh. 

'\ 



give the data on the regional distribution of public~rtvest

ment in 1968-69 and in the Fourth Plan. We pointed out in 
Chapter VI that a substantial proportion of total public 

investment in the Secondaand Third Plans went to Bihar,Orissa 

and Madhya Pradesh out of techno-economic considerations. 
However, this by itself need not lead to a creation of new • 
growth centres in these regions. An ?pplication of the 

growth centre concept would require a number of inter-related 

public sector projects to be located in specific low income 

regions and the undertaking of additional policy measures to 

support regional development at these new growth centres~ An 

examination of regional investment by projects in 1968-6§ and 

,/ ;" 

for the Fourth Plan shows that nearly every state received some 

public sector projects. The number of projects and the total 

inves"tments differ in each state. The low income states of 

Bihar, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh have received large public 

sector investments in steel and heavy industries. However, if 

we consider the number and amount of public investments in 

1968-69 and those proposed in the Fourth Plan it becomes clear 

that additional public investments in Madhya Pradesh and Orissa 

either in additional investment in steel projects or other 

projects are much smaller than those in Bihar. Bihar has 

received a larger number of public projects in steel, coal and 

heavy ~ngineering up to 1968-69. With additional large public 

investments in .Bokaro in the Fourth Plan together with the 

location of other public projects in the Fourth Plan,Bihar can 
be placed as one of the low income states ",Ii th the largest 

amount of accumulated public investment and thus has greater 

scope to respond to selective measures to induce private invest

ment. l We may farther emphasise that there are economic advan

tages to be gained from concentration of locations of public 

sector projects at selected spatial points as far as these are 

permi tted by the techno-economic conside"rations. Creation of 

new growth centres in thel,periphery need not mean "maximum dis

persal" or "fair share". However, hell2e the efficiency objectives 

are in some conflict with the political objectives of "balance". 

lL. The lI?elative advantages andudisadvantages of the other low 
income states need to be examined at regional level in relation 
to their industrial structures and the size and pattern of the 
public investment. 



The measures to channel private investment in the 
desired directions have taken various forms. These include (a) 
measures to reduce the monopolistic control of private industry 

by a few large industrial houses; (b) measures to promote 

decentralised industrial development away from large metro

politan centres; (c) measures to promo~e private investment 

in the industrially backward states. We stated in Chapter VI 

that,in analysing the trends in the private sector investment, 
, 

we need to emphasise the role of the big industrial houses 

which exercise a monopolistic control over private investment 
in manufacturing. These industrial houses and the rest of 

the private sector have responded to the public sector invest

ment in manufacturing by way of investment in the new growth 

industries. However, spatially these investments have 

occurred in the large metropolitan centres and in more 

industrialised states. We reviewed the evidence before the 
Licensing Committee in this regard. This evidence shows a 

continued trend towards further agglomeration in the metro

politan centres and in more industrialised states. 

The U.N. Report l comes to the following conclusion 

regarding the decentralised industrial development. "The 

evidence of most of the countries in South East Asia seems 

to indicate that a decentralised urban industrial growth, 

i.e. away from large metropolitan centres, would require 

strong intervention. The experience of the Government of 

Maharashtra in India is illustrative in this respect. Some 

years ago the Government of Maharashtra offered a "package 

programme" of incentives to potential entrepreneurs who would 

consider industrial location away from over-congested 

Bombay area. The incentives included provision of land free 

or at a nominal cost, concessional water and power rates, 

exemption from sales tax and preferential treatment in the 

purchasing policy of the government. In addition, the 

government embarked on a programme of developing new land 

areas where basic urban facilities could be provided by the 

1. "Regional Development: Experiences and Prospects,. South 
East Asia",.Vol. II, p. 219, Ed. Lefeber, L. and Datta -
Chaudhri Mr~nal, Geneva, 1970. 



new industries. Judging ~y the poor response of 
ent);">epreneuI's to the incentive scheme and by the continu~d 
high pace of growth in the Bombay ... Thana area, it is clear 
that in the private profit calculations the risk-averting 
entrepreneur requitJes stronger incentives and deterrents 
to divert new industries away from the metropolis. II The 
Panae an4 Wan.chc~ Conunittee reports1 aeal't~lith the 

id.entiiicaticm of industrially backwarci states and the 

recof.iunendation of the financial and other incenti ve$ 
. measures to pl:'>Qmote the private investment in the industrially 

backward states. In Chapter VI & an exwnination o·f available 
<ia1:a on private investment showed that "the pt·ivate investntent 

continued. to concentrate at the established industrialised 
areas and did not respond to the large public sector invest
ment in some of the low income regions. \-ve ean. further 
eonclude that in eORsidering the impact of public: il'1vestmnnt 
onattr>acting private sector investment, ther>e is a need 

to exan1il1e the size and pattern of regional aec-uffiulated 

public investment and its l:'ela:tion 'to the regiop.:~@ industrial 
structure and then consider the possibilities of attracting 
private investment. 'Ilhe scope of various meaSures 1;4i11., 

differ among the various low income regions as the regional 
industx-ial struetU'l'es and specialisation as v1e11 as the size 

and pAttern of Accumulated public investment differs. 
Ultimately. the extent of the success of the incentive 
schemes will depend on how far the profit calculations of 
private investors as a resUlt of theiincentive and 
disincentive schel'l.1.es ~P'e· pur-sueQ' by the reaiOl1c;ll governments. 

1. See Section II" Chapter VIII for a elassifieation 
of the industrially bacKw~rd states by these 
reports. 
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AGRICULTURE: Our analysis of Chapter 
VII indicated that-regional disparities in agriculture are 

as important as those in manufacturing. As we have analysed 

the extent and nature of regional disparities in agriculture 

up to 1967-68, we may concentrate here on the policy 

aspects and the new agricultural development strategy -

adopted since then under the Intensive Agricultural 

Development Programmes (IADP) and High Yielding Varieties 

Programmes (HYVP). We may analyse in this connection three 

interrelated issues: (-1) The new agricultural development 

strategy since 1967-68 and the targets of agricultural 
production in the Fourth Plan did not specifical-ly depend on 

or were aimed at raising the average productivity levels in 

agricul ture in the law income states. 

(2) The total outlays on agriculture and irrigation in 

the Fourth Plan were much lower in the low income regions 

im relation to their needs. 

(3) At national level, adequate policy measures to 

raise the average productivity levels in the dry farming 

areas do not exist. This has regional implications for a 

few low income regions which do not have adequate resources 

to undertake programmes to protect and raise the productivity 

levels of large proportions of their area. 

We may elaborate on these three points in greater 

detail. It is not possible to review all the literature 

on "Green Revolution" and on the IADBl and HYVp 2 Programmes. 

We have tried to list some of the l.iterature on the new 

agricultural development strategy in the bibliography. This 

strategy concentrates on selecting areas of minimum risk and 

with existing irrigation facilities. . The Fourth Plan lays 

down two main objectives in agriculture. The first one is 

to provide conditions necessary for a sustained increase in 

agricultural production of about 5 per cent per annum over the 

next decade. The second objective is to enable as large a 

1. Intensive Agricultural Development Prog~amme. 
2. High Yielding Varieties Programme. 
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section of the rural population as possible, inclUding .the 

small farmer, the farmer in dry areas and the aglFicultural 

labourer to participate in develop~ent and share its 

benefi ts. In fOOdgrains ' production, the plan aims to 
increase the food production from 98 million tonnes in 

1968~69 to 129 at the end of the Fourth Plan. Of this 

additional 31 million tonnes, 21 million tonnesis to come 

from HYVP. This is expected to be achieved largely by 

the extension of the programme from 9.2 million hectares in 

1.968-69 to 25 million hectares in 1973-74. 1 Various writers 

have expressed that inter-regional disparities:~n agri~ 

cultural growthwiil persist and may alsq increase". V. Nath2 

comes to the following conclusion in this regard. He 

classifies the states by their performance in agriculture 

in Hrig[} and-Low states. This classification is similar to 

our classification of states into regions with existing 

advantagesa~d disadvantages. To quote, "It is clear that 

half the states of India, having more than half of, the total 

cropped area and the total value of agricultural output are 

not participating adequately in agricultural progress. The 

Fourth Plan, while it contains programmes for achieving 

rapid increases in some directions in some Low States such 

as rural electrification in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar or for 

meeting particular problems such as floods in Assam, will 

not substantially reduce inter-state differentials in growth 

rates of agricultural output and of increase of productivity. 

of croplands. What is more important, it does not have an 

adequate content such as by way of HYVP for greatly accelera

ting agricultural growth in Low States. But persistence of 

a low growth rate over a large part of the country will make 

achievement of a high overall rate of growth of agricultural 

output very difficult. Moreover, persistent regional 

disparities in agricultural growth will lead to -a regional 

dichotomy in economic development and growth, which will 

complicate enormo~sly the task of economic development. 

1. See Fourth Five Year Plan, Governm~nt of India, Planning 
Commission, Chapter 7. Thus even by 1973 the percentage of 
total cultivated area covered under HYVP will be only 19 per cent. 
2. Nath,V. "Agricultural Growth in 1970's: An Analysis", 
Economic and Political Weekly, Dec. 1970. 



The causes of slow agricultural progress in Low States 

should be identified and remedial measures should be taken." 

Table 10 gives data on outlay on agriculture and irrigation 
by the states in the Five Year Plans. We may note the 

following points from the Table. 

(1) The total all-India outlay on agriculture was low at 

Rs 877 crores in the Second Plan. The total outlay on 

agriculture increased to 4689 crores in the Fourth Plan. 

This amounts to more than four times increase in outlay on 

agriculture. 

(2) Total per hectare outlay on agriculture was higher 

than the national average in the Second Plan in the following 

states: Kerala, Punjab, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Andhra, Bihar 

and Orissa. 

(3) At national level 

and irrigation increased 

Rs 114 in the Third Plan 

her hectare outlay on agriculture 

from Rs 65 in the Second Plan to 

and Rs 167 in the Fourth Plan. We 

may note the position of individual states against this 

national average. Kerala increased the outlay from Rs 115 

to 409 in the Fourth Plan, Assam from Rs 70 to Rs 246, 

Tamil Nadu from 81 to 240, Maharashtra from Rs 52 ~o 178, 

Gujarat from Rs 77 to 197 and Bihar from Rs 97 to 236. The 

states which remain below the national average are Madhya 

Pradesh from Rs 43 to Rs 98, Rajasthan from Rs 34 to Rs 69, 

Orissa from 79 to 106 and Andhra from Rs 84 to Rs 121. 

Among the low income states, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar a re the 

only states with more than national per hectare outlay 

on agriculture. 

(4) The overall position of the states is reflected in 
column (I, ) to column (14 ). From columns (1$ ) and 0lt) we can 

see that there are several states which have received a 

higher share in total outlay than their respective area 

shares. Thes e states are Assam, Bihar, Kerala, Gujarat, 

Tamil Nadu, Puuj ab and Uttar Pradesh. 

We may further examine the position of the individual 

states in the total outlay on major and minor irrigation. 

Table 11 gives the outlay in these ·sectors. These figures 



TABLE:;lO 

PLAN OUTLAY ON AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION IN INDIAN STATES 

Second Five-Year 
Plan , 
Total Outlay 
Esti- 'Per Hec-

'0 

" .. ' mated tare of 
State 

L .. ,~;.~=.= Net Cul-
tivated 

,..""(Rs Area(Rs 
. crores)' crores) , 

(1) (2) ....... -
'-, 

.Andhra Pradesh 95 84 
Assam 16 70 

.Bihar 81 97 
Gujarat . 73 77 
Kerala 22 115 
Maharash'~a ,. 93 52 
Madhya Pradesh 70 .43, 
Tamil Nadu 49 -81 
Mysore 60 58· 
Orissa 47 79 . 
Punjab (includ-
ing Haryana) 65 86 
Rajasthan 46 34 
uttar Pradesh 96 55 
West Bengal 45 82. 
J anmu & Kashmir 7·, 107 
Union 
Territories 12 152 
Total 877 65 

Rank: 
(3) 

4 
9 
2 
7 
1 

12 
13 

6 
11 

8 

3 
14 
10 

5 

. Third Five-Year 
Plan 

Total Outlay 
Esti- , Per He~ 
rrated ' tare of . 
Expen- Net Cul-
diture tivated 
(Rs 'Area(Rs 
crores) crOres) 
(4) (5) 

151 . 137 
27 114 

. 144. 173 
III 116 
s-§lt 264 
167 92 
.118 71 

90· +51, 
103 102' 

60 99 

6.9 92 
130 92 
201 116 
81 149 
19 785 

24 .243 
1547 114 

FbUrth FiVe-Year 
PL3n 

Total Outlay 
Esti-:- Per Hec-
mated tare of 
Expen- 'N~t Cul-
diture tivated 
(Rs Area(Rs 

Rank .. erores) crOres) 
(6) . (7) (8) 

4 133 121 
7 56 246 
2 197 236 
6 . 187 197 
1 . 85 409 

II .316 175 
.1+ : .. 162 '98 

'3 ·· •. · .. 143 240 
'8 156 i56 
9 64 106 

10 . 128 172 
10 98 69 

6 317 183 
5 102 . '188 

36 559 

83 83.9 
2265 167 

Rank 
(9) 

11 
2 
4 
5 
1 
8 

13 
3 

10 
12 

9· 
14 

7 
6 

Overall. Outlay" in the Second, Third 
and Fourth Five-Year Plans . 

Outlay % % of 
Per Hec-i; of Area in 

. tare of out- Each State 
Net Cul- ¥Y to the 
tivated in Total Net 
Area(Rs ~EaCh.'.;'\ . SoWn Area 

Outlay crores) , Rank.stiit~ .:;. (1965-661·· . 
(10) (11) (12):(~.~:L.::::fl4) ) 

379 344 9 .. , 8~~1:o ~"':8 1 
,,~'':''... .' . . 

100 429 4 . <i;:,)t·. · 1. 7 
422 506 2 9.0 . 6.1 
371 390 6 '7{9'.. 7.0 
161 781 1 3~4 '" .. 1.5 . 
576. 318 10 :1,;2.3: '13.3 
350 212 12 i-n5 : 12.1 
281 473 3 )f6~,0 '>1+.4 
318 318 10 6.8.: . 7.4 
170 285 11 3~6 ·4.4 . 

261 352 8 5.6 5.5 
274 194 13 5.8 10.4 
614 . 354 7 13.1 12.8 
229 419 5 ll.9 4 .. 0. 
64 954 ILj."· :O~~5~ ". "." ,'" '" :;-:-~ .... 

' . 

li8 1207 2~5 .:0.7 
4689 345 100 ioo 

Source: Compiled· from Fourth Five Ye~r Plan, Ope cit. and, Shivmagg, H.B., Ope cit. 
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TABLE. 11 

IRRIGATION::1'It\! "'FbUR'l'H 
"-;';:. 

OUTLAY ON PLAN, BY STATES 

Outlay 
\. ' Outlay per Outlay on Outlay per 

on Major 1000 Hectares Minor 1000 Hec-
State andMedi\Dll of Cultivated Irrigation tares of 

Irrigation Area in the Pro- Cultivated 
Prograrrmes State . Rank grannnes Area in State Rank· 

(1) (2) (3~ (4) (5) (6), (7) 

AndhraPradesh 6450 0.56 7 2800 0.24 10 

Assam 571 0.25 14 1100 0!48' 6 

Bihar ·9930 LI6 Ii 4600· 0.54 3 

Gujarat· 10500 1.09 '+ 2922 0.30 9 

Jarrmu & 
Kashmir 706 1.01 600 0.86 

Kerala 2675 1.31 2 950 0.47 7 

Madhya Pradesh 6100 0~36 11 3000 0.18 12 

TamirNadu 3000 0.50 9 3070 0.51 2 

Maharashtra 12393 6.80 1 6500 0.36 6 

MYsore ,6800 0.65 6 3200 0.31 8 

·8~1~~~ 1800 0.30 13 1075 0.18 11 

Punjab 1600 0.42 5 2320 0.61 1 

Haryana 2268 0.68 850 0.25 

Rajasthan 7400 0.51 8 800 0.06 13 

Uttar Pradesh 9700 0.53 10 9600 0.52 4 

West Bengal 1900 0.35 12 2674 0.49 5 

AU-India 
(including Union 
Territories) ::86706 0.62 47568 0.34 

Source: Shivmaggi, H. B. 
Economic and Political Weekl:l, Review of Agriculture, 
September 1969. 



further highlight the unequal state expenditure in these 
sectors in various states. The largest outlay in major 
and medium irrigation was to be spent by Gujarat, Maharashtra, 
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Hysore. In terms of expenditure 
per 1000 hectares of cultivated area, the states with lowest 
expenditure are West Bengal, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan and Andhra. I,n minor irrigation, also, the last 
five states by per hectare expenditure are Andhra, Orissa, 
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat. It may be argued 
that the ou.tlays on irrigation in 'these states 'may be low 
because of the low irrigation potential of these states due 
to larger proportions of dry areas in these states. We 
may take the figures on ultimate irrigation potential of 
individual states as quoted by the Fourth Plan itself. Table 
12 gives data on these aspects. The following points may 
be noted from the table. 

(1) At the end of 1968-69, the percentage of irrigation 
with reference to ultimate irrigation potential (columns 4 and 7) 
works out to be very uneven for different states. Assam, 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orrssa, Rajasthan and 
Uttar Pradesh have a low percentage. ~We'can 

note that at the end of 1973-74 (Column 11) Gujarat and 
Maharashtra would have increased their irrigation ratio from 
22.4 and 26.7 in 1968-69 to 38.7 and ~2.9. The position of 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Andhra would 
change only marginally as their irrigation ratio would change 
from 1&.7 to 23.1, 32.4 to 41.6, 4000 to 4S.9 and 37.5 to 
4'1.2 respeotively. Punjab and Tamil Nedu would have SS and 97 

per cent of their irrigation potential realised. 

(2) The utilisation of actual irrigation also differs and 
the utilisation is particularly low in Madhya Pradesh, Rajas
than, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Mysore and Bihar. Actual 
utilisation is high in Kerala, Punjab, Madras and Orissa. 
\ie may draw the follot>1ing conclusions from our discussion of 
state outlays in agriculture and irrigation: (a) The New 
Agricultural Development strategy since 1967-68 and the Fourth 
Plan production targets rely heavily on the areas of minimum 
risk and with assured water supplyo The production targets 



State Ultimate 
Irrigation 
Potential 

(0) (lr) , . (2) , "" ,-~';--S\.· , .. .".~ ... - ,.- ..... 
". _':;<'e~. ".;.~).. ~~+;:F~~:.:. .... _ • ...:;.11 

.1 Andhra Pradesh 64801 
2 Assam 9702 
3 Bihar 42903 
4 Gujarat 21503 
5 Haryana 5 

6 Jammu & Kashmir 100" 
7 Kerala 630" 
8 Madhya Pradesh 56303 
9 Maharashtra 23503 

10 Mysore 17802 

II Nagaland N.A •. 
12 Orissa 24303 

13 Punjab 4140ij 
14 Rajasthan 31502 
15 Tamil Nadu 1560" 
16 Uttar Pradesh 761022 
17 West Bengal 23102 
18 wrAL 45580 

TABLE 12 

BENEFITS FROM MAJOR AND MEDIUM IRRIGATION SCHEMES 
('000 Hectares gross) 

Irrigation Benefits to end of Potential % of pot. 
from 1968-6m from Plan to end of to end of 
pre-plan schemes Schemes 1968-69 1968-69 

pot. utilisation including w.r.t. 
Pre-Plan ultimate 
(Col.3 & 4) irrigation 

potential 

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1676· 751 572 2427 37.5 
65 18 ,14 83 8.6 

590 1250 770 1840 43.1 
33 450 310 483 22.4 

5 920 900 920 5 

43 20 18 63 63.0 
158 179 179 337 53.5 
513 430 172 943 16.7 
279 350 200 629 26.7 
308 490 400 798 44.8 

455 635 600 1090 44.9 
1656 685 681 2341 78.7 

320 700 600 1020 32.4 
1141 310 290 1451 93.1 
1991 1050 970 3041 40.0 

440 660 610 1100 47.6 
9668 8898 7286 13566 40.7 

Estimates of Pot. to % of pot. 
Benefits end of to end of 

. during 1973-74 1973-74 
IV Plan including, w.r.t. 
-~-'-

Pre-Plan ultimate 
POt:- util- Col.6 & 8) irrigation 

isation potential 

(8) (9) (10) (ll) 
629, 413 3056 47.2 

52 333 135 17.5 
1050 1020 2890 67.3 
,3350 350 833 38.7 

150 100 1070 5 

16 10 79 79.0 
ll9 III 456 72.3 
360 313 1303 23.1 
380 310 1009 .42.9 
95 125 893 50.1 

260 190 1350 55.5 
25 9 2366 83.0 

299 210 1310 41.6 
70 70 1521 97.5 

680 450 3721 48.9 
240 180 1340 .58.0 

4766 3894 23332 .'51.2 

IState Government. 2C.W. & P.C. 3Relevant Reports on Techno-Economic Survey - National Council 
of Applied Economic Research 

"On the basis of figures furnished by the C.W. & P.C. with marginal adjustments in the Planning Commission. 
sIncluded in Punjab. 
6Haryana's figures included. 

Source: Fourth Five-Year Plan, Government of India, Planning Commission, 1971. 
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of the Fourth Plan in food production are expec,ted to be 

met largely through HYVP.. These programmes d'annot lead 

, to a reduction of regional disparities in ag~i'cul ture.' 1 

(b) Tlle plan outlays in agriculture in· the,Secorid, Third 

and Fourth Plans have increased substantially in high 

. ~ , 

income states.' The total outlay on agr'iculture in Madhya 

Pradesh, Orissa, Raj asthan and Andhr'a in' the Fourth Plan 

remain low mainly because their total- re's'o'urces are very 
" "~ ,:' 1 • 

limi te,d~ We saw in Section I that ,as Compared to Madhya 

Pradesh, Andhra, Rajasthan ,and Oriss:a'; B.i~ar and Uttar 

Pradesh have large'r total 0ut~lays in: the :r'ourth Plan. 

(c) Among the various' low -income regibI:il?',~he percentage of 
, ", '.'" ,'.::" (',1 ..;' 

dry area to total cultivated area ditter's'j Raj asthanhas 

the highest proportion of dry area t'o t'o'tal area. At the 

national level, out of 138 million hecta,~:"es pf cultivated 
, . 

area nearly 47 million or 37 per cent' o'f ,±'net:.ot'a.l a,rea 

receive rainfall below 750 millmett:'es andcons'~quently 
. . ,'.'( .. ;. . 

often suffer from drought. The other states with large 
"', . 

areas with insufficient rain are P\ln~l§.p, T'amil Nadu, 
" - "',~ 

Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and>A:ndhra~ ,The 

first four states are well placed inter~~ of their own 

resources to undertake some special effb~tsto protect dry 

areas and also to undertake programmes 1:6 raise the produc-

tivity levels in dry areas~ With inadequate resources in 

Andhra, ,MaH~ya Pradesh and Rajasthan, th~se states are in 
: 

a less advantageous position to divert resources to dry 

farming areas~ 

" I 

Thus, in agriculture, we recognis~ the conflict between 

"efficiency" and "equity" arising out of the need to attain 

national targets of production through'aconcentrated effort 

in the best areas that are spread allover the country and 

through higher effort in the states which have existing 

advantages and have been able to create conditions conducive 

to higher agricultural growth. However, since such 

concentrated effort through HYVP would affect only 19 to 20 

per cent of cul.tivated ctr~'a,.;the need arise's",tc> undertake 

addi tional ste~s to spread the agricultural deve'lopment to 
, :. "I 

larger areas" of <the country 2 and especial::hythose>~.'in the, 

" ' 

.) P.lthough, as ,we pointed out in Chapter VII, as a result of 
unequal distribution of regional area under,.HYVP, the regional 
dis~aI.:'i ty can be eX1?ected t~ increa~e as, the low in~ ~e~s: 
6f ~dhya Pradesh,RaJasthan,Orl.ssa contl.Ilue to have a IaN s l.Il I 

<--_----'--~ __ un_d_e_r_,_HYVP . "', ! 



low income regiolls which are inadequately placed in terms 

of their own resources. It is essential to r.late their 

outlay in agriculture and irrigation to their development 

needs and potential. Greater resources for these states 

for agriculture can be made available through several ways. 

One fof these is a higher central assistance to these states 

for increasing their outlay in agriculture. ' Thus in the 

criteria of determining the central assistance, the states 

with inadequate outlays on agriculture and irrigation, 

and with low agricultural development, may get additional 

assistance. Secondly, there is scope for centrally 

sponsored schemes for states such as Rajasthan and Madhya 

Pradesh for dry area farming. l Thirdly, a greater effort 

to raise additional resources may come from these states 

if they are encouraged to undertake a greater development 

effort in agriculture. This appears to be the case in 

Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. 

We may finally conclude that between the two sectors 

of manufacturing and agriculture, public investment is 

spatially more diffused in manufacturing up to 1968-69 and 

in the Fourth Plan. The public investment in agriculture 

is spatially concentrated. Since agriculture accounts for 

more than 40 per cent of state income in the states, the 

need for a "fair" share of development effort in agri

culture at state level is moreimportant,than the political 

demanqs of various states to have steel mills or fertiliser 

plants located 'within given state boundaries. 

1. For a similar approach, see Shivamaggi, H.B., 
Economic and Political Weekly, Review of Agriculture, 
September 1969. 



-.;;;;.;;;..;;;..;;;;~...;I_I;.;;;.I: GUIDELINES ON NATIONAL POLICY FOR REGIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

An empirical evaluation of regional go Is and policy 
instruments in Indian lanning leads us to th following 
oonclusion :-
(1) he regional go 1 in Indian plans ar expressed in 
terms of va u t te nt of th ne d of different areas 
and th "regional balanc These oals are not sp cified 
in terms of targets or by a cla sification of regions. 
(2) The national plannin proc op rate through the 
multi-x- gional p1annin bodies and h nee a con iderab1e 
proportion of the national xpenditure in various important 
ectors occurs through state plan. The role of centre 

in the state plans is crucial 8S the size of the tate 
plans and it sectoral alloc tion i prepared in conSUltation 
with th centr and, secondly, the c ntral assi tance is an 
important sourc of financing the state plans. Thus, the 
size and patt~rn of the at te d v lopment effort i an 
import nt re ional policy variabl. Th re ional develop-

nt ffort in th low in om r gion remained much below 
t at in th hi h income r ions during th p riod 1950-51 
to 19 5-66. uring t is p rio, the reduction of regional 

i p riti or th 1 v 1 of vlopment was not 
t n xp1icit 110c tion of c ntral 
a ist c. In th Fourth lan, I' ter weight was giv n 
to th 1 v 1 of a st t fS d v lopment in th crit ria of 
c ntral as ist e. owever, this in its lf did not re u1t 
in n a qu t increas in the stat outlays of the low 
inco e re ions. 1 An examination of the stat Sf I' source . 
in t Fourth Plan r v a1 2th t, in pite of greater 
ad itional tax effort in th low income regions a 
co to .some high 1 inca r gions, t total I' ource 
of the lO~1 incom states remain d low as they had large 

1. We arli I' the various r asons for inadequate 
tlays in low income stat s. 

2. e t e app n ix1 0.1- h.~ t7J~ Of +he c~"'ffw. 

/ 



c.) 
negative balance in capital account due to past loan 

indebtedness; and secondly, the resources raised by these 
states in the market loans and other miscellaneous sources 

were much lower than in high income states. 

(3) An examination of sectoral outlays in agriculture and 

irrigation in the Fourth Plan showed that the per hectare 

outlay in agriculture and irrigation remained below 

national average in three low income regions which we 

classified as the least advantageous in agriculture. l 

The share of these states also remains the lowest in the 

HyijP. The Fourth Plan did not propose specific programmes 
'!'~ . 

for, or allocations to these states to step up their outlay 

on agriculture or to undertake additional centrally 

sponsored schemes. In the plan literature, the regional 

disparity in agricultural investment is less emphasised 

than the need for the regional balance in the public sector 

projects. 

(4) The regional allocative criteria in the location of 

public sector projects are not discussed in the planning 

literature. Planning documents emphasise that in addition 

to techno-economic considerations, the needs of the backward 

areas are given special attention. This assertion in the 

plans resulted in allocation of some public sector project 

to each state and also led to long battles between the 

states for the location of certain industrial projects. 
. 2 

To::quote Lefeber, "Unfortunately state governments 

frequently compete for certain types of industrial invest

ment~, not on economic grounds, but out of political 

necessity or misguided eagerness. In effect, regional 

self-sufficiency in fertiliser production or in petroleum 

refining is almost a status symbol and a sign of an 

active government. Rational economic evaluation of 

regional production patterns and real cost-benefit 

calculations would demonstrate that many of these projects 

are wasteful from the point of view of both nation and 

:it.b:i state. II 

Thus, we conclude that up to the Fourth Plan the 

1. These are Ori.sa, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. 
2. Lefeber,L., "Regional Allocation of Resources in India", 

op.cit. 



national planning operated without specific regi6nal 
orientation towards reducing regional disparities, and 
yet obtained the consensus of states on their ~'o~'spective 
shares in outlays through the complex mechanism of centre 
state political, planning and financial relationships and 
through the regional allocation of public sector projects. 
To quote M.Chaudhry, "The structure of economic planning, 
both national ang regional, reffected this important fact 
of the country t~:~~POli tical life1! Rational planning 

'''''::/' ,." 

implies the corlsidering of alt~fnative problems, making a 
choice on the basis of certain ~o$ially accepted criteria 
and evolving a hierarchy of decision-making apparatus.on 
the different levels to implement the policy implications 
of these choices. In the 1950's, the Indian planning 
process tried to specify the alternatives regarding the 
allocation of resources among different sectors of 
commodity production as well as those regarding the 
techniques of production, applying economic analysis in an 
attempt to reach a national solution. However, the 
process atmost deliberately sidetracked all questions 
concerning inter-regional conflicts of interests. The 
objectives of planned development were stated in such a 
fashion as to hide all questions of choice inherent in the 
~lanning process of multi-region economy. Because the 
'1f~~ political party controlled all governments , it could 
afford to make the process of formulating both central and 
state plans a cooperative and almost informal venture. 
Conflicts naturally developed, but no formal machinery for 
their resolution was established". He further adds that 
"Although the Indian planning process did not try to find 
a rational solution to problems of regional allocation 
(in fact, it made no attempt to state these prob1;~:#lS 
realistically), actual decisions concerning regional 
allocation had to be made. In practice, except for the 
few cases in which non-institutionalised political 
bargaining provided the solution, the allocation problem 
was solved by analogy with solut~pns of other choice 



problems concerning commodity composition and choice of 
techniques. ,,1 

The role of the centre dominated planning process in 
influencing the "development-mindedness" or the "development
orientation" of states is also noted by otper writers. 
George Akerlof2 concludes as follows: "Thus the plan placed 
pressure on the states to be 'development-minded' 

administratively since the preparation of well-formulated 
plans would most likely lead to increased appropriation of 
funds from the centre. It is difficult to assess 
quantitatively: (1) the degree of pressure from the centre, 
(2) the success of the centre in inducing the states to 
prepare better plans and finally (3) even the value of this 
exercise. A glance, however, .at consecutive state plans 
does indicate that there was 6~e force at work which caused 

'. . . greater care ~n the preparat~on of these documents and 
more precision in the project proposals. In each of the 
three Five Year Plans, the a·llocation of aid to each and 

-every state in the Indian Union came closer than in the 
previous plan to the percentage population of the state 
in the total population of India." 

We believe that the alternatives or modifications to 
the regional framework- up to the Fourth Plan need to be 
considered in the light of two factors. Important 
political changes have taken place in the late 'sixties 
and early 'seventies, resulting in a situation in which the 
ruling party at the centre no longer controls all the state 
governments. This process of change and instability is not 
yet complete, but it is bound to influence the centre-state 
relationships and the operation of national and regional 

1. M. Datta-Chaudhri, "Regional Planning in India", in 
"Issues in Regional Planning", Eds. David Dunham and 
Jos.G.M. Hilhorst, A Selection of Seminar Papers, Institute 
of Social Studies, The Hague, 1971 - p.174. 
2. George Akerlof:;:: "Centre-State Fiscal Relations in India", 
Indian Economic Journal, 1968. 



(G't) 

planning process. l Secondly, since this new situation demands 
that the informal and cooperative planning of the ~arlier era 
is no longer possible, the economic criteria of resource 
allocation and the trade-offs between various alternatives 
must be considered with greater urgency. 

The modifications to the regional policy framework need 
to be considered against this background. We shall examine 

below the three important aspects in which these changes 
must be sought, both to provide~,a rational basis of regional 
resource allocation and, through it, to form a basis to 
obtain a consensus of multi-regions under the new political 
framework. These are (1) formulation of regional goals; 
(2) efficiency in industrial location; (3) the criteria of 
central assistance and the size of state pians. 

Formulation of regional goals: Formulation of long term 
and short term regional goals occupies an important place 
in national and regional planning. Such goals can be 
worked out both in relation to long term and short term 
Five Year Plans. Consideration of alternative long term 
regional goals would involve examining the relation between 
the alternative regional goals and their relation to long 
term goals of national planning. Such goals can be 
considered in two forms, such as:(l) select the regional 
distribution of investment according to explicit regional 
objectives and then decide on the sector in which investment 
should take place: (2) select the sectoral distribution of 
investment according to some national objective and then 

jl.. See Chaudhry, M., op.cit., "During the last three years, 
important political changes have taken place. The congress 
party has lost control of more than half of the state govern
ments, even though it retains control at the centre. The old 
system of informal and cooperative planning is no longer 
possible. The entire planning machinery is undergoing drastic 
change, with the intention of introducing greater autonomy 
for the states in formulating their plans and of specifying 
the rules for inter-state resource allocation. A clear 
picture of the~~~ew situation has yet to emerge, thus making 
it rather diff~cult at present to assess the regional 
planning techniques as practised in India. 1I 



consider its regional distribution. l The national planning 
in India corresponds to the second form in which regional 
resource allocation follows after the sectoral allocation 
of resources. Here, an application of different regional 
goals would lead to ~j~different pattern of regional invest
ment within each sector. Such long term projections would 
~ghlight the areas of conflict and thus serve as a useful 

guide for rational allocation of resources in the shopt 
term plans, as the short term goals can then be worked out 
in relation to the long term objectives of national and 
regional planning~ We consider that formulation of long 

'. \!~-; 

and short term goals in national planning can provide a 
basis for cooperationpetween centre and states and create 
a more rational basis on which regional gains in the 
development effort may be evaluated. M.Chaudhry concludes 
in this regard as fg,llows: "However, rational use of a 
country's resources is feasible only when the various 

1 
opportunities for the use of these resources are known. 
The full potentialities of certain development schemes 

become apparent only when viewed at close quarters. 
Therefore, ground level planning efforts are often more 
efficient in formulating development schemes which are 
consistent with the endowments of the place and needs of 
the people. But it is not easy to devise an institutional 
machinery which can efficiently exp+ore development 
potentials and also exercise social choice consistent with 
the objectives of efficiency and distributive justice. 
Current political developments in India are improving the 
situation in the former sense by decentralising the planning 
process. The need to devise a mechanism of rational cho~ce 

',-: 

1. For more discussion on these issues, see (1) Stilwell, 
J.B.Frank, "Regional Economic Policy", op.cit., 1972, also 
(2) "Issues in Regional Planning", ed. Dunham, David and 
Hilhorst ,Jos. G. M., op. ci t., (3) Meade ,J • E., "The Theory of 
Indicative Planning", Manchester University Press, 1970, 
(4) Rahman ,M.A. , "Regional Allocation of Investmentl~,op.cito 



is correspondingly becoming JD.Ol,·'e and more important but th~ ". 

maj or innovation in this field is yet to come". I be·feber' a'i~o 
concludes that "'1'he short-l:'tm. soluttion is to apply mOr'e vigorous 

criteria to regional investment Ghoices in accor'dance with a 

rationally adjusted pricing mechanism. In the long run, 

howeve1 .... , the states cannot be expe(!ted to cooperate unless the 

distant benefits of current patience are spelled out in the 

forms off: e~p.licit long term plans'. Without such plans the 

demOc:L'atieC'iipPr'oaCh to development will have to be Z'eplaced 
by fia-If"" 2 1, 

j:f;fic;te;ney in.Industr'ial.Locatiqn: We examined earlier3 the 

regional dist:ributioI'i.. of public sector investment. We 

emphasised that out of techno-economi.c considerations public 

sector investment in manufactu;x:oing has gone to various low 

income r'egions. 'rhe regional growth effects of the public 

sector projects are likely to vary among the low income regions. 

llhe industrial location choices by strict application of 

national and regional efficiency criteria may :not coincide 

with a "fair" regional distribution <Df public sector 

investment asserted in the p.lans,; National and region'al 

efficiency criteria can be better served by spatial 

concentration of public investment at the selected spatial 

centres. An examination of the location pattern of public 

investment in four 'plans is necessary to examine the future 

potentiali'l:ies of various locational clusters to receive 

further public investment. Such examination can also show 

the linkages of the existing clusters to the regional 

production structures and the existing advantages or 

disadvantages of these clusters in terms of the social 

infvastructupe facili.ties. 4 If the development gains of the 

\" \ -" .. _II 

I. Chaudhry 9 Mrinal Datta 11., "Regional Planning in. India ,0po cit 0 . 

2. Lefeber, M., "Regicmal Allocation of Resources in India,opo.cit, 
30 See ChaWte:r Vland Seeti0n II of this chaptero 
1+. Lefeber' cites the example of location e>f oil refinery in 

Assam as the case in industrial loca1don in which the 
conside'rations of economies of 6cal,e and nearness to the 
ma~nket wOUld have led to a different locati~m and to a more 
rational allocation of resources. 



'VI' 
regions are specified in more concrete terms thf.'dugh ... , 

regional goals, these may help to lesse~ the pOli~ical 
demands of states for the location of i~dustrial projects. 

Central Assistance to the States: Up to the period 1965-66, 

the regional level of economic development was not taken as 

a specific ~riterion for determining the central assistance. 

In the Fourth Plan, three important changes wereihtroduced 

in the centre-state relationship: (1) The per capita 

income was taken as one of the criteria in determining the 
central assistance to the states. (2) A fixed proportion 

of the total assistance was allocated in the form 0.£ 

grants. (3) States were given greater initiative than in 

earlier plans to allocate their state plans among different 

projects~ Introduction of these changes did not lead to a 

reduction in the regional disparities in the size of state 

plan outlays and the regional allocation in agriculture and 

irrigation. We propose that formulation of long term 

and short term regional goals in national planning which are 

accepted by all the states would result in larger state 

plans without substantial efficiency loss to the low income 

regions in the following conditions:- (1) A reallocation of 

resources from high to low income regions need not result in 

a lowering of development effort in these states if there is 
underutilised tax and saving potential. We noted earlier 

that the additional tax effort of some high income states in 

the Fourth Plan was not substantially higher than in low 
income regions.' (2) The basic development problem in low 

income regions consists of low investme~t. While it is 

possible to agree on the former, the dimensions of the latter 

problem cannot easily be quantified, at least in aggregate 

terms. We noted earlier that the income elasticity of 

development expenditure over a short period is likely to 

be higher in high income regions. This, in itself, does 

not undermine the role of development expenditure considered 

over a longer time period. In addition, we need to 

emphasise the possibilities of varying trade-offs between 

"efficiencyll and !1equi tyll if we consider the alternative 

regional pat·~ern of investments, such as through higher 



investments in social infrastructures or in the agricultural 
1 development and rural programmes. The importance of 

higher development effort in agriculture in low income 

regions can be emphasised from several aspects. Firstly, 

if the objectives of greater regional orientation are to 

spread, the benefi~s of development to the people in 

different geographic areas who have a distinct identity 

of their own, and are not perfectly mobile, increased 

income and employment opportunities in rural areas should 

receive priority. In addition, these additional income 
and employment benefits can also arrest large influxes of 

labour force to the urban areas. Secondly, in agriculture 

we noted earlier that there is a conflict from the 

efficiency point of view between the allocation of scarce 

resources to the regions which already have natural and 

acquired advantages , and thus concentrated effort in 
these areas can lead to greater national growth of output 

andr productivity. Agricultural modernisation through 

investments in modern inputs is a highly capital intensive 

process and the efficiency criteria of evaluating the 

returns from investments in alternative regions have to be 

strictly considered. 

Hence, we conclude that the agricultural programmes 
•. • • .• clr'~-
1n ~pe reg10ns w1th eX1st1ngj advantages should be such 

that they do not involve the use of scarce capital intensive , 
resources. The labour intensive rural development 

programmes, minor irrigation and the agricultural develop

ment l,programmes aimed to increase the productivity levels 

in dry farming which fall into this category. The 

P9tentialities for different types of projects can only be 

worked out at the level of each state. Thirdly, it is also 

possible to suggest that centrally sponsored schemes may be 

1. See, for example, Haddad, Paulo Roberto, "Problems of 
Regional Planning in Brazil", in "Issues in Regional Planning, 
op.cit. He notes that, in Brazil, the types of policies of 
regional development changed from a low emphasis on invest
ments in social and economic infrastructures in the earlier 
plan (19~9-53) to higher emphasis on such investments in 
later plans. 



undertaken in the regions which have existing dilsadvantages 

in agriculture. Such schemes may be undertaken to tackle 
the problem areas of the region. 

We can summarise the guidelines as follows: The 

informal and cooperative era of regional and national 

planning up to the late 'sixties owed much of its origin 

to the centre-dominated political and planning process. 

Important political changes in the late 'sixties and 
'seventies have created a new situation in which ~£e 

earlier basis of cooperation and consensus is no longer 

possible. The possibilities of in~roducing rational 

criteria for regional resource allocation have to be 

considered against this background. We consider that 

such rational criteria are all the more imperative in the 
current situation and al~hough the precise goals or 

measures cannot be specified here as not being within the 

scope of the present study, we can consider the broad 

directions in which the regional policy framework can be 

modified. The formulation of long and short term regional 

goals in national planning, modifying the criteria of 

central assistance in accordance with "these goals, and 

greater regional orientation in agricultural development 

appear to be of crucial importance in addition to the more 

decentralised planning introduced in the Fourth Plan. 



Background Tables of' data used in 
the ,regression analys'fs of" Chapte'Z' IX 

~50 .... 51 - 1 955~ 56 

Net Domestic Net Additional Additional Accumulated 
ro uct Industrial Net Net Development Net Net 

State Xve~age Output Domestic Industrial Expenditure, Domestic Industri~l 
Growth Rate Average Product output Three. years., .. Product. .' output 

Growth Rate Rso 100,,:.000 Rs. 100 pOOO RSo100 1l 000 Rs..100jiOOO RSo100 g000 

(1) ~2) (3) (4) (,l (6)(Z){8) 

1. Andhra:, 3026 3010 13048 1027 ' i36~ 80129 6762 ., 

20 Assam: 3'032 3090 4908 136 2338 29548 '3168 

3.. Bihar 3040 2013 11923 1263 7479 70041 11832 

4. Bombay 6040 8.10 31318 9118 15152 181447 33382 
5. Ker'ala': . 2099 2 0 19 6095 965 5675 41'113 662.g 

60 Madhya 
. Pradesh 6030 4000 19346 1647 5380 61467 8200 

7" Madras 5~20 4 001 19190 2496 9708 73113 12111 
;: 

8! Mysore 3.70 ,4001 10334 1634 9884 55651 7835 

90 Orissa 1062 4.83 3002 559 4219 36876 2269 

~'~4" -



State 

Net Domestic 
Product 
Average 

Growth Rate 

1950-5'1 - 1955-56 (Continued) 

Net Addi.tional Additional Accumulated 
Industrial Net Net Development 

Output Domestic Industrial Expendi tur,e.p' 

Average Product Output Three years.~ 
Growth Rate Rso 100,000 Rs. 100,,000 RSo100p-OOQ ' 

Net Net 
'Domestic Industrial 

Product Output 
Rso 100,000 Rs.100,OOO 

.~W __ ~~. __ ,.~_L4L_ ..(31 (4) (s1 (6) C7}(8) 

10C? Punjab. 1058 3090 5150 1414 9714 65~254 7238 

1iC? Rajas-ehan 4 .. 16 1996 8512 282 3511 40931 2865 

120 Utt~ 
Pradesh 01>94 1 \?97 6017 1502 14848 171022 15240 

13C? West 
Bengal 3066 4.57 12366 5127 10718 123982 22409 

Calculated from:-

Sources: 1) NCAER, tlEstimates of State Income" opo cito 
2) IIPO. opo cito 
3) Reserve Bank of India Bulletins p 1952 through 19660 

-.-'i-



1 952-56 - 1 960-61 

. Net Domestic Net Add.i tional Additional Accumulated 
Product Industrial Net Net Development Net Net 

State Average Output Domestic Industrial Expendi ture " Domestic Industrial 
Growth Rate Average Product Output Three years·, Product Output 

Growth Rate Rs .. 100,OOO RSo100 9 OOO Rso100pOOO . Rs~100~000 Rs.100.000 
( 1) ( 2) (31 (4) (5) (6) (1) (8) 

10 Andhrs' 2034 5024 10866 20W+ 14997 931n 7789 

20 Assam 2064 4054 4537 1024 15199 34456 4504 

30 Bihar. 5016 7.03 21173 4616 12459 81964 13095 

40 Bombay 10.40 15086 59955 26484 27591 212765 41570 

5. Kerala 3.32 3.,02 7266 1140 8122 47268 7547 

6 .. Madhya 
Pradesh 3050 4007 14165 2007 14438 80813 9847 

70 Madras 4074 6 .. 80 22909 4971 16844 92903 14607 

80 Mysore 2040 3.73 7929 1709 14976 65955 9469 

90 Orissa 3058 6061 7132 932 9908 39878 2818 . 

,9. ,-



Stat 
Net Domestic 

Product 
Average 

Growth Rate 

1955- 56 - 1960- 61 (Continued) 

Net Additional 
Industrial Net 
Output Domestic 
Average Product 

Growth Rate Rs . 100,000 

Additional 
Ne 

Industrial 
OUtput 

Rs . 100 , OOO 

Accwnula ted 
Development 

xpendi ture , 
Three years , 
Rs . 100 , 000 

Net Net 
Domestic Industrial 
Product · Output 

Rs . 100 , 000 Rs . 100 , 000 

(11) (2) (3) (4) (5) '6}~_ ,~_ { Z). (8) 

10. Punjab 5.46 9. 28 19212 401 7 

11 . Rajasthan 2. 18 6. 00 5378 949 

12. Uttar 
Pradesh 4 . 40 3 . 69 36108 3658 

13. West 
Bengal 3 . 01 7.71 24960 

d from: -

1j NCAER , UEstimates of Stat e Income" OP e cit . 
2 lIPO , Op e cit . 
3 Reserve Bank of India Bulletins , 1952 through 1966 

7 0 -

17136 70404 8652 

9810 49443 3147 

27406 179039 16742 

182n 136348 27536 



1960-61 - 1967 ... 68 

Net Domesti.c Net. Addi tional Additional Accumulated 
State Product Industr~al Net Net Development· ,Net Net 

Aver-age output Domestic Industrial· Expenditure p Dornes~ic Industrial 
Growth Rate Average Product Output Three "years.p. Product . output 

Growth Rate Rs.100~OOO Rs .. 100 1l 000 Rso100pOOO RS,0.100",000 Rso100~000 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

~. 

10 Andhra. 4010 5.90 34055 4862 1941' -104043 9833 . 

2 .. Assam 2037 1080 6960 720 6264 38993 5528 ' 

3 .. Bihar 2082 3·90. 22200 5393 29149 103137 17711 

40.Guyarat 5.30 4.70 36181 6529 23577 83108 17361 

50 Kerala 2076 3.60 11638 2447 20222 55134 8687 

60 Madhya 
Pradesh 2096 6.70 21562 6815 31139 94978 17854 

70 Madras 30,50 5 .. 50 31638 8946 36580 115812 19578 

80 Maharashtre 
2 .. 28 3040 32351 11231 45071 189612 42503 

90' Mysore 4.80 9.20 24845 8115 31164 73884 11236 

"":7/ , -



State 
Net 

Net Domestio IndUt3trial 
P~oduct OUtput 

verage Average 
Growth Rate Growth Rate 

1960-61 - 1967- 68 (Continued) 

Addi tional Add1 tional . Accumulated 
Net Net Development 

Domestic Industrial Expenditure, 
Product Output Three years, 

Rs . 100,000 Rs . 100, 000 Rs. 100, 000 

Net . Net 
Domestic Industrial 
Product OUtput 

Rs.100,000 Rs . 100 , 000 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

10. Orissa 3 . 50 10.50 12887 . 3794 

11. Punjab 6. 84 . 10 . 90 52833 4037 

12.' Rajasthan 4 . 85 7.00 21556 2490 

13 . Uttar 
Pradesh 2. 07 3.70 33190 5819 

14. West 
Bengal 2. 04 2.70 24415 7936 

Calculated from: -
Sources: 1) NCAER, "Estimates of State Income tt OPe cit . 

~) lIPO, OP e cit. 
3) Reserve Bank of India Bulletins , 1952 through 1966 

7cR. . -- .... 

26834 47010 3750 

25079 89616 12669 

20541 54821 4096 

46350 215147 19838 

38073 161308 38155 



CHAPTER IX 

Background Table 2 I 

(In Rs Crores) 

. Regional -Distribution of Public 
Investment by Projects 

1 o:ANDHRA 'PRADESH 

Bharat Heavy Electz-'1'cals Ltdo 
I~di"an,., D):'Ugs and Pharmaceuticals Ltdo 
Hindustan Machine Tools Ltdo 
Hindustan ShipYard Ltd. 
Hindustah Aeonautics Ltdo 
Praga Tools Ltdo 
Bharat Heavy Plate & Vessels Ltdo 
Electronics Corporation of' India Ltdo 

20 ASSAM 

Fertilizer Corporation of' India Ltdo 
Indian Oil Corporation Ltdo 
Oil & Natural Gas Commission 
Central Inland Water Transport Ltdo 

30 BIHAR 

Heavy Engineering Corpn. Ltdo 

National Coal Development Corpno Ltdo 
Bokara Steel Ltdo 

Gross f'ixed 
Investment at 

the ,end of' 
1~968-69 

35.8 
2102 

,704 
802 

6.3 
4.4 
202 

....Llt 
8609 

26 .. 8 
15.8 
20.6 

~ 
64.1 

17906 
104.0 
180.0 

Indian Oil Corporation Ltdo 5003 
Fertilizer Corporation of' India Ltdo 5804 

National Mineral Development Corpno Ltdo 12.3 
Uranium Corporation of' India Ltdo 9.6 
Pyrites, Phosphates & Chemicals Ltdo 3.2 

, \ 

\ 

" \ 
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Table 2 contdo 

30 BIHAR contd, 
Hindustan Steel. Ltdo 
Hindustan Zinc Ltdo 
Hindustan Copper Ltdo 

4.. DELHI 

Ashoka Hotels Ltdo 
National Small Industries Corpno Ltdo 
Hindustan Insecticides Ltd .. 

Gross fixed 
Investment at 

the end of 
1968~69 

23.5 
002 

0.1 

621.2 

State Trading Corporation of' India Ltde> 0.,;3 
Minerals & Metals Trad.1ng Corpno of IndiaLtde 0.,,2 

Hindustan Housing Fectorry Ltd. 
Janpath Hotels ~tdo 
National Research Devo Corpn. Ltdo 
National Seeds Corporation Ltdo 
India Tourism Dev. Corpno Ltdo 
Modern Bakeries (India) Ltdo 
National Industrial Deve> Corpn. Ltde> 
Handicrafts and Handlooms Export Corpn. 

Engineers India Ltdo 

50 GUJARAT 
Oil & Natural Gas Commission 
Indian Oil Corporation Ltdo 
National Small Industries Corpno Ltdo 

Hindustan Salts Ltdo 
Modern Bakeries (I) Ltdo 

008 

0.,5 
001 

0.6 
1.3 
004 

0.1 

0.1 

001 -
1200 

54'.4 
30.8 
0.7 
0.5 

~ 
8607 



75' 

Table 2 contdo 

60 KEAAU 

Gross f'ixed 
Investment at 

the end of 
1968 ... 69 

Fertilisers & Chemicals (Travancore) Ltdo 

Cochin Refineries Ltdo 

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltdo 

Indian Rare Earths Ltd. 

Hindustan Insecticides Ltdo 

Hindustan Latex Ltd. 

Modern Bakeries (I) Ltdo 

70 MADHYA PRADESH 

Hindustan Steel Ltdo 

Heavy Electricals India Ltdo 

National Coal Devo Corpn. Ltdo 

National Mineral Devo Corpn. Ltd. 

National Newsprint & Paper Mille Ltd. 

Bharat Aluminium Co. Ltd. 

Cement Corporation of India Ltdo 

708 

1 01 

003 

10104 

37900 

69.,8 

55.0 

2206 

1309 

0.7 



-
T.able 2 contdo 

80 MAHARASHTRA 

Fertiliser Corporation of India Ltd" 

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd ... 

Hindustan Antibiotics Ltdo 

Me.zagon Do ck L t,d" 

Nationa.! Coal Dev. Corpn~ Ltd" 

Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd" 

Lubrizon (I) Ltdo 

Modern Bakeries (I) Ltd. 

90 MYSORE 

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd .. 

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. 

Bharat Electronics Ltd" 

Indian Telephone Industries ~td" 

Bbarat Earthmovers Ltd" 

TungabhadraSteel Products L'td. 

Cement Corporation of' India Ltd .. 

10. ORISSA 

Hindustan Steel Ltdo 

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. 

National Coal Deve Corpn" Ltd" 

Gross fixed 
Investment at 

the end of 
1968-69 

46 .. 9 

26~5 

708 

10.0 

404 

3 .. 9 

0.,9 

0.·5 
10009 

1102 

1,,2 -
79.6 

700 

423·2 

\. 



Table 2 contdo 

110 HARYANA 

H1ndustan Machine Too~s Ltd. 

120 PUNJAB 

Fertiliser Corpora.tion of India Ltd~ 
" 

Modern Bakeries (I) Ltdo 

13 I) RAJA.STHAN 

Hindustan Zinc Ltdo 

Instrumentation Ltdo 

Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

Machine Tool Corpno of India Ltd. 

Oil & Natural Gas Commission 

Hindustan Copper Ltd. 

140 UT'rAR PRADESH 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. 

Fertiliser Corpn. of India Ltdo 

Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 

Oil & Natural 'Gas Commission 

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltdo 

Triveni Structurals Ltdo 

National Small Industries Corpno 

Gross fixed 
Investment at 

the end of 
1968-69 

--

1.2 

108 

6804 

31.3 

25.0 

508 

300 



Table 2 contd. 

1 50 TAMIL NADU 

Neyvell Lignite corprto Ltd. 

Madras Refineries Ltdo 

Bha,rat Heavy El,ectricals Ltd •. 

Hindustan photoi'ilms Mfgo COo Ltd. 

Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals L.tdo 

Hindustan Teleprinters Ltd. 

011 & Natural Gas yommission 

Madras Refineries L~d. 

Indian Rare Earth~ Ltd. 

Modern Bakeries (I) Ltdo 

160 Hn/JACHAL PRADESH 

Oil & Natural Gas Commission 

Hindustan Salts Ltdo 

1 70 V\fEB'l' BENGAL 

Gross fixed 
Investment at 

the end of 
1968'~69 

i:J; 

22.7 

200 

005 

003 
26202 

Hindustan Steel Ltdo 32808 

Mining & Allied Machinery Corpno Ltd. 3009 

Fertilizer Corpno of India Ltd. 2702 

Hindustan Cables Ltdo 702 

National Instruments Lt'do 407 

Central Inland Water Transport CorpnoLtdo 201 

Garden Reach Workshops Ltd. 

Hindustan Steel Works Construction 
Corpno Ltdo200 



Table 2 contdo 

Gross fix~d 
Investment a.t 
the end of 
1968-62 

170 YVEST BENGAL contdo 

Rehabiliation Industrie,s Corpno Ltdo 105 

National Small Industries Corpno Ltd., 102 
, , 

011 & Natural Gas Commission 1.9 

Central Pisheries Corpno Ltdo 0.2 

Hindustan Aerona~tics Ltd. 0.2 

41104 

18. UNALLOCATEJ)1l1 46407 

1;5) 

~ In respect of aviation, shipping, etco and the 
State of Jammu & Kashmir and Union~ Territories 
not mentioned above., 



(g@j 
Chapt:~r IX 

AJ2pen,di~ -:: I 

$ta:tes,'rotal ~e6o)..tI'C~P., Add.i.tipnal Re$Ol;lI'se 

Mebiliza.:!;).():rl,. and W~tat~s,' .. q':Ltlctxin Fo~!.!}. Plan. 

\'11~. may begin with a brief reviet-J of the pattet'n of sta'tes t 

resources and outlay in the first three five year plans and 

then examine the pattel?n in Fourth Plan. In the limited seope 

here vIe cannot go into all the aspects of the complex centre-

state financi('3.1 relationsh:i'ps which ca,n be a i?e:par'ate sub.~eet 

of study by i'tErEfif;~? Jinsteaci~ we shall discuss only the broad 

issues with s,pecial 'referene€ to the t'eS()Ul?ces and outlay in 

Fourth Plan. 

Table I and 2 give the trends in states 9 expenditure and 

central assistance in the Three Plans. Row I in Table I 

gives the total plan and non-plan expenditure of states in the 

three plans. The total states' expenditure increased from 

Rs 3$59 crores in First Plan to- Rs 10833 eroX'es in Third Plan. 

Row 2 in Table I gives the total transfer of central ~eS0urces 

t~ the states, which increased nearly four times as compared 

to a three fold increase in e){pendi'ture. The distribution 

of the total central tX'ansfer of reSOtWces by various items is 

given in Table, 2. The total transfers from Centre consist 

of states· share of divisible taxes and duties, as awarded by 

the finance commission and ef grants and loans awarded through 

Planning Commission. Loans alone account for nearly 50 per 

cent of total central reSources while the statutory and other 

grants met fromreverlUe account for 17, 23 and 2,6 per' cent 

of total transfer of resources. The pl~1ning grants and loans 
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2. The eport of the Administrative Reforms Commission, 
O.ll. o.j, t • i . The cn.str~but on of un~on and state taxes works out as 

• 

follo~s: Pro ressiv or e vy ,11 India taxes, like general 
income tax, Company taxation, Capital and expenditure taxes, . 
Custom duties (inclusive of export duti s) taxes on goods 
in the COUl'S of internal trade, tet"minal taxes on goods or 
aaeen ers by ea, air and rail and freights taxes on 

transactions 'in the stock exchan e tall in the union list. 
States' taxes consist of land revenue agricultural inCDme 
tax, taxes on land and buildings, sales an purchase tax~s, 
electricity and ntertain nt duties, taxes on .advertisements, 
(including newspapers), vehicle taxes, taxes on professions. 
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tJ.~$i~of: pa~ e$pi'at$~l effo-lo"l't ~~-at ~1\Mi1~1tl¢l~·~11~e3t~on ,', 

't~ t~a h'~ ~n~lO~ :tltatea an4 'f;~ ~~4~1r'e., lll~~ t~:r~-~~ ~ ~':.~ .. ,,~ ,:0,\ 
~ly in 1!~Eil etb0~ ttw> $rit:Ei!~£.a thQ. 'a~<;ltt!onsl ~11oe@tifji~ 

,~t'.i~~~<l e(~ly 'to 'theiB l~ in~o~ &t~ttl$ ~ 

We ~ '$~&ul.n~ th$ $.teiM:W$ $ t~'t~'l "j!Jotl"eta~y $etl:~ei tQ\ 

Wl~.~u~~~,~d the i~tel~'"'"~s~!on~.l. d!fl~~e~$ 1m ~1:$tea t Q~~ 

$.~t~olNtl "&C1~~~ mol)'li~ttQn .~ va~~.ou$ SOtW~$. 

'fb~$~ f1;>u~~s ~~i!!. ~i'v$~ iit\ ~&bl$ 4~ ·&t~t~e!t t()tt!l 

"S:~"~($e3 ¢'t~ l>e. dt'\f!~;~\;Itl i,:n~ lo~ !$e~a\a?ate ee.te·~;tt!el\iS 1I. 

i\ti,~ •• 'i.) ~Qn~:r1b~'ti~n ~y f/ufii>11c ente;t)J).~tse$lti) r.'la~ltet 

loti\ll$ £1£) ~~@11~~lJl)u~ ~~it~l ~~~)lPts a~ 1. v) 

~1!3,~it:i(\)rUil t~t~.Oth· r.0'll~i\al ,pGit'vt$ ean ~$ alot:~.~ .t1'0-l'f! 

~e. ~~4~~ 

:U ~b~ Qontn~l~ of J~ll(j ente~,~.ises t~ ate.ttl$' 

n$O\11Ce$i ~$'l~~'ts the influE)lle-e 01' ~ fa~t:(ji~$'. via. the 

a~eum~l.at~d p\$lie lA1f~$tfiRent and. the etfieieney: of tbe 

p.u:!)ltc ~te~~1~¢$ .. 

An4b:vah W&1l.ilMqU~ Me.be,~uht~~ &ld ~"ttQ~ ~,adeah 

hav~ ,l$~ie~ N$~U~Ce$' ~ai~~lt i~~& th,ls ~)'f.1!\lH$ ~~GrIi tb~ 

ot'htia·t'$'ta.te)s" In th~ -~lrc.l(~t lo-an$,the It:ndu2t~iali~ .. t1t0n 

bit&$ can be not£ceClas hQ~ t.~$ an)Otmt fJf Ml?}(et lQ~ 

~fililha4 by G1llj.al'a't!i",HalMt".!!fbtN ana ~QIDil N~ih~!$h,lS~ti'Jt. 

al:thoul~ tbi$$Ol)j~ee ts H'1~t!v~4Y .t~O"~t l'3@-1rl~ ia 

P%mi~ and tl~$t knlG1~ ~1t7l $'U~,lue cJ)~ def!o!t $ll 

rd.$Qellen~us ""t,t$ ahews 'th$ oft~ell Pa'$tt 10M 



Table , .... ij 
.,"n ". _". \," ,!."?"~" :~ 

" 

S~ci:t:~.' ~$~~O\lt>S~J3';in:t<:):u,}';'~b ··:el~bl SOUl?C~E3 
eRs Cr0i'es) 

!: co ,...,. 
0 w ij m Q) 

-0-4 Q) 8 -tJ c-i 4-J 
"'"'Om 0 ~'M . .1tS '" (f.) 

:;:j "1"'\ 0,., ...:l AtCll s:: t:: # Q) 

,Q M H r:ilrd+' <:) 0 CI) 0 
Q) 'M ,Q Pot +" He.> ,AI 01"'\ OM ~ fJ ~:::s ~ Q) Q) on .J..J ..... .... 
m ;joJ~Q) .. i;{ rJ 'Cil (l) .. 0<"1 itl ftj' 0 
4iI s:: . ...., H CI.l :::s 0 'V X .f,J m 
00 o ~ s:: ,itj . OM 0, Q) '0 '" 0 (J) 

• -. "., • ..J ••• ~. 
o~~ , .(.2Y:' .. 1' 

~.~)~ <13(~) t5)~ 
,. (' --. _." .. ~. . -, .-. 

" 

Andhp~ Pradesh: 7,3.9 '3'11":'0 .. (-:lI70."F ,100 .. 0 120._5 '" , ! . o· .~. '" 
. •• " '""' ",'I." .. . ,n - "-" 

Bih~l;' 40"~8 I·?'·s·, (''':'~~Ii~ I. 0 100.0" 10:3,.6. 
.! 

G.uj:~~at 4'3,06 63.2 . 3.. 1 11607 29Z·.2 

Hc;\vyan<';1 20.0 16.2 ("')6.6. 30.0 112 .. 0 
Kerala 2Q. () 15,.6 (-)8I.6 60.0 83.4 

M~dhY'a Prad~sh' '21.9 :1:4.8 ( ... )I~7D9 lOO.O 9'4.0 

Maharas:htra 61 .. 5 7306 209.5 50.0 566\'3 
Nysore 35.8 8.6 ,(-)37.5 50·.0 ]54.1 
Opis·~a 9.8 II.6 (-)78.l~ 35.0 20.5. - .. .. " 
p' ':'aD 20.7 +3.2 ( ... )6.1 78.0 I 1,0 • 4~;{: , :un)' 

" ',., 

Rj:I.·j as than 14.2 l3,,8 (-)96.6 40.0 19.0 

'liamil ,Naclu 75.7 67 .. ,I ( .... ) 36. () 85.0 300.0 

Uttar Pradesh 73~8 36.5 (-)24.0 1;75.0 425.0 
West 8engal 22.4 19.8 (-)I2:t:.5 80.0 99.5 

Tat,al 543.1 403.3 ("')734 .. 7 I099.7 256, .. 5 

.- . 



!.~1!*!..-,:_itJ!;S!!!'!~ 

$t4<lttMtJ,' lhtsou!,>e~$:' tl?lS> c$fJtU:ro,~Jilt~t ,:f:~H1Ptb. :t~la."l 
'~~J9::r~~~~~~1IIIj~~~~~"~.~ 

"AQ~a 

:Sillli~ , 

0u'a~$'tZ 
" 

~~Ma 

l\.~:a;j.a 

~'i$~taV~'~$.(le$h 

~~Amm;ll!J~ljt 

f'i~liQ~a$-b~~a 

,My~~~ 

~~$s.a 

p\;~1@ 

~i~th~.n 

'iJ't~~ S?i'$sh 
\"letft h~il'a:t 
All l1!t~t~G 

l:2. .. ,~ 
, 4}11\3 

111.,$ 

2$~.S 

);~.,a 

$",2' 

I~~,9 

I(h4 

1$,0 

11",8 
,2$.fi 

I~~I 

IJ.a 
X,.6 
%3,:9 

2,a~';6: ' 

,j't.: .. ,", ,'< " 
~" ~, ',':$",~d' , 

ath;() 

ii.;e 
2& ... 1 
~l.,t't 

IO.,2 
It.,$ 
'lt6;t ~ 
5~ .. a 
l:llhS 

19." , ., 

li$,,3 , ' 

$'*.',96 
1e • .2~ 

1'3.96 
l,~4,,'59 

I~tJ, .. ,!, 
$S .. ~S 

r29.1~ 

16C!l0G 

%14.13 
~5.a0 

I~~,,0f) 

~:S .. ~3 

X~9.16 

l:05,~9S 

13.2' 

Source: Vithal.:,'B.P.R. "Central A$sistance to states"o 
op .. cit,. 



l.iabiliti~E; of the stlSote. 4·big slJrplus .. oti$.,.:20~i,'5, c~'res 
• ~~r>-";'~ 

e~isted only in Mahaw~shtj:>a; ';rhe negative ba~~c~, ,~n,1l;l1~~ 

ae¢o\1~t ,;is highest in Andh%'C}.:~ I~adhya Pr{:ldesh, Biha%' and 

West Bengal,~ TJ1~ 'a.dditiona.l t~at-i(l)ri, is the mos't J.~p()rtant 

$O,~q~' of :1:otal, sta1;e ,It'esoW?ces in, all ,the low income states 
.} 

~l;tth<;>uf$h its t"elative i-mpo.x>tanc::e diffei?s'lin the valr'ious 'high_ 

i'n¢Qm~ ?1;,:lt~~ r~ J;f we cOlIlll>C}.re tbe ~~dit ~ional ~T ,cap! t·a " , 

it~e's, i~~t;ea4 Q,f ,overall ~;eve:L's()f, per.,cap·! ta tax~S, P.unj ab, 

Gujarat, Hat>yail€l:,. l<e?fl:l~ .'?nd ~e:~hy~ P_ades·h;'oC9UPY.. the first 

five ~an~swh:i,.le MaharaErhtl'(i, West; Bengal and Tamil Nadu; 

o.cc~py 1;4, 9, and 7 'l:!?mks. 'l'l:l.us ~ in .spite of n'igh.¢~ 

additional .ta~ effort by l1adhya P>;,aclesh \I ,both in.pe~ capita 

"ta~, 'aqd . (il1addi t.;i.on~l tax .the .per c'api ta outlay. remain.ed one 

ct:f ]h~ ~~w;est iF!; Fourth Pl-arh On the other hand, Orissa and 

R~ja~rthan.i~pr()veCl theil? %"an~ing ,p.osi1!ion in per capita 

outlay (l;Iand- 9) fr9m thei~ ~spective roanking PGs-it.ion~ in 

pe;r- .capit:a additional t~es.,(I2. q.ndI3). Maha,rashtra, Mysore i 

anqT~lNa&u impr,oved the,ir 1I?anking pasi"tionin pel? capita; 

outlay aseompa~ed to tha~ in. p~pqq.pilrt,:l ad.ditiQnaltaxes~ 

Thus, if we ~ake addi.1iional re~ou:fc,e m()pi;:li~ation 9£ the 

states ats t1)e. index of their. w1;t.lin,gness tora~seresourees 

it b.eeomes.cltear that high,income.$tat.~s are not.nec-e~sarily 

their per ~~pita total t~esare higher (see table 2). In 

, 
taxa,tic>n. is not a p:~dominant ,source of total state 

resources.~ their ranking in per capita outlay implPoves 

in spite <i)f poor ta~ e,ffort. 

. 
l 



We must also emphasize that the economic fa,ctors alone are 

not sufficient in e~laining inter-.regiona~lf" .. dl&terenees 
. . 2 

in tax effort. I Nambiar and ,RprQ estimate the income 

elasticity in percentage for the Indian states in 

1967-68 as follows. 

Gujarat 

Mahara$htra 

West Bengal 

Punjab 

'ramil .Nadu 

Nysore 

Kerala 

A,ve):'age 

1.46 

I.6! 

0.77 

I.o.2 

2.29 

1. 35 

1:. 56 

L~l Income States 
• ,. • ' • ';0'" • 

Orissa 
Madhya 
Pradesh 

0 .. 80 

0.99 

Bihar 0 .. 59 

Ra~lflst:han I.IS 
Uttar Pradesh 0.9! 

Andhra 

Assam 

r····. ,._ .. ", " 

1.24 

0.86 

I. Toye, F.J. opo cit, points out that the strength 
of the agrarian elite is one reason why on average 
throughout India revenue levels are lot\T compared with 
other poor countries. He a$so concludes that in 
accounting for revenue differences between states 
wi thin India neither political nOl. ... the technical 
explanation appears to be satisfactory. Fast rising 
income level in the previous decade ~ the relative 
s'carci ty of scheduled tribes and castes and a small 
proportien of male non-tl"ovkers in population are so 
fq,r' best proven characteristics of states where 
government ra;i.s·es plentifu.ll?evenues 0 

2. See Nambiar, K.V. and Rao Gmvinda M.) "Tax 
Performance of· States", Economic and Political, 
Wee~ly, May 4~.! i9 72. 

Income ~lasticity = ATI AX ;: AT Y 
T Y T Xxy 

In their regression analysis to explain the regional TtY. 
in 1967-68, the statistical fit with reference to 
urbanization factor is only 0.1+0. 



Wf) ~ ~nOl\1~0 4$ lo:tl~i7'$ f"m th.e .abo~ b~1el (u.,s¢u.€'H~1~n. ,"PI 

~h{a· o.ifI~tUl ~~end$ 1n the oant,~sl M$tl$t&nce to $i,~t$'tf\t~. 

fi,"t.;l\:HEI 'p.1.M:~ $bCM$d ·t,lllatl: ~1'1e: the to~l 0~nliit~e of ..s 

$''ta-te$incl'oaeed MG.1t'ly ~efit)ldt th~ _n1't~a1 S$G,teta.ce 
I 

,i~~~~'a$e(! b, n{~H'~l, I~Qt" tf::m'~~ roo -m:~i t~e, ~1Q~ t$O~el3 
. . 

of ;~~t~4l1 1iil~$i,$tiU"A.et$ ~ tl~ ·,J.aalniJlB2~~t:S .'u2 10atl.6 

acooun~ed fo~ ~. 'n.~a~ina ,~po~!Oftof total esGl1$~.Qe. 

~~l the !'~~'tll! Pl." in ~,h¢. ('.~~'~$t.'$.ao~ ~e~a~niLn, th~ 

'~n~l 'a$$i$tM~f$ ~ tb$ 'le'.l ot "~iJiOD&l develo,~~t ~~$$ 

$P"$t!CallY~~8fai.G~4 '~4 b~nee ~ &ftailyt1H~4 1\$1 ftlr' 'thi$ 
~ • ' 1>. 

~~s;td ... te~, in10 .1. "mo"~~~i~~k ,4i$~'~!bution cf een-t"al 

@.G$iattlUceto t#,~t$$OI!' -',\(1)(1 ~() hiihe~ pe" e~ita ou'tl~V in 

tbe l~ ·j.ncom.e 'flita~s:.. 'la~~la'tt~~ 01 a1.10o~tiol\ of ee-llif:pal,. 

dtiiliftit~$c by. th.vari<.nac ed,4.i:t,i~i1&t c~i .. teria (,e~ cap,tt$. . 

~&'K effQr't, pei1" C$pl1:& .i:n.comt! and ~~ o~,1ta "~vel;Qp~nt 

. e~en~'tU~te)$h(Mad tbe.t in 'the f!i"s't ~i1;0ll".ton all. hlp 

in(tom state:s Andh~1\'lii ~~~iadh;YC'!i ~r.ad6$J\ q'Qa:U:fi~d g.~ . 

ed4iticnel l'caa(\,)~~h 'lathe Q'tl:l~ 'tWO o~itet:'itJh addt~.ttn&l 

¢lE,U'l>"~lil '~€lcWl'lciea tile. 'al1~C41l:e4!i 'tolw !~~me l1eSien.fl;l. All 

M·(d.,si~ Qf v.a~lQ'\1$' C;~~l(:.30~ie$ of ~ta:te~ It ~~$,o'tWCe$$ll.cw~~ 

'th&'t 1n ·the~*G't 10MGe:nd "tt.se =~lH::ellaneou's capi tU 

~e.~pt$ t,tit¢ h!~li "neo~~ $t&1:$$ b$d. ~ ~\t_ .b'S~'t.1t;'l po~.it,ion 

$0 'th~t i~ :t'at}s>t .·,tt 1::b$:ll.~)w ,&nC(il~~ states t ~j4~1;.icnel ~~ 

~.gioJil't was the ~~inei~a1 :$O~Me 0$ a-tat:e ~ f$t;<ttal ~e$OU"@G 

be-~d .• ~ 'l'lt.<;l cetltt~l' ,eS$btiJfM:Gh 



.. ')::i:~~! ~, 
$he ~4di tionell ~~ e·tfort was i$Urtd to be highest 

I a·.:I_~. .c".... ., ... ~.,.) ';:.' 'IJjj~n"-!i .... ;;.. ..... , ••. <;"" .... "''''' t!i:",".1!t t",.,. ;'!!:I .,;II' ~ .... ,.t._.~ A;~ve r~.GiI~.s ~nl.T·~'.';'~." ';.';, .. ;J~',"",'" 4";·~",/y .... ns'j ~",,~a~Q an"" 

.fvladhya. Pi'aie$h Q Ins,p! teol la~ge "aria-eJ.ons in tile' 

.a4<!i~i()nal tax 'effortl) 'th~ p'e~ eapi1ta e:u-tlay in PO\l.~h 'lan . 

W$$ pcs1tiv~ly ~d sip1fieal.ltly Gt;)~lat~d to the'$r 

t}a~t~ainc.olne due t9 the impori'aMe of' tbe .~bove ttl$ntionec:l 

~.;lOitoi'~ tbat e~lhM~ the.~$ou.~QeG pO$l.t~C)nof bigh !m;¢lt)me' 

stat~$.: $hus. wee.~, oonclu(1e t t·ha1;: the. re:g~()nal. 
",j}' . : . 

(l!'$p~rit1es in.tl'G$ $~~tt;\'4e\fel0p!i1$nt ~:fe~i-'tmU$t have 

incr.e·al3ed 4Ut'ing ~be 'Q~h~lan.i' 

Addit-ioJ}(3.,l t~:eiCgo,..,t :1e ()n~ iridieator' of $'tates"P 

wi1.1~p.e$s to~atse ~$QU~Qe$ .. ' 1ft ad<li:tio$1" the~ aN 

tZonsSide*,able ~8i;o.nal· var1at-ions in the other indi¢atst"S 

Qt' tia~ i$f:tQpt;· $uobf\$ G·tU:lt~ f Qwn~ax ,1/i'$venue as 

,P~PQl't!Qn of g·tates .-. net dCi>mest1e pXlO4uet ~r eapi1ta t&~ 

~¢".en\~ ¢il1d the :bu;:ome elast-ici ty as . di.(:H'!JU$sad e$lC'lie2't'.,

We ag~@e i:~~th the vCii.~i()ua w~lte~$ that economic fa.et-or8 

alQnE;ldo'not appe$t', to· ~e suff'i<:1ent to eexplQill .~,ional 

dif.fG:J!'~n:~a in'thasG va~!ou_!S in4ica'to" of regional t~ 

,e~fQ~n~Qe~ , 



CHAPTER IX 
~ . .. 

AJ2P'eQcli~ - ,2 

The Sectoral Allocation of the state o\.l.tlay:s 
and the ,Physical' !ndl<.::at:J~I's :Qftne ',Leve;l.S of so~ial 

Infrastructures ,in fourth Plan "j ..•. n° _ •• > •• t •• ,.. ••• '" •• ~. • :. • 

We discussed in Chapter IX the role of centre dominated 

planning process in maintaining an oVal-all consensus of the 

multi"'"regions'in the pet;>iod up ~o .1:1)e end of Third Plano 
:, ' : ' j.: 

We ai,so pointed Qut that in 'tihe fourth,plan ll ' some changes were 

introducedtow.arods.greater'decentralizatipn'of the decision 

making and in,increasing the state initiative in the state 

p'lans co However" in Fourth· Plan· also Centre ,still retained 

its influence'by earmarking func;ls by 'sectors such,as 

agricult\:lre~ major irrigation and power, elementary education 

and pural water supply, allotving switching of ftmds between 

the projects in a sector but:not between sectors. The sphere 

o'f actienof centre and state aetivitieswas described by 

G'adg!l DoR. as follows. To quote, "The fiel.d of ~~ti0n of the 

Cent:c'e and at the states are, 'to a large extent district. 

The cent~e builds up .'and maintains the overall 

instrumer:rtali:ties of national e90nomi,c life such ascredi t 

and the monetary system, railway and ports. It also acts 

in relation to the basic requirements of a long-term plan af 

industrial':i,sation, wi themphasis. on lal?ge, indus,try and 

exploitation of ·mineral reSOUl?ces.. The states are concerned, 

on the other hand, with acting on the total life of all the 

people in their charge and,on all the diffused dispersed and 

small-scale units and ~ctivities. The Centr,e is concerned 

with highly concentrated action at strategic points; the 

states must affect all areas and localities, all the relevant 



fields an4 ~ll uni1!s.. l~~~en~" is eon(r,(l,tvooc! val'tti'll tftS 

s't .... a'Ce"of 10lili 't®lt'!ll: ,1M a~(! w'it:h inftid~':i:l'rg' c1f'"oi~l" 

'mov~nt$J. tb~ 61:ate!$ b.~ve 't~ tmf)a$$. tb:e~elves iA 

t~~t~ml t:'tl~ 'the to~e~~ i.~p~lUns eeol\~,t.$ie de"Vel0,,~ent ,to; 

all ~NU. an4 uni1t$ M(i ~l'tb OOl'l.~,t£sin8 f<l)~ tbe !~(\t1 vidual 

'un:t't~ the f~'u!Jts of $~~c~i~ dev@sl@pl)'Ml)lft~, !he ieQe~a,11uetl1 

ob~C\W(}t've$ 01 6ttllt~ tpl<iu\ 4l~e: 'tl\e:t'®fo". ~~ld.~~l$ ,oG$i~le 

ln~t:tatin.$ ~<i anco~llliitJ,1 _~~lnio4evE.\~(4Ip~r:rt in ~ll 

-aet'Lvi tie$ ~ S$C~iQ~$ ~l\ca $.i~~~e anC1 ;toQali 'tie$ ~d 

p·t'ote~t:1ni the a-tenda~df()fliy1ns iim(i ~"v!ng Md 

~l$.o~&tb$ the a£.tuatl.Qn.~$oQial and eeonGmie of all 

itnt;2ivii4ttal.cs wi tbiin t'b$l~ ~_t>rt?'1 tor1Els ~. 

An(;th~f.' ~,Uiiefi1£u~t1,ati.otl in tbe Ce.ntral. find $t\.a'te a<l!'tioB 

:U.$~ 1Jl), tille ~~1$ of cons$~v&1tion alma bett~~ u'tiliozati.cn of 

n~it~a;1. ;reGouee$ and Pr'@vtGiGll of publicut'i.l! l.d.e$ and 

S<)"d;.«Ei4 ~iH,~~v1ee.$" 1 ~~$ $~e $pb@~$ of &ctioJ:l; of Cen1:re ana 

r 

$'tat~ i$ f,lf,lOb ~s to 411ow'lors~e$ite-~ e1.tete initiative!.n , .. ', 

in~i.vid\lal $~hem$$ wi1:hin, eeeh $QQte~' on~e 'the s'ta.'te ts 

1i!l11(!)Qe'tion of 'total re$Ottt:'tee,$ 1;0 vti"lQu~ se~to" 1~ 

de1:emtn~d !JI) (lDn$·ul ta'tioft with Cent~$. Up to the !hird .. 

Plan $to. ~$O in routrth Pl.an & I"£t ufd"fQ~i:Y 1s fOllUt.i t~~~;1r 
tHd.~t tn t~e pe~o.antaee: alltiJclAtton of resiot.Mll ;r$:$Qur,@ee 

"to tile VQ·iO\t$ s~ctOi"$.. . ',n opt 1t~ of the 'W1eV$~neas. f)f 
" i 

'~$v.~lO)ij1mG;nt ~$tti!t$_ bi&ia (\,nta lw· .iaG~ "~;!O~$ an€l 

I. Ga4g'1 ,o.£ti. tt~lan.n1ns ~1t~ Bconerotc PG11~1 ion India",$l 
'o~~ •. ~, 41;tJkb(l;lQ1 1:n$t.l't'U,tG of 'cUtl~$ MA<l ie~elJll$s~ . 
tt·~2~ , .. IS2,~·a.·. 
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Andhra 
Assam 

Bihar 

Gujarat 
Kerala 

Madhya Pradesh 

.Maharashtra 

My-sore 

Orissa 

Punj,c;tb 

Rajasthan 

'Tamil Nadu 
Ut.tar Pradesh 

West Bengal 

All India 

Table ~2 (continued) . e .. 

EDUCATION . . -..; . 

Total 
OutlaY 

% of, 
State 
Outl·ay 

EXlPenditure 
Per on Education 
Capita to state' ' , 
Expenditure income in 

(5). , (6) in Rs <I96I) I960-61 
.. _,"' (7) un 

382.@0 

262.70 

414.80 

290.,00 

192.50 

2I5.00 

647.20 

150 •. 00 

158.10 

218450 

176.00 

554.30 

694 .. 30 

364.50 

5516.59 

9 

10 

8 

6 

7 

6 

7 

4' 

7 
.., 

6 

II 

7 

II 

8 

7.l 2.lHI 

7.6 2.26 

1.1-.9 2.20 

9.2 2.34 

1I.5 3,,·64 

4.3 2.19 

12.4 2.64-

7 .. 5 2.46 

6.,3 1.54 

9.3 2.05 

1.1-.9 1.81 

1.1.0 2.@5 

5.7 2.10 

9.8 2.35 

7.8 

f:Cf?? 

$Qupces: " 
Col. '(25 J~J'!l UFourth Five ¥~;ar 
Plan 9~f+,:t;~;<ilia, op. cit. p. .": 
CbL.C3~)(t0mDU1red f:r>om thesectoral 
oiltlays' 0,£ F~ur'th Plan for~q,ch . 
state. ..~ . 

. Col. (It) The. Pande Report orPt;t:he 
I A c,'~ '&;'. . ,0 'f' h'·' ' 'd" , , ,;.t.~, ,uent:LdLcat:~'on G'· t" e ;Ln-' -ust~.,. 
rially Bacl<eward St-ates, 0p;\J~i t. 
Colo' (5) npQurth five Year\Plan" 

~ , " 'c·~t 
0]>... C:L t • .,~~, 
C9l.. (6) Computed as in eO,l~$(~'a 
Col. (7) and Col.,. (8) Rud0fL~lY 
J., Lloyd and Rudolph SusanJ:l~tj; 
ttRegional Patterns of Edu¢a,t\!;on 
Rimlandao.nd HeaFtiandin hdi'$an 
Education!r., Ee0nomicand'~;;':: 
pOlitical tlJeekly,. June' 2S,: ";,$~~69" 
Col. 7 refers to the privait;:;~;.J{tand 
publicexpendi tureon educ~~ll'on .. 
Private expenditure incluEle$;t~fees, 
tuition, endowment income ,,(:g~fts 
etc.. as estimated by nE-du¢i3:t,~en 
CenmUssion in Inequali ~~c~'l:3',;)~ni 
Ed t " 1 D 1 't', "a" '.,'ff"li-'. • ilea :Lona, eveopmen, S'-,,:';oi;fi 
(S:tates and Districts) 2 ~ew?f' 
Delhi" 1966 Himu.'~: ·~f 
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fe7~ can not<a the ,f'o110"d,'fAg po-i,ntlS ff!!oat:h~ table" 
, ., 

I) Xnt$l-~sicMl var!ati\\iitl in 'tb~ ~\i1?c$n'fZtii~~~ of $t~te 

Gut,l~y ttl Powe~ ~~~1:~ tol$p,~r ~n~ ill ,AJ1H$~ to .,.0 

peiP Itsnt !~l Pw .. "ab * T~e ab$.cl~te 'tot~ outlia,lf' VQ~i,€.l$ t~l:a 

i$ XOf ~t'~!1$ b~ f.~$$~ to X,'?, ~~o~t/;t :t~nUt·tar ~4$e$h;. 

!li.~lb tn;('''O!l1il $ t~~tae b{;\." l'!1,,~v~~ ,t~t\ ~&tion$:l. i81.v.~$l~ 

con~~m''tlon Qf ,ii>WCilP 9~'~ ¢.~~t 't~.. !r;ro$. ~h$ l¢f<,'$ ineG~ 

st~~:teat Andtl~~,,, "'ba~ ~d t~tta~'\) b~aih1l.l \'1$V~ !$p"ve.d the1~ 

l"ank!~~in tQ't&l Q\Wt:lsy !~ ilw;w~\tI'! 

') .In eduQatlfm the vfift~¢entege <>1 sta'te Qut:l$,"all~c@t'e(! 

tQ ~4u~t',1~f,i, V~l.t.\},t;v f~ . .tj §'e~ .een~ ut ~an&ras2tt~"a to 

Ilper ~..ent1n alttw P~~c.1e$b ~n4 R&~afil-~harl! 1iowli.tve~ hepe 

alae, tbl!!! p~ilevicu~ level$ olpev cap'!' teo ~Ztq))en~'i 't,ure ~n 

~d"ca'i1<m t. s-Ht_di'tl.lI"-e on etiuC$"t!Ofi a:s ,eit'oen't~!e og fi1ta,1';@ 

1n¢9llliEb ~ftd 'total ou-tl.sy inRS ie hiahe~ in bigh iocoae 

s't'~te$ ail _m,~4 ~o lZl:le l~ itU'JO~,e ata'te£hI 

In Cna. Jte~ VlI'r 1* ~e ~e~uased tth~ "0$ $ ihil! t~ee 0£ 

eonf:l:i,et i)$ t.W~~A 'the ~l$;fflc!e,ney'!~ -Wild I} e.qui tV~ Q:bj est! ve~ 

~'t ~l!e; S$c,tol'al level,. ~0 pQ1;nted G~t thfit in 'the G(lu')W1."l82.n 

which ."$o~ce allocation ~l'iteal'!on .is per cnpits ne$c14' t!ni4Ob:<i~j 

ag J;fub11c he~lth $'l(l e;4u.¢atio~~ ti~$ ~onfll.et$' ~$ltw"U the ..... 

'tWO Qbjectt1ve$ &~let$~ Cl¢Ut:$ than in 'the oth(;)~ aSQt&~. , 
Sed.t~'a;. JiX)WQ,~ ~h~t$ 'th!lil' 1i!nt:-lt.$~l~ Clf ~ll~¢i$tion eant\ot :ian.oll?~ 

th0. <:U.~~l\tl ~em&\nd~Q~ l~~~';;; f!!tl)l'la tllQl,a~a·1\'} indus'trial and 

UlVtr/lll!f1 ~n.tt'~$ an4 thus 'thc~ t~ ~ aft~'te:c e¢Jntl.let b$t~eef} 

tb$ wQ;ffi¢i~ne,J1I e~l. terg!l,i{;)11 .anu the l?teqtJl\ ~y~~ ~\ot!'te'~iOl,h 

f~e~ '~b.fl '2~le 2t<Y$ ¢~ $<e1t1l ho~cve~~ th$;t ev~<n '~'l (lH~tic~'tion 

I .. " . See Ruclolph J~ Lloyd arldRudelph .... Sus'anne,Opq cit. 
In Chapter IV 14'e found that the 1i teracy rate is 
a gighly significant factor in ex.plaining regional 
per capita ana per vlOrker inC(!;HUe differentials. 



te~ ealplta e,ulld .. ;teat:i€fa!n e~"endl t~-a dMS' t1~t saem to ','< 

llav~ 1$~en ,l~~,ei In' _~t'UIln t~th~ f&etG'~i§: ltit~ bav~ 

~1~~(l,MJid1 e~p'h~$.l~~~ ~bl\)'i'$ ,~ JtlUfl~ $:lso 1~'Man'tii,till' that .tlelZlG 

&.1$0 J tb~ 1i~'n~¥J'!c IAct$~~$ liuQb afi b.tdU$tt+ia11.i~-$.tiQf~~l~ 

~li":l~~ftJ., .b1G~~1.()nil!i, C&il~~t $~ll1:'t.n; th~ .~~ ij1()~al ~i fffJiJ!~~~$$ 

$.il\ t:t~ii'J e,ciji~at·l~n~l, l.$v~ial> ~~hQ. l1@·l,$ ~t hi.at~t'>i~Ql l$,ng 

't~~lr[t i~~tmaa J1i.t'!e., i,f!.t~}~l~t:ant e~ml iif ~~ ean)l'O't ~$$!ly 

i'4e~ti~J' 1:l'1le ·tl~p~e.te f~~to~$~ ,fJigbu l~V$l~ of ¢l<1~a'tA'Qn . . 

l.n 11\,\;<11 vldu.~l 6~~t:~e ~Udl aa l($~&la~ 'M1aO,c~~» ';t~'aj~e1h 

i'1.~ba~i$llt~~u end 'f·~m.tlil na4u Cf;;~fi b-$ $,t-tri~u:t!~·~ 1:0 diit~~~n~t; ':, 

$OOj.~l., .\!md ~el.)n,o~1~ t~ct~l,IJ'~ b~j:£'~$S ~~$ Gv~n?all level Qf 

UlPbaAl~fA;tt¢nG~ tb.~ e~l$'t~tM~~ Of i.i~le't!v~~ $t&te 

S<)V~~,tUll~nt,$,~ l~~~$v.rtt; ~~latWei ~r~t1\ ¢~~u;:l~~ i$ t1l'a't t.he: 

1.nt{i3)!1"'l>l;~~.91\al. ~~~ali~at1Qn in t~e ~j.~end.i tu~ Qp.ar capita in 

edu~ili!i'tto,n \;d.11 flt1>ll.\' t:ak~ pl~~ ,1n ~"'ourth Plruh 
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CHAPTER-X 

SUMMARY Al~D CONCLUSIONS 

We shall give the summary of our findings and the 
conclusions of this study in the following order:± 
(a) We shall first give the summary of findings and the 
conclusions of the study. 
(b) In the light of the conclusions of our study regarding 
the importance of the regional policy, we shall consider 
the future pattern of regional inequality.in India. 

Summary of Findings and Conclusions: 

The theoretica-l hypothesis regarding the course of rc 
regional disparities during the process of national economic 
development emerges from the fact that, for the national 
economy to develop, strong centres of development are 
needed from which national growth emerges and spreads over 
time. Thus, during this period, regional differences 
between the centres of growth and other regions increase. 
The time pattern of regional inequality during the process 
of economic development is summarised in the wellknown 
inverted flU" hypothesis, or divergent-convergent thesis. 
As Williamson puts it, "the early stages of national 
development generate increasingly large 'North-South' 
income differentials. Somewhere during the course of 
economic development, some or all of the disequilibrating 
tendencies diminish, causing a reversal in the pattern of 
regional inequality. From then on, instead of divergence 
in the inter-regional levels of development, convergence 
becomes the rule, with backward regions closing the 
development gap between themselves and the already 
industrialised areas. The expected result is that a 
statistic describing regional inequality will trace out an 
inverted tlU" shape against the national growth path 0 t! 

Myrdal and Hirschman also emphasise that the factor flows 
-are likely to be disequilibrating, so as to increase 
regional disparities. In Williamson's, as well as in 



Myrdal and Hirschman's theorising, the "peak" 
inequality is left vague, to be determined by 
factors that differ from country to country. 

of regional 
endogenous 
Richardsonl 

also comes to the conclusion that whether or not the factor 
f~ows are equilibrating is a matter of empirical 
substantiation, since there is no clear theoretical 
indication. On a priori grounds, however, me expects 
labour flows to be more equilibrating than the capital 
.flows. 

Thus, we argued on the basis of the above theorising 
that although we can expect the regional disparities to 
increase during the process of national economic develop
ment, the precise nature and the course of regional 
disparities and the factor flows is a matter of empirical 
substantiation. The number of developing countries for 
which regional income and productivity data are available 
is very few. In this context, the study of regional 
disparities in India is of special significance, since it 
can throw additional light on the process of regional 
disparities in an economy that is currently undergoing 
structural change. Since the process of structural change 
in India and other economies at a similar stage of 
development is different from that in the more developed 
countries,in their early stages of development, a study of 
regional disparities in India can highlight the factors 
that are different in the context of currently developing 
economies and which in turn will influence the process of 
regional inequality. In addition, the importance of the 
study of regional disparities needs to be emphasised in a 
large country in which sub-national units are as large as 
or larger than several individual nations. An understanding 
of regional differences in economic performance of the 
sub-national units vis-a-vis national economic performance 
is vital for understanding the aggregate average national 

performance. The choice of states as regions can be 

1. Richardson, HoW., op.cit. p.329. 
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justified on the grounds that the states repr~;~~nt 
c.. J 

identifiable groups of people with separate aspirations 
of their own, but who also work towards common riational 
goals. The states are also proper units for regional 
analysis as the polttical and economic processes work 
through a complex centre-state mechanism of decision-

making. Hence, if we want to draw policy conclusions 
from an empirical analysis of regional disparities, it 
is necessary to keep the framework that corresponds to 
the existing administrative and poli$lical bO·~¥aries. 
These advantages of using states as the regional units 
were considered against the limitations of such a choice 
arising from the fact that if regions were to be chosen 
on "homogeneity" criteria, the states are least suitable 0 

In addition, we have to recognise that considerable 
regional differences in the levels of economic develop
ment exist wi thin the diffe,pent parts of the state. In 
choosing states as regions we are examining the broad 
average regional aggregates. (Chapter I) 

We considered the following factors especially 
relevant in the development process in India and which, 
in turn, can be expected to influence the structure and 
process of regional inequality in India. The differences 
in the initial levels of national industrial development 
between the more industrialised countries in their early 
stage of development,and the levels at which India and 
other economies at a similar stage of development started 
their process of planned economic development, is an 
important factor which will influence the process of 
national and regional development. The other important 
and related factors are the population pressures, the 
initial unevenness of the regional levels of development 
arising out of historical and natural resource factors, 
and an entirely different setting of international trade 
and technological changeo Under planning in India, the 
national rate of growth of the economy and the rates of 
investment have been lower than the required minimum rate 



of growth either to absorb the new additions to the 
labour force in non-agricultural employment or to redu:6e 
the size of labour force engaged in agriculture. Thus, 
the ;nter-regional and inter-sectoral migration of labour 
force which played an important role in the context of 
developed economies cannot be envisaged to operate in the 

case of lndiao Inter-regionally, the arguments that the 
labour f~ows can be expected to be more equilibrating does 
not hold in the Indian context, given the large surplus 
labour already existing in the high income states and in 
big cities. Thus, it becomes necessary in this context 
to emphasise the need to create the internal conditions of 
regional growth aimed at influencing the income and 
productivity levels of a region's economic sectors. 
(Chapter I) 

An analysis of regional income data in India presents 
difficult problems,as the Central Statistical Organisation 
which compiles national income data does not publish 
regional income estimates. The regional income data 
published by the State Statistical Bureaux apply different 
methods of estimation in the various sectors for which 
direct data are not available. Hence, it became necessary 
to use the state income data compiled by NCAER andtIIPO 
for the four planning years. The overall reliability and 
acceptability of state income figures from these two 
sources was established by comparing the sum total of state 
income (which is equivalent to NDP at national level) and 
the national net domestic output originating in the major 
economic sectors. An analysis and comparison of state 
income figures from the various so~rces revealed the great 
need for improvement in the regional income data. We 
pointed out that ::.the,~ce~tre can play a greater role and 
initiative in-this regard because of several factors. 

/ 

Some of these are that the technical expertise is concen-
trated in the national planning divisions at the centre; 
in addition, there are genuine difficulties in enforcing 
strict methodology and criteria at the multiple regional 



levels,. Finally, as the centre plays an important p's.rt in 
the regional allocation of resources, the centre should 
evaluate the regional perf~rmance in terms of suitable 
economic indicators. (Chapter II.) 

Regional per capita income as measured at the level of 
indus~rial origin is an imperfect measure of regional 
differi~lnces in the economic welfare or the standards of 
living. However, the regional per capita income is an 
important indicator as it measures the quantum of productive 
activities at regional level and, as such, it thus reflects 
basically the influence on income from two distinct sources, 
viz. regional differences in economic structures and the 
differences in the productivity levels within each economic 
sector. As in other systems of classifications, a certain 

,~. ::-~~T .. 

'~egree of arbitrariness cannot be avoided in classifying 
regions into several categories. Taking 1960-61 as the 
basis of classification, Indian regions were classified 
in three categories of "high income regions", "low income 
regions" and "the average". 

The degree of regional inequality in India in per 
capita income was estimated for the years 1950-51, 1955-56, 
1960-61 and 1967-68 by applying the indices of weighted 
coefficientsof variation, VW, MW and MWa. The degree of 
regional inequality in India as measured by these indices 
was found to be lower than that in some of the "middle
income countries" (by Kuznet's classification) such as 
Brazil, Italy, Spain, Greece and Yugoslavia. In some of 
these countries the values of VW and MW show m~rked 
di£fer\~.rl.ce thus reflecting the fact that the VW is affected 

. 1 
by a few extreme deviations with large popUlation shares • 
In the case of India, the values of VW and MW did not 
diffev in the per capita income index. The value of the 

regional inequality index remained nearly the same lir'ltween 

1. See Willia~son, op.cit. 



195.0-51 and 1967-6;8; however, there was some declin~ in its 
value in 1955-5S and 19S0-S1. (Chapter III.) 

As the number of years for which state income figures 
are available is very small, the long term trends in income 
differentials and the inter-regional migration pattern 
could not be examined. On a priori grounds we argued that 
the role of substantial inter-regional migration of labour 
force appears to be very limited in the light of the already 
high open unemployment in the urban areas and the rapid 
popUlation growth. In relation to the short-term perioes 
for which data are available, we examined the role of two 
factors, viz. (a) the role of popUlation distribution versus 
the unequal regional per capita income growth in accounting 
for the change in the weighted variance in the given time 
period; (b) an examination of inter-regional migratory 
patterns for the period 1951-S1;and evaluate the inter
relation between the given migratory flows and the levels 
and change in regional income differentials. With regard 
to the first factor, we found that the popUlation 
redistribution factor accounted for as high as 50 per cent 
of the change in absolute variance between 1951-S1. Thus, 
for this period, the change in the regional population 
weights was such as to increase the regional inequality. 

\ 

In the second period of 19S0-S1 to 1967-S8, however, the 
population redistribution factor was not found to be 
significant. An analysis of inter-regional migratory 
patterns in India in 1951-S1 showed that the migration of 
the people across regional boundaries accounted for a much 
smaller proportion of total migration as compared to the 
movement of people within the same region. In addii:fton, 
while the intra-regional migration was characterised by a 
movement of people among the rural areas of the same region, 
the inter-regional migration of popUlation was essentially 
a rural to urban movement of the people. l We then 

1. OV~r the period 1951-S1 inter-regional migration amounted 
to 8.S'million people as compared to 57.2 million people who 
moved within the state boundaries. Out of the total inter
regional migration, S9 per cent accounted for the rural to 



urban movement of population, while in intra-state' 
migration, nearly 72 per cent wC!-s accounted for b~T rura.-l. 
to rural movement of population. ,-

classified states into those with negative net balance of 
migr~nts and those with positive net balance. The states 
in bo~h categories included some high and low income states. 
Thus, 'it showed that income differentials can be regarded 
as only one of the factors in inducing the migration flows 
across the regions. Whether a given migratory pattern 
created a change in the regional income differentials and 
acted as an equilibrating or disequilibrating factor 
cannot be answered on the basis of limited data. (Chapter 

·;'i£I. ) 

Since state income figures measure the regional income 
originating in the economic sectors, the degree of regional 
disparity can be measured in these variables as well. 
Estimating the value of net output per worker in the 
economic sectors presented some difficulties due to the 
inherent conceptual problems arising due to the predominance 
of agriculture and also due to the change of census 
defini tions of the working force b,~;tween 1951 and 1961. 
An analysis of regional distribution of labour force in 
major economic sectors and the regional disparity in the 
value of net output per worker led us to the following 
conclusions: 
(1) An important source of variation in regional per capita 
income must be attributed to the regional differences in 
economic structures as measured by the percentage of a 
region's labour force engaged in the various industrial 
sectors and the percentage of a region's NDP accounted for 
by the different sectors. 
(2) The degree of regional inequality in Indian economy 
was higher in 1950-51 and 1960-61 when measured in net 
output per worker than in per capita income. This meant 
that Williamson's hypothesis of a significant and positive 
correlation between regional per capita income and the 
labour participation rate did not hold in the case of 

"i 



India. Regional -labour participation rate in a 
predominantly agricultural economy must be regarded as 
being influenced by complex social and economic factors 
that vary among regions and we need not assume even a 
positive correlation between the regional per capita 
income and the regional labour participation rate. 
(3) Williamson I s conclusions on the sectoral inequality ,; 

<~~'s.9 do not seem to hold in the case of India. ,To 9iuote ,:1 

"Is regional dualism more prevalent in a traditional sector, 
.~,,~-, 

agricult~X'e, and one in which technology is more localised 
by regional resource endowments? The answer to this 
question is most definitely in the affirmative, although we 
base it on a very limited sample because of the rare 
appearance of regional income data with sector breakdown." 
He further adds that "At the risk of oversimplification, it 
appears that the persistence of high degrees of regional 
inequality in such countries as Spain, Brazil, Italy, 
Yugoslavia and the United States can be further decomposed 
into two parts: (1) t~emendous differentials in agricultural 
productivity and (2) significant regional differences in 
economic stru'c~ures. It would appear that regional 
"dualism" in the industrial sector plays a minor role and 
f~-i':::-significance has been grossly exaggerated in the 
current development literature."l The analysis of 
sectoral inequality in major economic sectors led us to 
conclude that the regional inequality was highest in the 
manufacturing sector if we compute the regional inequality 
in the net output per worker in the major economic sectors. 
A divergence in the value of VW and MW in the manufacturing 
sector showed that the regional inequality index was 
affected by a few extreme deviations with large labour 
force shares. Regional inequality in agriculture in net 
output per worker was found to be lower than in manufactur-
ing. However, if we estimate the regional disparity index 
in terms of net agricultural output per acre, the degree of 

1. Williamson, J.G., op.cit. 
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. l' l't f th f' "-d b a little regl.ona l.nequa l. y or e same years was Gun" to e 
l,ess. $tian that in manufacturing. Thus, the Indian data 
offer a pattern that is different from Williamson's pattern 
on the few countries for which such data were available. 
(Chapter IV) 
(4) Multiple regression analysis of regional income per 
capita and per worker income led us to identify the 
significance of various structural factors in explaining 
the regional differentials. These were the "pressure of 
labour on land", labour participation rate, regional 
percentage of national value added in manufacturing, the 
literacy rate and the "regionality" variables. In 
explaining the regional per capita income differentials, 
the above factors were found to be significant except the 
labour participation rate which was found to be negatively 

, 
but statistically insigm,ificantly correlated to regional 
per capita income differentials. In the regression 
analysis on per worker income, however, the labour 
participation rate was found to be negatively and significant
ly correlated to the per worker income differentials. The 
negative and significant correlation was also found to 
exist between the regional per capita income differentials 
and the "pressure of labour on land". The literacy rate 
and the regional percentage share in national value added 

, .. f~.l~. • 
'. hi manufacturing were found to be POSl. tively and 

significantly related to the !:,;egional differentials. The 
statistical significance of these factors showed that the 
structural factors influencing the regional income, 
differentials in an underdeveloped economy are likely to 
differ. from those in industrialised countries. Regional 
differences in labour participation, the pressure of labour 
on land, regional differences in economic structures and 
the levels of literacy were found to ~e of crucial 
significance. The regional differences in these variables 
represent the influence on regional income, of complex 
social and economic factors and the historical conditions 
which created regional disparities in these variables. 
(Chapter IV.) 



The regional income analysis was followed by a 
disaggregated analysis of regional disparities in ~he 
two major sectors of manufacturing and agriculture. This 
analysis was pursued with the following objectives: 
(1) The tigures of net output per worker in the given 
economic sector measures the regional income originating 
in the entire economic sector, and hence it reflects the 
influence on regional income of two effects, viz. the 
industrial structure effect and the income and productivity 
differences within the given industry. Hence, where 
possible, the importance of t~ese two factors must be 
assessed separately. 
(2) An analysis of regional differences in productivity 
~t a dis aggregated level can enable us to identify the 
explanatory factors in regional disparity at the industry 

level. 
(3) From the regional policy point of view, the future 
role of private and public sector investment in reducing 
the regional disparities at sectoral level needs to be 
considered in the light of past trends. 

We summarise below the conclusions of the analysis 
of regional disparity in manufacturing and agriculture 
in these three aspects: 
(1) The regional disparity indices of weighted coefficient 
of variation in the sub-sectors of manufacturing showed 
that the VW was higher in the household and small enter
prises sector than in the large industry sector. We 
found that in all the three sub-sectors, the income per 
worker was higher in the high income regions. Thus, 
while low income regions had a larger proportion of their 
labour force in manufacturing engaged in the household and 
small enterprises, the average income per worker in these 
regions was much below the national average,~thus giving 
large absolute deviation resulting in high VW when 
weighted and squared. A statistical quantification of 
the sources of variation of the level of manufacturing 



l ~~~) 
income showed that the regional differences in industrial 
structures were the most significant sourc; of variation . ' '''\ ';' l.n the level of manufacturi)j<g income. (Chapter V.) 

(2) In the absence of co~prehensive data on the income 
arid productivity levels in the household and small enter
prises sectors, the disaggregated analysis of regional 
disparity in the manufacturing productivity was pursued 
for the large industry sector alone. The cross-sectional 
analysis of regional disparity in manufacturing was based 
on the data published by the Annual Survey of ~ndustries. 
The nineteen indus~ries were selected by their ranks in 
tl}.e national value added in manufacturing. The regional 
disparity in value added per worker and earnings per'worker 
were calculated and these showed that considerable regional 
produQtivi ty, differences existed in these industries. In 
the cross-sectional analysis, the regional value added per 
worker in the given industry was regarded as a function of 
two identifiable factors, viz. capital intensity and the 
regional percentage of national value added in the industry. 
The regional differences in capital intensity within the 
same industry arise because of variations in the technical 
processes as well as the capital market conditions. Since 
we assume that surplus labour exists both in the more and 
the less industrialised regions, the inter-regional 
variations in the capital intensity are likely to be 
governed by the capital flows. If these are disequilibrating 
at industry level, then the industries in the low income 
regions with locational advantages would still have lower 
capital intensity and productivity than the more industrial
ised regions. The importance of the capital intensity 
factor itself was found to vary among the different 

industries. 
(Chapter V) 

The regional di'fferences in the productivity levels 
in the given industry can be expected to be influenced by 
the agglomeration factor which was measured as the regional 
percentage of national value added in the given industry. 
The industrial concentration of firms in the same region 



measures the locat1onal advantages of: the region an the 
given itldustryo; The lmpor.tan~e of this factor in· 
ejpla.~nin~ 1:ihe inte:r>-z:aegionalvat>iatlon In the productivity 

. )l.evels was found to vary $mong the vartous industries. 
()U1'an~lys1s enabled us to .olassify the industries into 
f()uI' groups. vizo (1) industr:t,es in which th.eoap1tal 
intens~ tyt:fJ.ctor alone was s~~t:f~c~~t; .. (it) industries 
in whiCh ~~~re Was multioollinearity between the two variables; 

.' (1ii) indu.s.~ries i:a wnicb.the concent.ration fs.ctor alone 
Wi:H3' 'signifioant; (1V)' ~ndu~tr:les 'in whi¢h' none ·of: ',these 
tactorswas i'oundto'; 'oesishificant, i1be tJ?~nds 'in the 

;.; . regional 'diaper1 ty indices :in the s~lec,ted.:industr1es 
also sh9wed that the resi.analcU.spari ty in net output per 
wor!i:.er increased in the industries such as cotton textiles, 
eu'gar~ edible' oils~ tea manufacturing,,,ar~ s11k and'iron 
and stee'lti The analYsis of' regional disparity in 
individual 1ndustriesled us to the general conclusion 
that the trends in the productivity levels, location 
pattern and the measures to step up productivity levelS 
ill the various reg10nsneed to be established at' the 

,:i.ndividua.l industry level. ' (Chapter V.) 

Private sector investment played a p~edom1nant role 
in the creation of regional dispar1t~es in the manufacturing 
sector analysed in Chapter V; as the share of public sector 

. investment in totalma:a:ufacturing investment can 'be regarded 
. as small' in the beginning of Th~rd Plan 1.0 An analYsiS 
of 'the ,available data on, ,the trends inthereg1onal. 

dls't~.1bution of'· p~1"ate and public secto~ inVestment. must 
take into account the dif'fexaent :roles played ''by these 

. twose etox's in the iJldustria'l planning in India. The 
private sector investment accounts ;for a great bulk of the 
total manufa~turing inv~,stment.1 On the other hand v the 
:pub~ie sector investment 'went 1':0 the key industries' and. 
i:'tsshare in' the total investment rose Gvet> the various plans. , 

An examination. of' regional distribution of publie' 

1nve'stmentshowed that this was 'not spatially concentrated 
in a few regiOP~h As t~e great proportion of' the total 
public 1nvestIJlent went to the baSic heavy industries. the 

·tecimo'l'!'economic oons1derat:i,onswere of paramq'Unt 
importance. The location Of steel 

10 See Chapter VIp for the respective ShareSOf'-~r1vate' 
Bnl'.·nvdPUtblitC sector investment in total ·manUfa~tnfti"~. es ·mene.. -- . ... ....... -~ 



and heavy large public sector projects occurred in a 
number of low income regions. However, the location 
of these projects by themselves cannot be expected to 
create a new growth centre in the periphery.. Regional 
growth effects of the large public sector investments 
will vary according to the nature of investment, leakages 
by way of imports of goods and services and the nature 
of final demand. The direct growth effects of capital 
intensive public sector investment are limited as these 
investments have high import content, low employment 
potential and the links of these projects to the regional 
economies merely consist of the nearness to the raw 
material base. Thus, the beneficial effects of the 
public investments in low income regions will be confined 
to the increased investments in the social infrastructures 
and the 'a~~~1I~~i;l'>a'l'" demand of labour and goods,,~ during the 
construction phase of the project. Whether or not 
location of large public sector projeets in low income 
regions would attract private sector investment needs to 
be considered separately; as here we have to consider the 
past trends in private sector investment and examine in 
the light of these trends if the private sector investment 
responded to the new locations of public investment in 
low income regions. (Chapter VI) 

Trends in the private sector investment in manufactur
ing were examined for the period 1959-66 from the evidence 
before the Industrial Licensing Committee. The data 
before the committee covered only a part of the manu
facturing sector., An analysis of the regional distribu
tion of private sector investment showed that the private 
sector investment continued to be concentrated in a few 
more industrialised states. In terms of the pattern of 
private investment by products, it had responded to the 
opportunities created by the public sector investment 
in key industries. However, this increased investment 
in growth industries had occurred in the already 
industrialised states. In analysing the factors underlying 



the spatial distribution of private sector investment, 
we must emphasise a nu~er of inter-related factors. 
An important,.feature of private manufacturing sector in 
India is they"unonopolistic control of private investment 
by a few large industrial houses. These industrial 
houses which led the investments in traditional industries 
of cotton textiles, sugar and chemicals have taken a lead 
in the investments in new growth industries as well. Hence, 
an important factor in the continued concentration of private 
sector investment lies in the spatial preferences of the 
big industrial houses, which also have their investments in 
traditional industries in these regions. As the criteria 
governing the location of private investment are based on 

," 

the calculations of private costs and gains of further 
agglomeration, the advantages arising out of the nearness 
to market economies of scale and external economy effect 
of f':lrther agglomeration are likely to outweigh the 
disadvantages due to further congestion, high costs of 
land and other factors of production and social environ
mental costs. Further, as the basic commodities such as 
steel, cement, etc. are available at the national uniform 
prices in all regions, the advantages of locating new 
investments in the areas producing these basic commodities 
are limited. Thus, private sector investment can be 
expected to be concentrated unless the private costs of 
location in the regions of agglomeration are substantially 
influenced by the government policy or if the private 
location decisions are motivated by the criteria of social 
costs and gains. In Indian industrial policy, the location 
of private sector investment was nQt sought to be influenced 
by the industrial licensing committee or by positive fiscal 
and pricing devices. We therefore concluded that the 
industrialisation of low income regions cannot be speeded 
up only by the location of large public sector investments. 
On the other hand, the steps to induce private sec~or 
investment in the low.income regions are likely to be 
counteracted by the p~ivate gains of further agglomeration 



to the large industrial houses, and other private 
investors. An application of "growth centre" concept 
to the public sect~r investment in low income regions 
would require a gr eater spatial concentration of public 
investment in specific low income regions so that, over 
a period of time, accumulated public investment in the 
inter-related sectors creates external economy effects 
large enough to attract private investment in those regions. 
If at the same time the government measures are directed 
to influence the private costs and benefits of location in 
the centres of agglomeration,. there would be greater 
scope to influence the spatial pattern of private invest
ment. We need to emphasise here two aspects, viz. that 
the process of creating new centres of growth is essentially 
long term in nature and secondly, a greater spatial 
concentration of public investment in the selected low 
income regions rather than "fair share" of the regions in 
the projects is necessary if regional goals are to be 
attained. (Chapter VI.) 

An examination of regional disparity indices in net 
agricultural income showed that the regional inequality in 
agricultural income per worker in 1950-51 and 1960-61 was 
lower than that in the net income per acre. The regional 
inequality index in net income per acre was found to be ~~ 

-\\"0.:.., . • 
l;M-ie. \c>S,..\ that l.n manufactur~ng (for the same years). The 
trends in the regional inequality in agriculture were diffi
cult to establish as the years for which the data were 
available included some bad agricultural years. Thus, we 
must conclude that regional disparity in agriculture was Q~ 

:hidh (;\s that in manufacturing in terms of income per acre. 
Secondly, due to the importance of agriculture in national 
and regional economies, the nature of regional disparities 
in agriculture needs to be understood at a dis aggregated 
level. (Chapter VII.) 

The statistical significance of t ,h<t'ee identifiable 
factors was examined in explaining the regional value of 
net agricultural income, viz. average rainfall, the 

/ 



percentage of net irrigated area to net sown area and the 
percentage of a region's total labour force engaged in 
agriculture. The regression analysis showed all the 
three factors to be statistically highly significant in 
explaining regional income per acre. In the income per 
worker, the average rainfall and irrigation were found to 
be statistically non-significant. 

The regional disparity in the productivity in the 
agricultural crops was analysed in relation to the 
importance of natural versus modernisation variables. The 
national policy of agricultural development aims to raise 
the average productivity levels of the agricultural crops 
by extending the area under irrigation and through 
intensiv,e application of the modern inputs of fertiliser 
and imp~oved seeds. Hence, we assessed the significance 
of these factors in explaining the regional physical 
yield of the various agricultural crops. We found that 
the significance of average rainfall varied for the two 
years. However, the percentage of irrigated to total area 
under crop was found to be statistically most significant 
in the individual crops and in the total foodgrains. The 
significance of other modernisation inputs varied for 
different crops but these were statistically significant 
in rice, wheat and total foodgrains in 1970-71. (Chapter VII.) 
We included the percentage of a region's total area under 
crop as a measure of that region's specialisation. 
However, except in the case of wheat, the statistical 
correlation between average regional physical yield and 
the percentage of a region's 
found to be non-significant. 

ar~a under the given crop was 
'?< 
,mhe statistical ,Cc0:'E~~e'r=]ia\m:'ion 
I.~. .", • ,_ .\;., 

between the percentage of a region's area under crop and 
the percentage of irrigated to total area under crop was 
also non-significant. (Chapter VII.) 

Regions were classified into three groups in terms 
of the existing advantages and disadvantages. The first 
group consisted of regions which had higher than national 



average productivity levels in all' the maJor 6~op.s grown' 
. . .j". "c ' 

in. the regiGns'. The sec(1)nd gl?O~P 'of states c0W§i~t~.d' of 
a large number of states bdith from high ana 'lh~ 'ih~6me, 
regions with more than average productivity levels in some 
of the crops in vlhieh theyspeeialised. The third group 
of states was elassified as the regions with severe 

existing disadvantages in nearl}' all the crops in which 
they specialised. A comparis<=:'m of these three groupEl of 

states in the various indicators of agl?ic'Ultural deve1op

ment sho~]ed that the first 1rtvo groups of states had 

higher levels of ag;c>ioultural development ·compal"ed t9 the 

third gl'OUP, both in the indicators 0 f j?l"'i vate Md pul:?lic 

investments in ag~iculture. Here:l we must emphasise the 
role 0f t\l'lO factors: Firstly., the public investment 
in. irrigation prior to Independence was coneentrated in a, 

few regions. These regions received further large public 

seatoI' investments in irt'igati~;m under planning. Thus, 
the acquired long term advantages of these states surpass 
all the other states. Secondly, the high income regions 
had a highet' 0u"tlay in agriculture than the low income 

regions as the size of their total plan outlay was much 
higher than the lov;' income regions. Thus, the role of 
intersectoral trans·fer of resources must be emphasised 
as the resouroes raised the non. .... agricul·tural sector 

are allocated to agriCUltural development. High income 

regions also have a higher percentage of rich farmers .. 
In the new agl?icultural development strategy of HYVP the 
mere industrialised states inc3;>ea.sed their share in th~ 

area under HYVP more rapidly than the :regions td.th severe 
existing disadvan'tages. (Chapter' VII) 

The exis·tence of :r>egional disparities in income and 

productivity levels in the majo~ economic sector provides 
one argument to exaw.ine the regiGmal policy framet-Jork 

in India. However, the case for a national approach needs 
to be established in relation to other goals of national 

econ0mic development. We recognise t.hat the 
regional policy fl"'amewol-'k in an underdeveloped economy 



undergoing structural change will differ from that in the 
more developed economies in the following main factors: 
The constraint of limited resources weighs more heavily 
in the case of an underdeveloped economy and this 
influences the particular regional goals that can be 
q,dopted,in an underdeveloped economy. Secondly, the 
'Jossibi'lity of a conflict between the "efficiency" and 
"equity" goals appears to be higher in the case of an 

~ 

"underdeveloped economyf. Thirdly, the role of short-term 
. . f 'I 

cort~~ctive measu7'es' aimed at -influencing the factor and 
product prices and the man~geme~t"of demand through 
government expenditure is limited in an underdeveloped 
economy, as the process of national economic development 
and regional development,is essentially that of creating 
additional productive bapacity and conditions of higher 
long term economic growth. We advan~e the following 
arguments ·for adoptingr,egional goals 'and policy measures 
under planning in India. 
(I) Low income regions i~ India account for nearly 46 
per cent of the total popUlation. · ... 9n equity grounds 
alone, th~refore, national planning cannoi ignore the 

I 

development needs of such a large proportion of the total 
population. 
(2) The policy measures for low &ncome regions become 
specially relevant in view of the fact that the role of 
inter-regional migration of labour is very limited and 
also not socially desirable in the context of high open 
unemployment in the large cities. It is therefore 
necessary to create long term conditions of higher economic 
growth in the low income regions. 
(3) The experience of the developed countries shows that 
the regional imbalances are not self-corrective. The 
argument that in the long run, at a higher stage of 

development,growth will spread to the backward regions 
amoints to allowing a large percentage of the popUlation 
to slip into a long term stage of low economic development. 

The possibility of a conflict between the regional 



goals and those of rapid national economic development led 
many writerslte conclude that the regional goals are a lux

ury for a poor cOWl'll¥ry undergoing structural change, so 
that a reduction of regional disparities must wait until 
a higher stage of national economic development is reached. 
It is also further argued that, during the period of 
rapid!~~$ional economic development, the emphasis should 
be on maximising the growth in the regions with existing 

advantages. A further relevant point is made by Rahman 
that the national growth is not necessarily maximised if 
the regional rates of saving are not identical. Whether 
or not a more productive region can offer a higher rate 
of saving depends not only on income but also on various 
other social and economic factors. (Chapter VIII) 

We regard the conflict between the regional and 
national goals as at a maximum when both are considered 
in terms of maximising the current or short-term aggregate 
national income. If viewed over a period longer than a 
five year plan, the possibilities of trade-offs between 
"efficiencyll and 11 equity 11 increase due to the followmng 
factors. Over a longer period of time, the efficiency 

goal includes opening up of new resource frontiers. 
Secondly, investments in social infrastructures in the 
low income regions may be regarded as building ahead of 
demand, so that a critical amount of accumulated public 
investment in low income regions can then be expected to 
attract the private capital into these regions. Thirdly, 
the regional policy measures can be directed to attain a 
higher internal rate 01 saving in the low income regions. 
Fourthly, the degree of conflict between the "efficiency" 
and "equity" is likely to differ in different economic 

1. E.L.C· op • cit. 
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sectors. In the particular economic sectors in which the 
cri teria of allocation are social per capita need; :the 
conflict can be expected to be minimum. In the other 
sectors in which allocative criteria include, in addition 
to the social per capita need, the existing demand and 
the short term returns from inve:$tments, the conflict 
between "efficiency" and "equity" is greater. Inclusion 

of social environmental costs of agglomeration in the large 
urban centres can reduce the profitability gap between 
the location in the large urban area and the periphery, 
but this need not result in a reduction in the profitability 
gap between high and low income regions. (Chapter VII.) 

An examination of regional goals in Indian planning 
presents problems as the regional goals are expressed in 
vague terms of regional balance and the plan documents 
do not specifically discuss the regional allocative criteria. 
However, whether or not the goals are specified, the actual 
decisions of resource allocation were made under planning 
as the national plans operate through states and as the 
central resources are an important sour<D::~· fof financing 
state plans. Hence, it was essential to evaluate 
empirically the size and pattern of regional resource 
allocation and to arrive at some conclusions on how the 
regional policy operated in five year plans. (Chapter VIII.) 

An empirical evaluation of regional policy framework 
in India was attempted by analysing the policy instruments 
which were recognised by the plans. We examined the 

simple model in which the additional regional NDP was taken 
as a function of accumulated development expenditure and 
the initial level of a region's income and the random 
factors. The regression analysis was applied to the data 
on three time periods. The significance of these factors 
varied for the individual time periods. In the period 
1960-61 to 1967-68 the regional change was predominantly 
influenced by the random factors such as bad harvests and, 
in this period, the development expenditure on the regional 

. \ 
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level of income were not signific~t in explaini~r~ .. the ! 
regional change. We also estab11shed that the rich:,."'-
regions had higher absolute development expenditure, although 
the statistical relation between the two varied.~:o;wt~~"'::·. 

different time periods. An estimate of income elasticity 
of development expenditure for the individual time periods 
and in pooled regressions showed that the income elasticity 
of d~velopment expenditure with reference to regional 
Net Domestic Product was less than one in the periods 1950-51 
to 1955-56, and 1960-61 to 1967-68. We reached the 
following conclusions from the values of elasticities: 
(1) The income elasticity of development expenditure 
declined in the period in which the random factors 
predominated in influencing regional changeT (2) The 
income elasticities of development expenditure are likely 
to differ between the high income and low income regions. 
(3) The government expenditure was more elastic with 
reference to change in industrial output than with respect 
to additional net domestic product. 

In order to overcome the problems of multicolinearity 
between development expenditure and the initial regional 
income, we also examined the additional regiDnal income 
and development expenditure as the ratios of the in·*:~ial 
level of income. We also included the state effect to 
measure the influence on regional change of the regional
ity factors that vary between states and are not specified 

in the expenditure income ratio. 

The regressions analysis led us to the conclusion 
that the state development expenditure was a significant 
factor in explaining the regional change in the time 
periods in which the influence of random factors was not 
predominant. The rich regions continued to have higher 
development expenditure than the low income regions up to 
the end of·the Third Plan. (Chapter IX) 

In the Fourth Plan, the emphasis on reducing regional 
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disparities increased in two respects. Firstly, two 
separate committees were appointed to identify the 
industrially less developed regions and to recommend 
fiscal and oth~r incentive measures to attract private 
sector investment. Secondly, in the criteria for 
allocating central assistance, the per capita income 
was taken as one of the indicat~rs. In spite of this, 
both ~pe size of total outlay and per capita centr~l 
assistance remained much lower in the low income regions 
as c~mpared to the high income regions. A greater 
emphasis on the level of develppment in criteria of 
central assistance did not lead to a substantial 
reallocation of central resources.to the low income 
regions or the low income states.having .the p.lan outlays 
which were equal in per capita terms to the D,~,tional 
developmental effort or that in high income regions. 
(Chapter IX.) 

Among the sectoral allocation of state outlays, the 
allocations in agriculture, major, medium and minor 
irrigation are most important as a regional policy 
variable. However, in planning literature, the significance 
of regional differences in §.~~:§,:Y~ in agriculture is less 
emphasised as compared to the role of public sector 
projects. The Fourth Plan aimed at two main objectives 
in agriculture. The first was to provide the conditions 
necessary for a sustained increase in agricultural 
production of 5 per cent per annum over the next decade 
and secondly, to enable as large a section of the rural 
population as possible, including the small farmer, the 
farmer in dry areas and the agricultural labourer to 
participate in development and share its benefits. We 
pointed out that, as regards the national objectives of 
increased production, these were aimed to be realised by 
a concentrated effort on the areas.of minimum risk through 
HYVP. The share of several industrialised regions in 
the area under HYVP _ ..; increased more rapidly than 
that of Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and Rajasthan, which we 



classified as the least advantageous regions in agriculture. 
These states remained 'below the national average in the per 
hectare outlay in agriculture in the Second, Third and 
Fourth Plans. The more indusrrialised states of 
~~arashtra, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Kerala had a rapid 
i~Brease in per hectare outlay in agriculture in the Third 

~. 

and~~~lFourth Plans. If we take the region 's a~E?,.a share in 
naf;±tO,nal area, Assam, Bihar, Kerala, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, 
Punjab and \J,ttar Pradesh received a higher share in national 
outlay in agriculture than their respective regional area 
share. The outlays on major,medium and minor irrigation 
also confirmed the above patte~,~. In agricultural outlay, 

'/ 

Bihar and Uttar Pradesh occupied higher ranks than the 
other low income regions. 

We conclude that the regional disparities in agri-
0":.' ' 
'(iultural outlay increased over the Third and Fourth Five 
Year Plans. l In terms of the percentage of a region's 
ultimate irrigation potential realised also, these states 
remained much below the national average. Thus, the 
development effort in agriculture in India was spatially 
concentrated both in terms of the regional share in HYVP 
as well as in per hectare outlay in agriculture and 
irrigation. 

In suggesting the guidelines to regional policy in 
Irdia, we emphasised the role of the centre dominated 
political and planning process up to the end of the Third 
Plan in operating the national and regional planning 
through informal cooperation with9ut elaborating specific 
regional allocative criteria or gqals. The conflicting 
issues of regional allocation of resources were sidetracked 
through the dominat~ng influence of the centr~. ;,~ determining 
the final size of th~ stat:e plans and its sectoral allocation. 

L In the Second Plan, the range between the highest and 
lowest outlay per hectare,';~~§~&§~-ll5 in Kerala to Rs 34 in 
Rajasthan. In the Third Plan this ranged between Rs 264 
in Kerala and Rs 76 in Madhya Pradesh. In the Fourth Plan 
the range increased to Rs 409 in Kerala and Rs 98 and 69 
in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan respectively. 



The political developments in the late 'sixties and early 
~ 

seventies have resulted in a gradual weakening of the 
centre and in a situation in which the same political party 
no longer controls all the state governments. For the 
future survival of the Indian federation and the viability 
of economic planning, the regional policy becomes crucial 
in two respects. Since the earlier era of consensus 
and Coop.f~.ration through the same political platform is no 

"'.i! .. ' 

longep p,~"ssible, the regional goals in national planning 
and the conflicting issues of regional allocation must be 
made more explicit. This should provide a rational basis 
on which the economic trade-offs between the various 
objectives can be considered. Secondly, the regional 

" 
policy at the national level should also act s~ ~s to 

differentiate between the political demands of the states 
for more resources or more projects as distinct from the 
resource allocation on economic criteria. (Chapter IX) 

If a politically weak centre gives way to the demands 
of politically strong low income regions for more resources 
for their states in the sectors in which the national growth 
objectives require a spatial concentration, it would 
undermine and stifle the national development effort. To 
prevent this, a better understanding of the regional 
disparities in the economic sectors as well as studies of 
the regional production structures a:s'8necessary. This 
requires an effort both at the national and regional levels. 
To a great extent, studies of regional disparities and 
the allocative criteria in short term and long term planning 
can only be pioneered at the centre. The analysis of 
r~e.;g~J-1\Q.al. production structures through input-output studies 
, '¥\f';"""W!' 
~d'the industrial base studies, etc., fall into the 

category in which state regional departments can serve a 
useful function. Studies of this nature also provide 
useful information for regional planning at state level. 
Greater central initiative is also necessary in estimating 
state income regularly and to integrate these data with 
the national income data published by the Central 



Statistical Organisation. 
, 

In considering the future pattern of regional lnequality 
we must isolate from the effects of the changes in the 
above factors dn the course of regional disparities and 
assume a more limited role of examining the trends in the 
regional disparities in the light of our study. Regional 
disparities in per capita income reflect the regional 
differences in the economic structures and the productivity 
differences within the economic sectors. The relative 
dispersion around the mean in the regional per capita 
income can be expected to increase on account of the 
following factors: (a) The regional disparities;in the 
economic structures will persist due to the spatial 
concentration of the private sector's investment in 
manufacturing; (b) The high income states will be able 
to maintain a higher development effort than the low 
income regions, which means that they will continue to 
have higher investments in social and economic infra
structures l and a higher per hectare outlay in agriculture: 
(c) The high income regions have a higher percentage of rich 
farmers so that the private investment in agriculture can 
be expected to be higher in these regions. than in the low 
. . 2 
~ncome reg~ons. 

Thus, agriculture will play an increasing role in the 
creation of regional income disparities and in the regional 
allocation of resources within the agricultural sector 
itself. We noted earlier that the new agricultural 

1. Classification of Indian regions on the basis of social 
and economic indicators does not alter the ranking position 
of low income regions. 
2. Rao, S.K., op.cit. comes to the fellowing conclusion in 
this regard: "It is expected that the economic disparities 
between regions will widen in the near future. The Green 
Reviil.lution in agriculture has made investment in agriculture 
very attractive. We can expect private investment to play 
a greater role in c;Lgriculture.The growth of private invest
me);lt is likely to be higher in the rich farmer regions 
because private~ investment is likely to be constrained by 
the ability to save by farmers. And, in general, it is the 
advanced regions who have more rich farmers." The role of 
rich farmers in obtaining higher cooperative credit and in 
the regional shares in HYVP was also noted earlier. 



development strategy s-ince 1961-68 relies essent-ta,lly on 
a concentrated development effort in agricultur~ in 'the 
areas of minimum risk. This meant that in the Fourth 
Plan the regional shares in HYVP worked out to be much 
higher in the agriculturally advanced regions and the 
other more :~ndustrialised regions. Obj'ectives of national 

targets c;>f self-sufficiency 4:n food, rapid population 
growtlr"a~'d the balance of payment constraints would make 

''0 
i t rml)'~ri~tive in the near future to concentrate efforts in 
the regions with existing advantages. Since the 
investments in fertilisers and major irrigation are highly 
capital intensive and as there are marked spatial differences 
in the returns from these investments, application of 
national criteria would lead to continued higher investments 
in these regions. The regional development efforts in 
agriculture in the low income regions with severe existing 
disadvantages may be concentrated in the programmes to 

raise their levels of agricultural development by measures 
directed to the dry farming areas and the labour intensive 
schemes oriented to increase the employment and income 
opportunities in the short run and on the rural infra
structures. Such an integrated national approach 
presupposes that the "externalities" created by the 
concentration of national effort in few regions are large 
enough to contain the rest of the regions in a lower share 
in the technological change in agriculture. If these 
"externalities" or the "beneficial" effects of higher 
technological change in some regions are reduced because of 
the political power of the agriculturally prosperous states 
and an incoordinated national food distribution policy, 
the spatially concentrated national effort in agriculture 
may precipitate the crisis in social and political stability 
of the country itself. Thus, although the trends in the 

'private and public investment in agriculture suggest that 
regional disparity in agricultural growth and productivity 

will increase as a result of the technological change in 
agriculture and the national constraints would require a 



continued concentrated effort, there are inherent dangers 
in such a situation, especially in the context of a 
changed political situation. 

We conclude that in an underdeveloped economy like 
India the issues of regional disparities and policy are of 
great importance, because of the following factors; the 
stage of national economic development, the size of the 
country, the limited scope of lar e scale inter-regional 
and inter-sectoral migration of labour force and the nature 
of the political federation through which national and 
regional planning operates. Regional disparity in per 
capita income in India was found to be much lower than that 
in the countries with high regional dualism such as Brazil, 
Italy, Greece and some of the East European countries. 
In most of these countries the regional inequality in the 
economic sectors is lower than in per capita incomes, and 
also regional inequality in agricultural income is higher ' 
than in the manufacturing sector. In the case of India, 
we conclude that the regional inequality is higher when 
measured at the sectoral level. Classification of Indian 

" 

regions on the basis of per capita income is useful, as the 
regional differences in the per capita income reflect the 
regional differences in economic structures and the 
productivity differentials within each economic sector. 
Classification of Indian regions on the basis of other social 
and economic indicators does not shift the ranks of low 
income states to a more favourable position . High 
regional disparity in the manufacturing income per worker can 
be at~ributed to the significant regional differences in the 
degree of industrialisation and the existence of regional 
disparities in efficiency at the industry level. Private 
manufacturing investment has continued to cluster at the 
large urban centres in the more industrialised states, and 
has showa a lack of movement to the large public i nvestment 

in the low income regions. 
inequality was found to be a 

In agricu~ture, the regional 
ittle J!SS .;fb'Eptrf " i-'>!, '-ff..t- __ 

- lanu' ct~i1tg . Regional disparity in the agricultural 



income reflects the significant differences in the cropping 
pattern of regions and high regional disparity in the 

productivity levels in each crop. Technological change 

in agriculture through modern inputs is concentrated in 

the regions with existing advantages. In addition, the 
more industrialised regions also have a much higher total 

public investment in agriculture. Private investment in 
agriculture in these regions is also higher as they have 

a higher percentage of rich farmers. 

We conclude that in the changed political situation 

the regional policy that lays down more -explicit short 
and long term regional goalslcan be regarded as crucial 

for the political survival of the federation an~ the 
viability of rational economic planning. Regional policy 
will have to tackle complex conflicting issues of regional 
resource allocation which were successfully manoeuvred by; 

the centre-dominated political and planning process until 

the late 'sixties. Whil~ we can expect the regional 

disparities in per capita income to increase, the most 
difficult issues are likely to arise due ,to the nature of 

technological change in agriculture. Since the constraints 

of national objectives of self-sufficiency i? food and the . 
other national parameters require a continued concentrated 

effort in some regions additional steps will have to be 
taken to spread the "externalities" to the other regions, 

to pursue a vigorous food distribution policy and to have 

agricultural programmes suited to the needs of the 
agriculturally least advantageous regions. This can QUly 

be achieved by a combination of central and state 

initiative. 

1. It would be equally necessary to allocate the central 
assistance in accordance with these regional goals.leading 
to the .size of state plans that are related to the specific 
regionai-goals and needs or the low income regions. 
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